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Note

Within the UNCTAD Division on Technology and Logistics, the ICT Policy Section carries out policy-oriented analytical work on the development implications of information and communications technologies (ICTs) and e-commerce. It is responsible for the preparation of the Digital Economy Report, previously known as the Information Economy Report. The ICT Policy Section promotes international dialogue on issues related to ICTs for development, and contributes to building developing countries’ capacities to measure e-commerce and the digital economy and to design and implement relevant policies and legal frameworks. The Section also manages the eTrade for all initiative.

In this Report, the terms country/economy refer, as appropriate, to territories or areas. The designations of country groups are intended solely for statistical or analytical convenience, and do not necessarily express a judgement about the stage of development reached by a particular country or area in the development process. Unless otherwise indicated, the major country groupings used in this Report follow the classification of the United Nations Statistical Office. These are:

- Developed countries: the member countries of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) (other than Chile, Mexico, the Republic of Korea and Turkey), plus the European Union member countries that are not OECD members (Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Lithuania, Malta and Romania), plus Andorra, Liechtenstein, Monaco and San Marino. Countries with economies in transition refers to those in South-East Europe and the Commonwealth of Independent States. Developing economies in general are all the economies that are not specified above. For statistical purposes, the data for China do not include those for Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of China (Hong Kong, China), Macao Special Administrative Region of China (Macao, China) or Taiwan Province of China. An excel file with the main country groupings used can be downloaded from UNCTADstat at: http://unctadstat.unctad.org/EN/Classifications.html.

References to Latin America include the Caribbean countries unless otherwise indicated.

References to sub-Saharan Africa include South Africa unless otherwise indicated.

References to the United States are to the United States of America, and to the United Kingdom are to the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.

The term “dollars” ($) refers to United States dollars, unless otherwise indicated.

The term “billion” signifies 1,000 million.

The following symbols may have been used in the tables:

- Two dots (..) indicate that data are not available or are not separately reported.
- Rows in tables have been omitted in those cases where no data are available for any of the elements in the row.
- A dash (–) indicates that the item is equal to zero or its value is negligible.
- A blank in a table indicates that the item is not applicable, unless otherwise indicated.
- A slash (/) between dates representing years, e.g. 1994/95, indicates a financial year.
- Use of an en dash (--) between dates representing years, e.g. 1994–1995, signifies the full period involved, including the beginning and end years.
- Annual rates of growth or change, unless otherwise stated, refer to annual compound rates.
- Details and percentages in tables do not necessarily add up to the totals because of rounding.
Preface

The digital revolution has transformed our lives and societies with unprecedented speed and scale, delivering immense opportunities as well as daunting challenges. New technologies can make significant contributions to realizing the Sustainable Development Goals, but we cannot take positive outcomes for granted. We must urgently improve international cooperation if we are to achieve the full social and economic potential of digital technology, while avoiding unintended consequences.

Given the high stakes involved, I established a High-level Panel on Digital Cooperation to help expand understanding of the key digital opportunities and challenges before us. The Panel brought together diverse experts and put forward a wide range of recommendations, including on how to better govern digital technology development through open, agile and multi-stakeholder models.

In that same spirit and in today’s fast-changing environment, I welcome this timely Digital Economy Report of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, which examines the implications of the digital economy, especially for developing countries.

Digital advances have generated enormous wealth in record time, but that wealth has been concentrated around a small number of individuals, companies and countries. Under current policies and regulations, this trajectory is likely to continue, further contributing to rising inequality. We must work to close the digital divide, where more than half the world has limited or no access to the Internet. Inclusivity is essential to building a digital economy that delivers for all.

New technologies, especially artificial intelligence, will inevitably lead to a major shift in the labour market, including the disappearance of jobs in some sectors and the creation of opportunities in others, on a massive scale. The digital economy will require a range of new and different skills, a new generation of social protection policies, and a new relationship between work and leisure. We need a major investment in education, rooted not just in learning but in learning how to learn, and in providing lifelong access to learning opportunities for all.

The digital economy has also created new risks, from cybersecurity breaches to facilitating illegal economic activities and challenging concepts of privacy. Governments, civil society, academia, the scientific community and the technology industry must work together to find new solutions.

Not a day passes for me without seeing the many ways in which digital technology can advance peace, human rights and sustainable development for all. This report offers valuable insights and analyses, and I commend it to a wide global audience as we strive together to ensure that no one is left behind by the fast-evolving digital economy.

António Guterres
Secretary-General
United Nations
Foreword

The rapid spread of digital technologies is transforming many economic and social activities. However, widening digital divides threaten to leave developing countries, and especially least developed countries, even further behind. A smart embrace of new technologies, enhanced partnerships and greater intellectual leadership are needed to redefine digital development strategies and the future contours of globalization.

This first edition of the Digital Economy Report – previously known as the Information Economy Report – examines the implications of the emerging digital economy for developing countries in terms of value creation and capture. It highlights the two main drivers of value creation in the digital era – digital data and platformization – and explores how current trends of wealth concentration could be replaced by trajectories leading to more equitable sharing of the gains from digitalization.

These are still early days in the digital era, and we have more questions than answers about how to deal with the digital challenge. Given the absence of relevant statistics and empirical evidence, as well as the rapid pace of technological change, decision-makers face a moving target as they try to adopt sound policies relating to the digital economy.

UNCTAD is committed to accompanying its member States with evidence for informed decision-making, as they consider different policy options and practices aimed at benefiting from the digital economy. Beyond our research on the digital economy, our Intergovernmental Group of Experts on E-Commerce and the Digital Economy and the annual eCommerce Week provide valuable forums for policy dialogue. We also offer technical assistance and capacity-building, and seek to make such support more transparent and easily accessible through the eTrade for all initiative and its 30 partner organizations.

It is my hope that this holistic approach will respond to the desire of people in developing countries to take part in the new digital world, not just as users and consumers, but also as producers, exporters and innovators, for creating and capturing more value on their path towards sustainable development.

Mukhisa Kituyi
Secretary-General
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
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### List of Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3D</td>
<td>3 dimensional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>artificial intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>application programming interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2B</td>
<td>business to business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2C</td>
<td>business to customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEA</td>
<td>Bureau of Economic Analysis (United States)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEPS</td>
<td>base erosion of profit shifting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2C</td>
<td>consumer to consumer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBDF</td>
<td>cross-border data flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4D</td>
<td>digital for development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERP</td>
<td>enterprise resource planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCO</td>
<td>Federal Cartel Office (of Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRAND</td>
<td>fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTA</td>
<td>free trade agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB</td>
<td>gigabyte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2C</td>
<td>government to consumer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>gross domestic product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDPR</td>
<td>General Data Protection Regulation (EU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GVC</td>
<td>global value chain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT</td>
<td>information and communications technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILO</td>
<td>International Labour Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIC</td>
<td>International Standard Industrial Classification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMF</td>
<td>International Monetary Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT</td>
<td>Internet of things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>Internet protocol (but also intellectual property)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPR</td>
<td>intellectual property right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPO</td>
<td>initial public offering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>information technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITES</td>
<td>IT-enabled services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITU</td>
<td>International Telecommunication Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IXP</td>
<td>Internet exchange point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMIC</td>
<td>low- and middle-income countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNE</td>
<td>multinational enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSMEs</td>
<td>micro, small and medium-sized enterprises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODA</td>
<td>official development assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPP</td>
<td>public-private partnership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoS</td>
<td>quality of service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D</td>
<td>research and development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFID</td>
<td>radio frequency identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDG</td>
<td>Sustainable Development Goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCTAD</td>
<td>United Nations Conference on Trade and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTO</td>
<td>World Trade Organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Digital Economy Report (DER) (formerly known as the Information Economy Report) this year examines the scope for value creation and capture in the digital economy by developing countries. It gives special attention to opportunities for these countries to take advantage of the data-driven economy as producers and innovators – but also to the constraints they face – notably with regard to digital data and digital platforms.

This topic is timely, as only a decade remains for achieving the sustainable development goals (SDGs). Digital disruptions have already led to the creation of enormous wealth in record time, but this is highly concentrated in a small number of countries, companies and individuals. Meanwhile, digitalization has also given rise to fundamental challenges for policymakers in countries at all levels of development. Harnessing its potential for the many, and not just the few, requires creative thinking and policy experimentation. And it calls for greater global cooperation to avoid widening the income gap.

The digital economy’s expansion is driven by digital data...

The digital economy continues to evolve at breakneck speed, driven by the ability to collect, use and analyse massive amounts of machine-readable information (digital data) about practically everything. These digital data arise from the digital footprints of personal, social and business activities taking place on various digital platforms. Global Internet Protocol (IP) traffic, a proxy for data flows, grew from about 100 gigabytes (GB) per day in 1992 to more than 45,000 GB per second in 2017. And yet the world is only in the early days of the data-driven economy; by 2022 global IP traffic is projected to reach 150,700 GB per second, fuelled by more and more people coming online for the first time and by the expansion of the Internet of Things (IoT).

The development and policy implications of data collection and use depend greatly on the type of data involved: personal or non-personal; private or public; for commercial or government purposes; volunteered, observed or inferred; sensitive or non-sensitive. An entirely new “data value chain” has evolved, comprising firms that support data collection, the production of insights from data, data storage, analysis and modelling. Value creation arises once the data are transformed into digital intelligence and monetized through commercial use.

... and digital platforms

Platformization is the second driver. In the past decade, a plethora of digital platforms have emerged around the world using data-driven business models, and disrupting existing industries in their wake. The power of platforms is reflected in the fact that seven of the world’s top eight companies by market capitalization use platform-based business models.

Digital platforms provide the mechanisms for bringing together a set of parties to interact online. A distinction can be made between transaction platforms and innovation platforms. Transaction platforms are two/multi-sided markets with an online infrastructure that supports exchanges between a number of different parties. They have become a core business model for major digital corporations (such as Amazon, Alibaba, Facebook and eBay), as well as for those that are supporting digitally enabled sectors (such as Uber, Didi Chuxing or Airbnb). Innovation platforms create environments for code and content producers to develop applications and software in the form of, for example, operating systems (e.g. Android or Linux) or technology standards (e.g. MPEG video).

Platform-centred businesses have a major advantage in the data-driven economy. As both intermediaries and infrastructures, they are positioned to record and extract all data related to online actions and interactions among users of the platform. The growth of digital platforms is directly linked to their capacity to collect and analyse digital data, but their interests and behaviour depend greatly on how they monetize those data to generate revenue.

Geographically, the development of the digital economy is highly uneven

Digital developments will have implications for virtually all the SDGs, and will affect all countries, sectors and stakeholders. At present, the world is characterized by a yawning gap between the under-connected and the hyper-digitalized countries. For example, in least developed countries (LDCs), only one in five people...
uses the Internet as compared with four out of five in developed countries. This is just one aspect of the digital divide. In other areas, such as capabilities for harnessing digital data and frontier technologies, the gap is considerably wider. For example, Africa and Latin America together account for less than 5 per cent of the world’s colocation data centres. If left unaddressed, these divides will exacerbate existing income inequalities. It is therefore essential to consider how developing countries may be affected by this (r)evolution in terms of the creation and capture of value, and what should be done to improve the status quo.

The economic geography of the digital economy does not display a traditional North-South divide. It is consistently being led by one developed and one developing country: the United States and China. For example, these two countries account for 75 per cent of all patents related to blockchain technologies, 50 per cent of global spending on IoT, and more than 75 per cent of the world market for public cloud computing. And, perhaps most strikingly, they account for 90 per cent of the market capitalization value of the world’s 70 largest digital platforms. Europe’s share is 4 per cent and Africa and Latin America’s together is only 1 per cent. Seven “super platforms” – Microsoft, followed by Apple, Amazon, Google, Facebook, Tencent and Alibaba – account for two thirds of the total market value. Thus, in many digital technological developments, the rest of the world, and especially Africa and Latin America, are trailing considerably far behind the United States and China. Some of the current trade frictions reflect the quest for global dominance in frontier technology areas.

What is value in the digital economy?

The expansion of the digital economy creates many new economic opportunities. Digital data can be used for development purposes and for solving societal problems, including those related to the SDGs. It can thus help improve economic and social outcomes, and be a force for innovation and productivity growth. Platforms facilitate transactions and networking as well as information exchange. From a business perspective, the transformation of all sectors and markets through digitalization can foster the production of higher quality goods and services at reduced costs. Furthermore, digitalization is transforming value chains in different ways, and opening up new channels for value addition and broader structural change.

But positive outcomes are far from automatic. Just because digitalization has the potential to support development, any value realized is unlikely to be equitably distributed. Even if individuals, firms and countries do not – or only partially – take part in the digital economy, they can still be adversely affected indirectly. Workers with limited digital skills will find themselves at a disadvantage vis-à-vis those who are better equipped for the digital economy, incumbent local firms will meet stiff competition from digitalized domestic and foreign ones, and various jobs will be lost to automation. The net impact will depend on the level of development and digital readiness of countries and their stakeholders. It will also depend on the policies adopted and implemented at national, regional and international levels.

Impacts on value creation and capture can be considered across several economic dimensions (e.g. productivity, value added, employment, income and trade), for different actors (workers, micro, small and medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs)), platforms and governments), and for different components of the digital economy (core, narrow and broad in scope).

Measuring value in the digital economy is difficult

Measuring the digital economy and related value creation and capture is fraught with difficulties. Firstly, there is no widely accepted definition of the digital economy. Secondly, reliable statistics on its key components and dimensions, especially in developing countries, are lacking. Although several initiatives are under way to improve the situation, they remain insufficient, and are struggling to cope with the rapid pace of evolution of the digital economy.

Depending on the definition, estimates of the size of the digital economy range from 4.5 to 15.5 per cent of world GDP. Regarding value added in the information and communications technology (ICT) sector, the United States and China together account for almost 40 per cent of the world total. As a share of GDP, however, the sector is the largest in Taiwan Province of China, Ireland and Malaysia. Global employment in the ICT sector increased from 34 million in 2010 to 39 million in 2015, with computer services accounting for the largest share (38 per cent). The share of the ICT sector in total employment rose over the same period, from 1.8 per cent to 2 per cent.
Within the ICT sector, computer services are the largest component, with a 40 per cent share of total value added. The global computer services industry is dominated by the United States; its share of that industry’s value added is almost as big as that of the combined total of the next nine largest economies. India has the largest share among developing countries in this context. Computer services, which is the only subsector that is growing across all regions, is one of the main drivers of employment in the sector. Value added in ICT manufacturing is highly concentrated in East Asia (led by China), and the scope for more developing countries to extract value from this sector is likely to be limited.

In the past decade, global exports of ICT services and services that can be delivered digitally grew considerably faster than overall services exports, reflecting the increasing digitalization of the world economy. In 2018, digitally deliverable service exports amounted to $2.9 trillion, or 50 per cent of global services exports. In LDCs, such services accounted for an estimated 16 per cent of total services exports, and they more than tripled from 2005 to 2018.

The growing power of digital platforms has global implications

Digital platforms are increasingly important in the world economy. The combined value of the platform companies with a market capitalization of more than $100 million was estimated at more than $7 trillion in 2017 – 67 per cent higher than in 2015. Some global digital platforms have achieved very strong market positions in certain areas. For example, Google has some 90 per cent of the market for Internet searches. Facebook accounts for two thirds of the global social media market, and is the top social media platform in more than 90 per cent of the world’s economies. Amazon boasts an almost 40 per cent share of the world’s online retail activity, and its Amazon Web Services accounts for a similar share of the global cloud infrastructure services market. In China, WeChat (owned by Tencent) has more than one billion active users and, together with Alipay (Alibaba), its payment solution has captured virtually the entire Chinese market for mobile payments. Meanwhile, Alibaba has been estimated to have close to 60 per cent of the Chinese e-commerce market.

Several factors help explain the rapid rise to dominance of these digital giants. The first is related to network effects (i.e. the more users on a platform, the more valuable it becomes for everyone). The second is the platforms’ ability to extract, control and analyse data. As with network effects, more users mean more data, and more data mean a stronger ability to outcompete potential rivals and capitalize on first-mover advantages. Thirdly, once a platform begins to gain traction and starts offering different integrated services, the costs to users of switching to an alternative service provider start to increase.

Global digital platforms have taken steps to consolidate their competitive positions, including by acquiring potential competitors and expanding into complementary products or services. Major acquisitions by digital platform companies include Microsoft’s takeover of LinkedIn and Facebook’s acquisition of WhatsApp. Alphabet (Google) and Microsoft have invested in telecommunications equipment by acquiring Motorola and Nokia, respectively. Major platforms have also made other large acquisitions in the retail industry, advertising and marketing industry, and in non-residential real estate.

Other steps include investing strategically in research and development (R&D) and lobbying in domestic and international policy-making circles. At the same time, strategic partnering between multinational enterprises (MNEs) in traditional sectors and global digital platform corporations is also being explored. For example, Walmart has partnered with Google to use Google Assistant; Ford and Daimler have joined Baidu in its Apollo platform; Google has built the Android Automotive platform with Volvo and Audi; GE has partnered with Microsoft to use its Azure cloud services; and Intel and Facebook are collaborating on the development of a new artificial intelligence (AI) chip.

Turning data into digital intelligence is the key to success

Data have become a new economic resource for creating and capturing value. Control over data is strategically important to be able to transform them into digital intelligence. In virtually every value chain, the ability to collect, store, analyse and transform data brings added power and competitive advantages. Digital data are core to all fast-emerging digital technologies, such as data analytics, AI, blockchain, IoT, cloud computing and all Internet-based services. Unsurprisingly, data-centric business models are being adopted not only by digital platforms, but also, increasingly, by lead companies across various sectors.
Local firms in developing countries can benefit from being able to use services offered by global platforms. In some cases, local knowledge (for instance, of search habits, traffic conditions and cultural nuances) may also give an advantage to locally rooted digital platforms, enabling them to offer services tailored to local users. Yet, due to the competition dynamics outlined above, developing-country platforms that are trying to scale typically face an uphill battle. The dominance of global digital platforms, their control of data, as well as their capacity to create and capture the ensuing value, tend to further accentuate concentration and consolidation rather than reduce inequalities between and within countries.

Indeed, in the global “data value chain”, many countries may find themselves in subordinate positions, with value and data being concentrated in a few global platforms and other lead MNEs. Countries at all levels of development risk becoming mere providers of raw data to those digital platforms while having to pay for the digital intelligence produced with those data by the platform owners. Breaking this vicious circle will require out-of-the-box thinking aimed at finding an alternative configuration of the digital economy that leads to more balanced results and a fairer distribution of the gains from data and digital intelligence.

Policies are needed to make the digital economy work for the many, not just the few

Technology is not deterministic. It creates both opportunities and challenges. It is up to governments, in close dialogue with other stakeholders, to shape the digital economy by defining the rules of the game. This in turn requires a reasonable sense of the kind of digital future that is desirable. Policymakers need to make choices that can help reverse current trends towards widening inequalities and power imbalances wrought by the digital economy. This is a huge challenge that will involve the adaptation of existing policies, laws and regulations, and/or the adoption of new ones in many areas. For most countries, the digital economy and its long-term repercussions remain unchartered territory, and policies and regulations have not kept up with the rapid digital transformations taking place in economies and societies. Even in developed countries, few approaches have been tried and tested.

The evolution of the digital economy calls for unconventional economic thinking and policy analysis. Policy responses need to take into account the blurring of the boundaries between sectors due to servitization, as well as the increased difficulties of enforcing national laws and regulations with respect to cross-border trade in digital services and products. They should also explore new pathways for local value creation and capture, and further structural transformation through digitalization.

While some issues can be addressed through national policies and strategies, the global nature of the digital economy will require more dialogue, consensus-building and policy-making at the international level. At this stage there are many more questions than definitive answers about how to deal with the digital economy. Given the paucity of relevant statistics and empirical evidence, as well as the rapid pace of technological change, findings and policy responses will need to be constantly reassessed.

Enhancing readiness to create and capture value

National policies play a vital role in preparing countries for value creation and capture in the digital era. In view of the cross-sectoral nature of digitalization, a whole-of-government response is important to the formulation and implementation of policies aimed at securing benefits and dealing with challenges. Ensuring affordable and reliable connectivity, which is essential for creating and capturing value in the digital economy, remains a major challenge in many LDCs, especially in rural and remote areas, and requires attention. UNCTAD’s Rapid eTrade Readiness Assessments can serve as a useful starting point for LDCs and other countries by identifying areas for improvement and policy interventions that could help alleviate bottlenecks.

Boosting entrepreneurship in digital and digitally enabled sectors is key to local value creation. In many developing countries, digital entrepreneurs face various barriers to scaling their activities. Global digital competitors already occupy the most scalable digital product categories. Servicing local markets digitally often requires the setting up of blended digital-analog processes, which are less “physical-asset-light” than the strategies used by digital platforms in more advanced economies.

In most developing countries, market opportunities may lie especially in local and/or regional digital goods and services markets. Policy can seek to incentivize different clusters within a region to develop complementary and deep technical knowledge bases. The greatest potential may lie in digital products that
are hard to be replicated elsewhere, that are needed locally, and that can be transported or duplicated in a certain location at relatively low cost. Governments could focus less on hackathons and bootcamps or high-profile projects (such as technology parks), and more on fostering tacit entrepreneurial knowledge creation through mentorship programmes, vocational training, apprenticeships and internships.

They should also consider ways of empowering women entrepreneurs in this area. Mentoring, networking and exposing them to role models can help overcome inherent gender biases or cultural norms that may limit women’s ability to confidently start or sustain projects in e-commerce and data-driven technology areas.

Securing value from the digital economy requires not just a stronger digital sector, but also broader efforts to enable enterprises in all sectors to take advantage of digital technologies. In many LDCs, for example, this concerns, in particular, agriculture and tourism. Firms that invest in ICTs are generally more productive, competitive and profitable. However, many small business owners in developing countries, and especially in LDCs, lack the capabilities, skills and awareness to leverage digital connectivity for their business operations. One way to address this is to integrate ICT skills development into general business-management training curricula. Governments should also consider collaborating with the private sector to provide more training to MSMEs on how to leverage digital platforms.

**Policies for harnessing digital data**

Countries with limited capabilities to turn digital data into digital intelligence and business opportunities are at a clear disadvantage when it comes to value creation. To prevent increased dependence in the data-driven global economy, national development strategies should seek to promote digital upgrading (value addition) in data value chains, and to enhance domestic capacities to “refine” the data. This may require national policies to better seize opportunities and deal with the risks and challenges associated with the expansion of digital data. Key policy questions include how to assign ownership and control over data; how to build consumer trust and protect data privacy; how to regulate cross-border data flows; and how to build relevant skills and capabilities for harnessing digital data for development.

Various proposals have been made to ensure a more equitable sharing of the economic gains from digital data. Some focus on remunerating the individuals who are sharing the data with platforms through personal data markets or via data trusts. Others call for the use of collective data ownership and of digital data funds as a basis for a new “digital data commons”. It will be necessary to experiment with these and other options, and assess their feasibility and respective pros and cons.

Data privacy and data security require special attention. Various security arrangements are important to protect against deliberate acts of data misuse. Laws and regulations are needed to counter theft of personal data, to set rules for what and how personal data can be collected, used, transferred or removed, and to ensure that data-driven business models generate gains for society as a whole. The European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation, which took effect in May 2018, is currently the most comprehensive approach to data protection, with global implications.

**The digital era requires updating of competition and taxation policies**

Given the network effects and the tendency towards market concentration in the digital economy, competition policy will have to play a more important role in the context of creating and capturing value. Existing frameworks need to be adapted to provide for competitive and contestable markets in the digital era. The current dominant approach in antitrust regulations is based on measuring harm to consumers in the form of higher prices. It should be broadened to consider, for example, consumer privacy, personal data protection, consumer choice, market structure, switching costs and lock-in effects. In addition, an appropriate competition policy should be put in place and enforced within regional or global frameworks.

There are different ways for enforcement of competition law to be made more effective vis-à-vis dominant digital players, for example by carefully defining the relevant market, assessing possible abuse of market power and updating the tools for merger reviews. To the extent that services provided could be compared with utilities, regulation should be considered as a tool for ensuring open and fair access for all businesses. Whichever option is chosen, developing countries need to strengthen their capacity to enforce their competition policies. Efforts at the regional and global levels may be more effective in dealing with abusive
practices and merger reviews, and for ensuring that dominant platforms are open to local and regional companies under fair terms and conditions.

Taxation is another key concern for value capture. Countries are rethinking how taxation rights should be allocated to prevent possibilities for under-taxation of major digital platforms in the fast-evolving digital economy. Observers have noted a mismatch between where profits are currently taxed, and where and how value is created. As developing countries are mainly markets for global digital platforms, and their users contribute significantly to the generation of value and profits, authorities in these countries should have the right to tax such platforms. Under the auspices of the OECD, different options are being reviewed with the goal of reaching consensus on a solution by the end of 2020. As the tax landscape evolves in the coming years, it is essential to ensure wide and more inclusive participation of developing countries in international discussions on taxation of the digital economy, including strengthening the United Nations Committee of Experts on International Cooperation in Tax Matters.

**Acknowledge the need for speed, flexibility and international support**

If left unaddressed, the yawning gap between the under-connected and the hyper-digitalized countries will widen further and existing inequalities will be exacerbated. Digital divides, differences in readiness and the high concentration of market power in the digital economy all point to the need for new policies and regulations that will help create a fairer distribution of gains from the ongoing process of digital transformation. This will not be easy.

Digitalization affects different countries in different ways, and individual governments require policy space to regulate the digital economy in order to fulfill various legitimate public policy objectives. The handling and regulation of digital data are complex, as they touch upon human rights, trade, economic value creation and capture, law enforcement and national security. Formulating policies that take these various dimensions into account is hard, but nonetheless necessary. Furthermore, ensuring an effective distribution of gains, as well as coping with digital disruptions, will require more social protection measures and efforts to reskill workers.

Meanwhile, several policy challenges may be more effectively addressed at the regional or international level. This applies, for example, to data protection and security, cross-border data flows, competition, taxation and trade. Finding adequate solutions requires greater international collaboration and policy dialogue, with the full involvement of developing countries. Any consensus will need to incorporate significant flexibilities to enable all countries to participate.

Given the complexity and novelty of the issues at stake, and the continuously rapid pace of technological change, policy experimentation will be necessary to assess the benefits and disadvantages of different options. The use of regulatory sandboxes could be a first step before moving to fully national, regional or global solutions.

The development community will need to explore more comprehensive ways to support countries that are trailing in the digital economy. For ensuring that digital transformation contributes to more inclusive outcomes, national efforts in developing countries should be complemented by more international support. Development partners urgently need to integrate the digital dimension into their aid policies and strategies. Assistance should aim at reducing the digital divides, strengthening the enabling environment for value creation, building capacities in the private and public sectors, and enhancing trust by supporting the adoption and enforcement of relevant laws and regulations to promote value creation and capture in the data-driven digital economy.
The world economy is transforming fast as a result of the rapid spread of new digital technologies, with major implications for Agenda 2030 on Sustainable Development. Greater levels of digitalization of both economies and societies are creating new means for tackling global development challenges; however, there are risks that digital disruptions will favour mainly those that are already well prepared to create and capture value in the digital era, rather than contribute to more inclusive development.

This chapter sets the stage for the Report by defining the digital economy, and examining trends associated with several emerging digital technologies that all rely on the growth of digital data. The analysis points to a very high level of geographical concentration, with the United States and China occupying the lead in many areas of digital technological development, and most other countries trailing far behind. Variations both among and within countries in the levels of digital connectivity and readiness to benefit from the digital economy are creating concerns for governments, especially in developing countries. Special attention needs to be given to ways that can enable more countries to take advantage of the data-driven digital economy, as producers, innovators and exporters.
**RECENT TRENDS IN THE DIGITAL ECONOMY**

The evolving digital economy is closely associated with several frontier technologies and fuelled by data.

**Blockchain**  
**Data analytics**  
**Artificial intelligence**  
**3D printing**  
**Internet of Things**  
**Automation & Robotics**  
**Cloud computing**

---

**Global Internet Protocol traffic**, a proxy for data flows, has grown dramatically, but the world is only in the early days of the data-driven economy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Traffic Growth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>100 gigabytes (GB) of traffic per day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>100 GB per second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>46,600 GB per second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>150,700 GB per second</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Geography of the digital economy is highly concentrated in two countries**

- **United States and China**
- **Rest of the world**

- 75% of all patents related to blockchain technologies
- 50% of global spending on IoT
- >75% of the cloud computing market

**US and China:** 90% of the market capitalization value of the world’s 70 largest digital platforms

- US: 68%
- China: 22%

---

**Still huge digital divides**

- Half of the world remains offline
- In LDCs only 1 in 5 people are online
- Gender gap is the widest in the poorest economies

---

*Evrakın elektronik imzalı suretine http://e-belge.gtb.gov.tr adresinden b94a9173-e51d-4c92-a778-492c6c27064a kodu ile erişebilirsiniz. BELGENIN ASLI ELEKTRONİK İMZALIDIR.*
A. ON THE CUSP OF A NEW DIGITAL ERA

The world economy is transforming due to the rapid evolution and growing use of information and communications technologies (ICTs). Although the pace of digital transformation varies, all countries are being affected. This has significant implications for the implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, presenting major opportunities as well as challenges for developing countries.

One of the distinguishing features of recent years has been the exponential growth in the aggregation of machine-readable information, or digital data, over the Internet. This has been accompanied by an expansion of big data analytics, artificial intelligence (AI), cloud computing and new business models (digital platforms). With more devices accessing the Internet, an ever-increasing number of people using digital services and more value chains being digitally connected, the role of digital data and technologies is set to expand further. As a result, access to data and the ability to transform data into digital intelligence have become crucial for the competitiveness of companies. Producers and exporters are becoming increasingly dependent on data analytics as operations get more digitized, and because they use support services that require access to data such as shipping and transportation, retail distribution and finance.

The transformative power of data for economic and social interactions compels governments, businesses and people to adapt in order to seize opportunities that are emerging, as well as to deal with pitfalls and risks. The ability of various stakeholders to master digital transformations varies considerably. In fact, there is a yawning gap between the under-connected and the hyper-digitized countries. If left unaddressed, this divide will widen further and exacerbate existing inequalities. Given the far-reaching and highly significant impacts expected from digitalization, UNCTAD is changing the name of this flagship publication from its former title of Information Economy Report to the Digital Economy Report.

The notion of the digital economy has become commonplace to describe how digital technology is changing patterns of production and consumption. While the geographic focus of the digital economy was initially on developed countries, its implications have a global reach, and also increasingly affect developing countries in multiple ways. Thus, analyses of the digital economy need to pay serious attention to its development dimension.¹

This first edition of the Digital Economy Report focuses on how to create and capture value in the digital economy. Most of the debate on digitalization and development hitherto has concentrated on the extent to which countries have affordable access to various technologies and whether the technologies are being used. The objective of this Report is to go a step further and discuss the scope for value creation and capture. In particular, it considers how developing countries may be affected by data-driven economic activities and business models (notably digital platforms), and how their roles as producers and innovators can be facilitated in this evolving economic landscape.

In order to set the stage for the rest of the Report, this chapter starts by defining the digital economy. It then examines recent trends and prospects in emerging digital technologies, especially in developing countries. In view of the rising role of data in the digital economy, trends in digital-data-related industries are covered next. The chapter then revisits the more traditional approaches to examining the digital divide, including ICT access and use, and examines the evolution of e-commerce. The subsequent section illustrates how the global business landscape is changing in the digital economy. The chapter ends by providing some conclusions and a roadmap to the rest of the report.

B. WHAT IS THE DIGITAL ECONOMY?

As the world is only at the early stages of digitalization, the evolving digital economy and several other related economic terms lack widely accepted definitions. There may be many interpretations of the same term in the relevant literature and analyses, as well as in different forums. This is because of the novelty and the lack of sufficient understanding or clarity regarding this phenomenon. It may also reflect the high speed of technological progress. The time required for agreeing on standard definitions often lags behind the velocity of technological change.

In this context, it is necessary to strike a balance between avoiding straitjacketing definitions, which may block progress, and reaching a common understanding of relevant concepts. In a rapidly evolving situation, it is important to have some dynamic flexibility with definitions. On the other hand, in order to properly analyse the issues and design policy
responses, there is a need to arrive at some common ground on the meaning of the terminology used. This section provides some historical background on the digital economy concept, and presents a working definition of the digital economy and its components that will serve as the basis for the analysis conducted in this Report.

1. Evolution of the digital economy concept

Since first coined in the mid-1990s, the definition of the digital economy has evolved, reflecting the rapidly changing nature of technology and its use by enterprises and consumers (Barefoot et al., 2018).

In the late 1990s, analyses were mainly concerned with the adoption of the Internet and early thinking about its economic impacts (with reference to the “Internet economy”) (Brynjolfsson and Kahin, 2002; Tapscott, 1996). As Internet use expanded, reports from the mid-2000s onwards focused increasingly on the conditions under which the Internet economy might emerge and grow. Definitions evolved to include analyses of different policies and digital technologies, on the one hand, and the growth of ICT and digitally oriented firms as key actors, on the other (OECD, 2012a and 2014). With improved Internet connectivity in developing countries, and the expansion in the range of digital firms, products and services, studies of the digital economy have begun to include more substantial analyses of the situation in developing countries (UNCTAD, 2017a; World Bank, 2016).

In the past few years, the discussion has again shifted, focusing more on the way digital technologies, services, products, techniques and skills are diffusing across economies. This process is often referred to as digitalization, defined as the transition of businesses through the use of digital technologies, products and services (Brennen and Kreiss, 2014). Digital products and services are facilitating more rapid change across a wider range of sectors rather than being confined to those high-technology sectors that had been the main focus previously (Malecki and Moriset, 2007).

Reflecting this change, recent work has focused on “digitalization” and “digital transformation” [i.e. the ways in which digital products and services are increasingly disrupting traditional sectors] to explore various cross-sectoral digitalization trends (OECD, 2016a and 2017a; UNCTAD, 2017a). This is especially relevant for developing countries where the digital economy has begun to affect the traditional sectors, such as agriculture, tourism and transportation. Indeed, the most important economic changes may well occur through the digitalization of traditional sectors rather than through the emergence of new, digitally enabled sectors.

An analysis of how investments in, and policies related to, technologies or infrastructure enable or limit the emergence of the digital economy is necessary for understanding its development implications. Equally important is to assess the digital economy through the lens of certain sets of technologies. As highlighted by UNCTAD (2017a), for example, the evolving digital economy can be associated with an increased use of advanced robotics, AI, the Internet of things (IoT), cloud computing, big data analytics and three-dimensional (3D) printing. In addition, interoperable systems and digital platforms are essential elements of the digital economy. However, there is always a risk of paying too much attention to the latest innovations that are most in vogue, rather than to those technologies that are of the greatest relevance for developing countries. One way to overcome this limitation is to explore the main components of the digital economy.

2. Main components of the digital economy

With digital technologies underpinning ever more transactions, the digital economy is becoming increasingly inseparable from the functioning of the economy as a whole. The different technologies and economic aspects of the digital economy can be broken down into three broad components:

- **Core aspects** or foundational aspects of the digital economy, which comprise fundamental innovations (semiconductors, processors), core technologies (computers, telecommunications devices) and enabling infrastructures (Internet and telecom networks).
- **Digital and information technology (IT) sectors**, which produce key products or services that rely on core digital technologies, including digital platforms, mobile applications and payment services. The digital economy is to a high degree affected by innovative services in these sectors, which are making a growing contribution to economies, as well as enabling potential spillover effects to other sectors.
iii. **A wider set of digitalizing sectors**, which includes those where digital products and services are being increasingly used (e.g. for e-commerce). Even if change is incremental, many sectors of the economy are being digitalized in this way. This includes digitally enabled sectors in which new activities or business models have emerged and are being transformed as a result of digital technologies. Examples include finance, media, tourism and transportation. Moreover, although less often highlighted, digitally literate or skilled workers, consumers, buyers and users are crucial for the growth of the digitalized economy.

These components are being used in various ways as a basis for measuring the extent and impact of the digital economy. At their most basic level, methodologies focus on measures of the core and digital/IT sectors (or suitable proxies), notably related to investment and policies relating to the digital economy (e.g. digital infrastructure investments, broadband adoption), and how these are linked to the growth of that economy, particularly in terms of outputs and employment in the digital and digitally enabled sectors (OECD, 2017a; UNCTAD 2017a and b). Such analyses help to provide direction for policies and investments in the digital economy, and to assess potential impacts on firms, consumers and workers.

Measuring the digital economy beyond digital and digitally enabled sectors is more difficult. Impacts from the use of digital technologies may result from spillover effects, and intangible outcomes (such as firm flexibility, management approaches or productivity) also depend on other variables (Brynjolfsson, 1993). Some studies have assessed digitalization by means of surveys and e-commerce data, by measuring the spillover effects from the ICT/digital sectors across an economy (Barefoot et al., 2018; Knichrehm et al., 2016), or by exploring the changing geography of global data and knowledge (Manylka et al., 2014; Ojanperä et al., 2016). These approaches often face limitations due to methodological challenges and the lack of reliable statistics (see also chapter III).

Proposed definitions of the digital economy tend to be closely linked to the components outlined above. One approach, which is broadly aligned with a number of other studies (e.g. Barefoot et al., 2018; OECD, 2012a; UNCTAD, 2017a), is the definition of the digital economy proposed by Bukht and Heeks (2017:17): “That part of economic output derived solely or primarily from digital technologies with a business model based on digital goods or services”.

Another approach is to view the digital economy as encompassing all the ways in which digital technologies are diffusing into the economy (Brynjolfsson and Kahin, 2002). Knichrehm et al. (2016: 2) define the foundations of the digital economy in broader terms, suggesting that it is: “The share of total economic output derived from a number of broad “digital” inputs. These digital inputs include digital skills, digital equipment (hardware, software and communications equipment) and the intermediate digital goods and services used in production. Such broad measures reflect the foundations of the digital economy”.

Given the focus on value creation and capture in this Report, emphasis is given to the processes and changes in the digital (or overall) economy, rather than to the outcomes of activities. This has implications for the types of policies needed in relation to how the digital economy operates (and less on the requisite conditions for the emergence of such an economy). While it is necessary to pay attention to specific technologies, a focus on broader trends, such as platformization, digital data and e-commerce, is also needed. This enables an analysis of changes in the digital economy while acknowledging that such changes might happen in different ways. The above definitions highlight the varying emphases: either towards cutting-edge activities in the digital sector or the broader digitalization of the economy. Thus, the representation of the digital economy in this Report follows that used in UNCTAD (2017a), which is reproduced in figure I.1.

It should be noted that in discussions about the dynamic digital economy, reference is frequently made to “digital infrastructure”, a concept that still lacks a widely accepted definition. It may be useful to consider different levels of digital infrastructure: (i) ICT networks (the core digital infrastructure for connectivity); (ii) data infrastructure (data centres, submarine cables and cloud infrastructure); (iii) digital platforms; and (iv) digital devices and applications. Some experts also include the data themselves as part of the digital infrastructure. In the case of digital platforms, while they are not strictly infrastructure (they can also be agents participating in the activity that takes place on them), they also perform infrastructure-like functions by connecting two or more sides of a market. Moreover, at a zero level, electricity infrastructure is
essential to enable the use of digital infrastructure, as these technologies need power to run. In this Report, this broad and flexible approach is applied to the use of the term, digital infrastructure, depending on the context.

C. TRENDS IN EMERGING DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES

The evolution of the digital economy is closely associated with progress in several frontier technologies, including some key software-oriented technologies, such as blockchain, data analytics and AI. Other emerging technologies range from user-facing devices (such as computers and smartphones) to 3D printers and wearables, as well as specialized machine-oriented hardware, such as IoT, automation, robotics and cloud computing. Rapid advances in these increasingly converging technologies have been enabled by a surge in capacity – as well as considerable cost reductions – of data storage, processing and transmission.

Detailed descriptions and analyses of each of these technologies have been extensively presented elsewhere. This section focuses on some recent trends and prospects for these technologies and their geographical evolution, in order to provide an indication of the relative position of developing countries in the evolving digital technology landscape.

1. Blockchain technologies

Blockchain technologies are a form of distributed ledger technologies that allow multiple parties to engage in secure, trusted transactions without any intermediary. It is best known as the technology behind cryptocurrencies, but it is also of relevance for many other domains of importance to developing countries. These include digital identification, property rights and aid disbursement. Open-source platforms, such as Ethereum, allow programmers to develop decentralized applications to run on their blockchain. However, one challenge for blockchains is that, for some applications, they require a substantial, reliable electricity supply for processing. Some blockchain applications are already in use in developing countries, for example in the areas of fintech, land management, transport, health and education in Africa (UNECA, 2017).

According to Gartner’s blockchain business value forecast, after the first phase of a few high-profile successes in 2018–2021, there will be larger, focused investments and many more successful models in 2022–2026. And these are expected to explode in 2027–2030, reaching more than $3 trillion globally (WTO, 2018). Currently, China alone accounts for nearly 50 per cent of all patent applications for technology families relating to blockchains, and, together with the United States, they represent more than 75 per cent of all such patent applications (ACS, 2018).

2. Three-dimensional printing

Three-dimensional (3D) printing, also known as additive manufacturing, can potentially disrupt manufacturing processes by boosting international trade in designs rather than in finished products. It offers opportunities for developing countries to leapfrog traditional manufacturing processes. Indeed, a number of 3D-printing ventures can already be found in some developing countries. For example, in Africa, such ventures exist for local entrepreneurship in Togo, for medical supplies in Uganda, for filling import gaps in Nigeria, for commercial ventures in South Africa and for renewable energy in Rwanda (Atlantic Council,
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India’s largest bicycle and scooter maker has been using 3D printing since 2014, allowing products to reach markets at faster rates; and 3D printers are being used to create prosthetics in countries such as Cambodia, the Sudan, Uganda and the United Republic of Tanzania. But 3D-printing capacity remains highly concentrated. In fact, the five leading countries (the United States, followed by China, Japan, Germany and the United Kingdom) account for an estimated 70 per cent of the total.

3. Internet of things

Internet of things (IoT) refers to the growing array of Internet-connected devices such as sensors, meters, radio frequency identification (RFID) chips and other gadgets that are embedded in various everyday objects enabling them to send and receive various kinds of data. It has wide applications, including in energy meters, for RFID tagging of goods for manufacturing, livestock and logistics, for monitoring soil and weather conditions in agriculture, and for wearables. In 2018, there were more “things” (8.6 billion) connected to the Internet than people (5.7 billion mobile broadband subscriptions), and the number of IoT connections are forecast to grow at 17 per cent a year, to exceed 22 billion by 2024 (Ericsson, 2018). The top seven countries (the United States, followed by China, Japan, Germany, Republic of Korea, France and the United Kingdom) account for nearly 75 per cent of worldwide spending on IoT, with the first two countries representing 50 per cent of global spending (figure I.2).

The global IoT market is expected to grow tenfold, from $151 billion in 2018 to $1,567 billion by 2025 (IoT Analytics, 2018). IDC (2018) estimates that by 2025, an average connected person in the world will interact with IoT devices nearly 4,900 times per day, or the equivalent of one interaction every 18 seconds. This represents an exponential increase in comparison to 298 times per day in 2010 and 584 in 2015. Such rapid growth in the use of IoT will generate a further expansion of digital data.

4. 5G mobile broadband

Fifth generation (5G) wireless technology is expected to be critical for IoT due to its greater ability to handle massive volumes of data. 5G networks can process around 1,000 times more data than today’s systems (Afolabi et al., 2018). In particular, it offers the possibility to connect many more devices (e.g. sensors and smart devices). While 72 mobile operators were testing 5G in 2018, 25 of them are expected to launch the service in 2019, and another 26 in 2020 (Deloitte, 2019). It is estimated that by 2025, the United States, followed by Europe and Asia Pacific will be leaders in 5G adoption. In order for developing countries to maximize the impact of IoT, significant investments in 5G infrastructure will be required. By 2025, the share of 5G in total connections is expected to reach 59 per cent in the Republic of Korea, compared with only 8 per cent in Latin America and 3 per cent in sub-Saharan Africa (table I.1). Moreover, the deployment of 5G may further increase the urban-rural digital divide, as setting up 5G networks in rural areas with lower demand will be commercially challenging (ITU, 2018a).

5. Cloud computing

Cloud computing is enabled by higher Internet speeds, which have drastically reduced latency between users and far away data centres. Data storage costs have also plummeted. The cloud is transforming business models, as it reduces the need for in-house IT expertise, offers flexibility for scaling, and consistent applications rollout and maintenance (UNCTAD, 2013). Some free cloud services provide office-like application tools that are useful for micro, small and medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs). This is particularly useful for countries where the cost of licensed software can be an obstacle to creating applications and providing...
services. However, in many developing countries, high costs of additional international bandwidth to access overseas servers and data centres still limit the uptake of cloud services.

Most cloud traffic is generated in North America, followed by Asia Pacific and Western Europe, which together account for about 90 per cent of all cloud traffic (figure I.3). From 2016 to 2021, the fastest annual growth rate in cloud traffic is expected to occur in the Middle East and Africa, at 35 per cent, followed by Central and Eastern Europe and Asia Pacific, each with a growth rate of 29 per cent. The cloud market is also highly concentrated. According to Synergy Research Group (2019), the share of the top five providers – Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft, Google, IBM and Alibaba – in the global cloud infrastructure services market exceeds 75 per cent, with AWS alone accounting for over a third of that market.

6. Automation and robotics

Automation and robotics technology are increasingly used in manufacturing, which could have significant impacts on employment. There are concerns that such technologies may constrain the scope for developing countries to adopt export-led manufacturing as a path to industrialization (UNCTAD, 2017c), and that the more developed economies may increasingly use robots to “reshore” manufacturing jobs. According to the International Federation of Robotics (2018), global sales of industrial robots doubled between 2013 and 2017. This trend seems set to continue, with sales expected to increase from 381,300 units in 2017 to 630,000 units by 2021. The top five markets (China, followed by Japan, the Republic of Korea, the United States and Germany) represented 73 per cent of the total sales volume of robots in 2017. China is showing the strongest demand, with a market share of 36 per cent. Robots are mainly used in the automotive, electrical/electronics and metal industries.

7. Artificial intelligence and data analytics

Developments in AI, including machine learning, are enabled by the large amounts of digital data that can be analysed to generate insights and predict behaviour using algorithms, as well as by advanced computer processing power. AI is already in use in areas such as voice recognition and commercial products (such as IBM’s Watson). It has been estimated that this general-purpose technology has the potential to generate additional global economic output of around $13 trillion by 2030, contributing an additional 1.2 per cent to annual GDP growth (ITU, 2018b). At the same time, it may widen the technology gap between those that have and those that do not have the capabilities to take advantage of this technology. China and the United States are set to reap the largest economic gains from AI, while Africa and Latin America are likely to see the lowest gains.13 China, the United States and Japan together

---

Table I.1. Mobile technology mix, by generation and region, 2018 and 2025 (Per cent)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>2025</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2G</td>
<td>3G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia Pacific</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East and North Africa</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIS</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: UNCTAD, based on GSMA, 2019.
Note: CIS – Commonwealth of Independent States. Country groups are those of the source.
account for 78 per cent of all AI patent filings in the world (WIPO, 2019).

Another related key technology in the digital economy is data analytics, sometimes dubbed as “big data”. 14 This refers to the increasing capacity to analyse and process massive amounts of data. Indeed, the above technologies have one element in common, which is that they strongly rely on data. As will be seen in chapter II and throughout this Report, digital data are one of the core elements of value creation in the digital economy. Thus, the following section focuses on different variables related to data.

D. DATA TRAFFIC AND DATA CENTRES

The amount of data generated in the evolving digital economy is constantly and rapidly increasing. Indeed, estimates provided by private companies are mind boggling. A white paper by IBM on Marketing Trends for 2017 noted that 2.5 quintillion bytes of data are created every day. It added: “To put that into perspective, 90 percent of the data in the world today has been created in the last two years alone”. 15

Global Internet Protocol (IP) traffic, a proxy for data flows, has grown dramatically in the past two decades. In 1992, global Internet networks carried approximately 100 gigabytes (GB) of traffic per day. Ten years later, it reached 100 GB per second. Fast-forward to 2017, and such traffic had surged to more than 46,600 GB per second, reflecting both qualitative and quantitative changes in the content. But despite the rapid growth to date, the world is only in the early stages of the data-driven economy: by 2022 global IP traffic is projected to reach 150,700 GB per second (figure I.4).
Figure I.4. Evolution of global Internet Protocol traffic (Selected years)

Source: UNCTAD, based on Cisco, 2018b.

Figure I.5. Internet Protocol traffic, 2017–2022 (Exabytes per month)

Source: UNCTAD, based on Cisco, 2018b.

Note: Country groups are those of the source.
Data traffic is highly concentrated: Asia Pacific and North America are the two regions that are expected to account for about 70 per cent of all traffic over the period 2017–2022. By contrast, Latin America, the Middle East and Africa together are expected to represent only around 10 per cent of global IP traffic (figure I.5a). However, the highest growth is forecast to occur in the Middle East and Africa, at 41 per cent per year, followed by Asia Pacific at 32 per cent. Meanwhile, global annual growth is projected to reach 26 per cent. In terms of content, video is expected to account for some 80–90 per cent of global IP traffic during the same period. When considered by segment, consumers (households, university populations and Internet cafés) are forecast to account for more than 80 per cent of the total, with governments and businesses constituting the rest (figure I.5b).

Regarding cross-border data flows (CBDFs), McKinsey (2019) estimates that cross-border bandwidth between 2005 and 2017 surged from 5 terabits per second to 704 (figure I.6), and it is projected to approach 2,000 by 2021.16 The increasing importance of data is leading to changes in the infrastructure for data transmission, notably an exponential increase in fibre optic submarine cables. Some 99 per cent of total international data transmissions run through these cables (Bischof et al., 2018). The world geography of submarine cable connections is shown in figure I.7. Big technology...
companies are increasingly investing in such cables. And content providers (such as Microsoft, Google, Facebook and Amazon) now own or lease more than half of all undersea bandwidth.\(^{17}\)

The capacity for storage and processing of digital data is another aspect of infrastructure in the data-driven economy. Most data centres are located in developed countries. Out of a total of 4,422 so-called colocation data centres,\(^{18}\) 80 per cent are in developed countries, with the United States accounting for about 40 per cent of the total (figure I.8).

Due to the large electricity requirements to cool the data centres, locations with cold climates, and abundant and reliable power supplies are the most attractive. Many developing countries find it difficult to compete for such centres due to high electricity costs. Nonetheless, more data centres are being set up in developing countries to keep data closer to the user, reduce latency and lower the costs of broadband use. As a result, traffic is increasing on Internet exchange points (IXPs) – locations where telecom carriers and providers of content come together to exchange IP traffic. However, as many as 78 economies still lack IXPs (World Bank, 2018a). Less than half of all the least developed countries (LDCs) have an IXP, and some of those that exist are not functioning to their full potential (ITU, 2018c).

![Figure I.8. Geographical distribution of colocation data centres, February 2019](https://www.datacentermap.com/datacenters.html)

Source: UNCTAD, based on Data Center Map.

E. TRENDS IN ACCESS TO AND USE OF ICT

The availability of affordable ICT access is a pre-condition for any individual, firm or organization to use the emerging technologies discussed above, and to benefit from opportunities that they can provide. ICT infrastructure offers downstream benefits for businesses and consumers, as it can help the former become more productive and improve their access to markets. This section briefly reviews the latest trends in connectivity.

1. Trends in connectivity

Fixed telephony is being largely shunned by people in developing countries, where penetration was just 7.5 subscriptions per 100 people in 2018, down from 12.7 in 2005 (figure I.9a). Mobile telephony is increasingly substituting for voice and data traffic. While fixed telephone lines have been the precursor for updating to fast wired broadband (such as ADSL, cable modem and on to fibre optics), new generations of wireless technologies are offering the potential to close the gap in speed and latency. The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) estimates that mobile subscription penetration was 103 per 100 people in developing economies in 2018 – though there were significant
differences by region – compared with an average of 128 per 100 people in developed countries. In LDCs, penetration surged from 5 mobile subscriptions per 100 people in 2005 to 72 in 2018 (figure I.9b).

Growing from a very low base, fixed broadband subscriptions have remained low in developing countries, at just over 10 per 100 people in 2018, compared to 32.7 in developed countries (figure I.10a). In contrast, mobile broadband subscriptions have risen rapidly, reaching nearly 111 active subscriptions per 100 people in 2018 in developed countries and 61 in developing countries (figure I.10b).

In 2018, the landmark of half (51.2 per cent) the global population using Internet was reached, with 3.9 billion people going online (ITU, 2018d). While this represents significant progress towards inclusiveness in the digital economy, significant Internet divides remain. In LDCs, for example, only one out of five people are online, compared with four out of five in developed countries. Most of the growth in Internet use is in developing countries, which account for around 90 per cent of the global increase, with the highest rate of growth in the LDCs (figure I.11).

The growth in Internet use has slowed in recent years, suggesting there is still room for improvement in many low- and middle-income countries (LMICs). Limited Internet use is an impediment to scaling the market for value creation in the digital economy. The slowdown in the rate of growth of new people coming online is partly linked to their inability to afford a basic Internet connection and relevant devices. Overall, only in 40 per cent of the LMICs is there affordable Internet access. About 2.3 billion
Figure I.11. Internet use, global and by level of development, 2005–2018
(Per 100 people)

Source: UNCTAD, based on ITU Statistics database

people in the world live in countries where 1-GB mobile broadband plans are unaffordable for individuals earning an average income. Among developing-country regions, Africa has the highest average costs of Internet access (Alliance for Affordable Internet, 2018).

2. Connectivity gaps within countries

Apart from cross-country differences in connectivity, there are also significant gaps within countries based on levels of income, education, gender and geographical location. For instance, there is still a considerable urban-rural divide. In LDCs, about 89 per cent of urban households have a mobile phone compared with only 63 per cent in rural ones (ITU, 2018c).

A gender divide is similarly evident (ITU, 2017). In two thirds of all countries, the proportion of women using the Internet is lower than that of men. The gender gap in Internet use – defined as the difference between male and female user penetration rates – is almost 11.6 per cent for the world, marginally up from 11 per cent in 2013. It is, on average, about 16.1 per cent in developing countries and only 2.8 per cent in developed countries. The highest gaps are observed for LDCs (32.9 per cent) and sub-Saharan Africa (25.3 per cent), where the gap actually widened between 2013 and 2017 (figure I.12).
F. RECENT EVOLUTION OF E-COMMERCE

E-commerce is one of the components of the digital economy, as shown in figure I.1. It covers goods and services sold and bought online, including transactions via platform-based companies such as ride-hailing apps, reflected under business-to-consumer (B2C) revenue reported by the transportation sector, and room-sharing platforms reported under accommodation.

The global value of e-commerce is estimated by UNCTAD to have reached $29 trillion in 2017, which is equivalent to 36 per cent of GDP (table I.2). This corresponds to a 13 per cent growth from the previous year. The list of top 10 countries by total e-commerce sales has remained unchanged since 2016, with the United States being the market leader. Global business-to-business (B2B) e-commerce was $25.5 trillion in 2017, representing 87 per cent of all e-commerce, while B2C e-commerce was $3.9 trillion in 2017, an increase of 22 per cent over the previous year. The top three countries in B2C e-commerce sales were China, followed by the United States and the United Kingdom.

Cross-border B2C sales by value of merchandise exports amounted to an estimated $412 billion in 2017 (table I.3). This corresponds to almost 11 per cent of total B2C sales, up from 7 per cent in 2015.

E-commerce allows consumers to benefit from greater choices and lower prices. An estimated 1.3 billion people, or one quarter of the world's population aged 15 years and older, shopped online in 2017 (figure I.13). This is 12 per cent higher than in 2016. China has the largest number of online shoppers (440 million), whereas the United Kingdom has the highest proportion of online shoppers to the population (82 per cent of those aged 15 years and older). Uptake in low-income economies is considerably lower, suggesting that it takes more than wireless connectivity for e-commerce to take off (figure I.14).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Total e-commerce sales ($ billion)</th>
<th>As a share of GDP (per cent)</th>
<th>B2B ($ billion)</th>
<th>Share of total e-commerce (per cent)</th>
<th>B2C ($ billion)</th>
<th>Annual average expenditure per online shopper ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>8 883</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>8 129</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>753</td>
<td>3 851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>2 975</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>2 828</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>3 248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>1 931</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>869</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>1 062</td>
<td>2 574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1 503</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1 414</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>1 668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Rep. of Korea</td>
<td>1 290</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>1 220</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>2 983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>755</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>548</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>4 658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>734</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>642</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>2 577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3 130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1 130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1 493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total of above</td>
<td>19 315</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>16 782</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>2 533</td>
<td>2 904</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>29 367</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>25 516</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>3 851</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: UNCTAD.
Note: Figures in italics are UNCTAD estimates.
Figure I.14. Use of Internet for online purchases, country groups by level of income, 2017 (Per cent of population aged 15 years or older)

Note: Country groups are those of the source.

Table I.3. Estimated cross-border B2C sales: Top 10 merchandise exporters, 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Economy</th>
<th>Cross-border B2C sales ($ billion)</th>
<th>As a share of merchandise exports (per cent)</th>
<th>As a share of B2C sales (per cent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Rep. of Korea</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total for top 10</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>World</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: UNCTAD.

While most online shoppers mainly buy from domestic suppliers, some 277 million people made a cross-border purchase in 2017, and interest in buying from foreign suppliers is growing. The share of cross-border online shoppers in total online shoppers rose from 15 per cent in 2015 to 21 per cent in 2017 (figure I.13). This growth was driven by a significant increase in United States shoppers buying from foreign suppliers.20

Mobile money has improved financial inclusion, making it easier, cheaper and safer to transfer money, as well as to pay for goods and services. This is notable in low-income countries, particularly in sub-Saharan Africa, where the share of the population aged 15 years and older having a mobile money account had surged to 21 per cent by 2017 – the highest share in the world (figure I.15).

Figure I.13. Global online shoppers, 2015–2017 (Million)

Source: UNCTAD.
G. THE RISE OF TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES IN THE GLOBAL BUSINESS LANDSCAPE

The transformational impact of digitalization becomes most evident when considering the growing importance of a few large technology companies and digital platforms over the past decade. A comparison of the composition, by sector, of the top 20 companies in the world by market capitalization shows a dramatic shift. In 2009, seven companies from the oil and gas and mining sector were among the top 20, accounting for 35 per cent of the total, whereas there were only three companies from the technology and consumer services sector, which includes digital platforms. Another three were from the financial sector. By 2018, the picture had changed significantly: the number of technology and consumer services companies in the top 20 had surged to eight (40 per cent), and that of financial companies to seven. By contrast, only two companies in oil and gas and mining remained among the top 20. Moreover, out of the top 10 companies in 2018, only two remained from those listed in 2009. Four of the top 10 firms in 2018 did not even feature among the top 100 in 2009: Amazon, Alibaba, Facebook and Tencent.

The shift is even more remarkable when measured in terms of market capitalization. In 2009, companies in the oil and gas sector accounted for 36 per cent of the total market capitalization of the top 20, followed by financial services with a share of 18 per cent, while technology and consumer services represented 16 per cent. By 2018 the share of the latter had increased to 56 per cent and that of financial services had risen to 27 per cent. By contrast, the share of oil and gas companies in total market capitalization significantly declined to just 7 per cent over the same period (figure I.16).
The world’s top digital firms are highly concentrated geographically (figure I.17). Among the world’s 70 highest valued digital platforms, most are based in the United States, followed by Asia (especially China). Latin American and African digital platforms are only marginal. In terms of market capitalization value, digital platform companies from the United States increased their share in the global total from 65 per cent to 70 per cent (see also chapter IV). An analysis of web traffic data confirms the dominance of the large United States digital platform companies (table I.4). The United States hosts more than half of the top 100 websites used in 9 of the world’s 13 subregions shown in the table. Even in Western Europe, the most-used websites are based in the United States.
Figure I.17. Geographical distribution of the main global platforms in the world, 2018
(Market capitalization in billions of dollars)

Source: Holger Schmidt (https://www.netzoekonom.de/vortraege/#tab-id-1).
### Table I.4. Distribution of the top 100 websites by region (Per cent)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requesting Location</th>
<th>Caribbean-Atlantic</th>
<th>Central America</th>
<th>Central Asia</th>
<th>East Asia</th>
<th>Eastern Europe</th>
<th>South America</th>
<th>US-Canada</th>
<th>Western Europe</th>
<th>Middle East</th>
<th>South Asia</th>
<th>North Africa</th>
<th>Sub-Saharan Africa</th>
<th>Oceania</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caribbean-Atlantic</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>76.7</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>78.1</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Asia</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Asia</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Europe</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>71.8</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US-Canada</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>74.2</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Europe</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>60.3</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>66.9</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Africa</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>75.3</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Note: Country groups are those of the source.
H. CONCLUSIONS

Although there is no universally agreed definition of the digital economy, this chapter has identified some of its key components. It has also highlighted the growing importance of digital data and a number of emerging technologies. Understanding this context is essential for the analysis of possible implications for value creation and capture in the digital economy.

The review of recent trends in emerging digital technologies points to a very high level of geographical concentration in almost all aspects of the digital economy and digital infrastructure. In particular, more than in other sectors, digital technologies and digital platforms are closely linked to two countries: the United States and China. For example, these two economies account for 75 per cent of all patents related to blockchain technologies, 50 per cent of global spending on IoT, at least 75 per cent of the cloud computing market, and for 90 per cent of the market capitalization value of the world’s 70 largest digital platform companies. The United States alone also hosts 40 per cent of the world’s colocation centres. Thus, these two economies are playing the leading role in digital technological developments in the world, while Africa and Latin America, in particular, are trailing far behind.

Although improving, the traditional dimension of the digital divide in terms of digital connectivity and readiness to benefit from the digital economy is still of concern in many developing countries, especially the LDCs. The current trends of new technologies being concentrated in a few countries and controlled by relatively few companies have implications for the ability of both developing and developed countries to participate in the technological learning processes needed to catch up and thrive in the digital economy.

The context provided in this chapter serves as the foundation for the remainder of the report. Chapter II examines the notion of value in the digital economy, and provides a conceptual basis for discussion, especially around the two main drivers of the evolving digital economy: digital data and platformization.

Chapter III examines the scope and challenges for measuring value in the digital economy, and highlights the need for improving the collection and analysis of relevant statistics. Due to the paucity of statistics relating to this area, the chapter takes a pragmatic approach, using available information to measure value specifically in the ICT sector – a core element of the digital economy. It also highlights some recent attempts at measuring value added in e-commerce, spillover effects from the digital economy and value in the data-driven economy.

Chapter IV considers some of the systemic dynamics of digitalization at the global level, and their possible implications for value creation and capture, especially in developing countries. In particular, it delves into aspects related to the growing role and market power of some global digital platforms, and examines issues relating to data, employment and labour, as well as taxation.

Chapter V discusses the current situation in developing countries in terms of domestic value creation and capture in the digital economy, and seeks to identify areas offering the greatest opportunities.

Finally, chapter VI is devoted to relevant policy challenges. It discusses what could be done both at national and international levels to help ensure that digitalization brings benefits to all, and not only to the few. It identifies key policy areas for governments to consider, which would help improve the ability of their firms to engage beneficially in the digital economy, as well as to ensure that they capture a fair share of the value created in their economies. It also discusses areas where action is needed at the international level, including competition, taxation and employment. In addition, it underlines the need for clearer strategies related to “digital for development” by public and private providers of development assistance aimed at narrowing the digital divide and securing a more inclusive digital economy.
Notes

1. See, for instance, UNCTAD, 2017a; World Bank, 2016; Graham et al., 2017; Manyika et al., 2014; and Ojanperä et al., 2016.

2. For example, UNCTAD’s series of country reports titled Rapid eTrade Readiness Assessment of Least Developed Countries provide a basic analysis of the current e-commerce situation in each of the countries they cover in order to identify opportunities and barriers. They can be accessed at: https://unctad.org/en/Pages/Publications/E-Trade-Readiness-Assessment.aspx.

3. Digitalization, which covers the broader implications of the growth of digital technologies, is seen as separate from the underlying technical processes of digitization by which information is converted from analog to digital flows (see Brennan and Kreiss, 2014).

4. For example, there have been fewer studies relating to mobile payments, new modes of mobile finance and e-commerce in the digital economy, even though these are arguably at the forefront of the growth of the digital economy in developing countries (exceptions include Dahlman et al., 2016; and UNEP, 2014).

5. Adapted from Bukht and Heeks, 2017; Malecki and Moriset, 2007; and UNCTAD, 2017a. There is an ongoing debate about which firms in specific sectors or categories should be included or excluded as digital or IT. For example, gaming, digital media and financial services firms, which might arguably be seen as key firms in the digital economy, have not been included in some of the measurements (HoC, 2016).

6. For example, surveys on Internet-enabled trade and use of e-commerce data offer some indications of the extent and impacts of digitalization. However, they often only provide ballpark figures, while accessing data remains difficult.

7. It should be noted that many of these studies acknowledge that determining what should or should not be included within this definition is often “fuzzy”, and need not necessarily exclude some exploration of broader digitally enabled activities. However, these aspects are typically considered secondary.

8. See World Bank, 2018a; and Open Data Institute, 2018a.


10. For example, in Georgia, the mining of cryptocurrencies has had a major impact on electricity consumption, turning the country from a net exporter of electricity to a net importer (World Bank, 2018c).


14. There seems to be a tendency to avoid using the term “big data”. Data are just data, be they big or small. Moreover, big data is not a technology. Technological progress is associated with the capacity to analyse massive amounts of data through powerful algorithms. Thus, it may be more appropriate, as in this Report, to use the term “data analytics”.

15. See, IBM, 2017, 10 key marketing trends for 2017 and ideas for exceeding customer expectations. Available at: https://www.ibm.com/downloads/cas/XKBEABLN.

16. See: https://www.theatlas.com/charts/rJV2V0L0e.


18. Colocation data centres are understood to be facilities in which space for servers and other computing hardware can be rented. Such centres typically provide cooling, power, bandwidth and physical security, while the customer provides servers and storage.


20. Another study confirms that North American and Asian platforms account for about 97 per cent of the total value of platform companies (see: Dutch Transformation Forum, 2018).
The implications of digital disruptions for the creation and capture of value in developing countries are becoming increasingly important to understand. This involves shifting the focus beyond issues related to access and use of ICTs to the production side, to enable an assessment of the overall impacts on structural change, growth and development. This chapter discusses conceptually the process of value creation and capture from the perspective of sustainable development. It examines how new forms of value can be created, particularly around digital platforms and data; but it also points to possible risks posed by new business models for countries, firms and individuals that are less prepared to take advantage of new technologies. The proposed conceptual framework highlights four elements: the division of value, governance of value, upgrading and value creation versus capture.
How to create value from digital data?

Digital data are an increasingly valuable economic resource, but only once they are transformed into digital intelligence that can be monetized.

**Data value chain**

- Collect
- Store
- Analyse
- Transform data into digital intelligence

**Data Monetization**

- Selling targeted online advertising (e.g. Google, Facebook)
- Operating e-commerce platforms (Amazon, Alibaba, Uber, Airbnb)
- Transforming traditional goods into rentable services (Mobike, Rolls Royce)
- Renting out cloud services (Amazon Web Services, Tencent, MyJohnDeere)

**Four dimensions to consider**

- Distribution of value
- Scope for upgrading
- Governance of value creation
- Value creation vs. capture

**Different actors to consider**

Assessing the scope for value creation needs to consider the possible impacts on different actors:

- Individuals
- Small and large businesses
- Governments
- Economy-wide effects

Digital disruption opens both opportunities and challenges for developing countries. The net impact depends on the level of development and readiness of countries and their stakeholders. Policies adopted and enforced are key to influence the outcome.
A. DRIVERS OF VALUE CREATION IN THE DIGITAL ECONOMY

Economic value traditionally has been closely associated with the production of goods and services. Key issues in defining economic value relate to the ways in which outputs are produced (production) and shared across the economy (distribution) as well as what is done with the earnings from this production (reinvestment). It is the productive transformation of raw materials into goods and services that creates wealth, which potentially can be distributed across society (Mazzucato, 2018a). In this context, the major actors in the economy are producers, consumers and the government, while the main objective is the production of goods and services. Production is based on different resources, such as labour, and different forms of capital, both physical and human.

In the new business models of the digital economy, two emerging and related forces are increasingly driving value creation: platformization and the monetization of the rapidly expanding volume of digital data. Digital platforms are central actors in this economy, and digital data have become a key resource in economic processes, which can lead to value creation. Their interaction has a significant impact on the capture of the value created. Given that the digital economy is only beginning to emerge in most developing countries, there is limited evidence of its effects on value creation and distribution. It is important to identify the ways in which firms can create value, and the means of addressing obstacles to such processes. This enables an understanding of the potential for the creation and distribution of value, paths for upgrading, governance of value and forms of value capture.

This section discusses the two fundamental elements through which digitalization is changing the functioning of the economy: digital platforms and digital data. The analysis should be considered mainly as a stepping stone towards developing an enhanced understanding of how value may be created and captured in the digital economy.

1. Digital platforms

The concept of “platform” is not new. It refers essentially to mechanisms that bring together a set of parties to interact. Parker et al. (2016: 11) define it as “…a business based on enabling value-creating interactions between external producers and consumers. The platform provides an open, participative infrastructure for these interactions and sets governance conditions for them”.

Digital platforms offer these mechanisms online, and can be both intermediaries and infrastructures. They are intermediaries in that they connect different groups of people (the different “sides” of multi-sided markets). For example, Facebook connects users, advertisers, developers, companies and others, and Uber connects riders and drivers. Many platforms also serve as infrastructures that different sides can build upon. For example, users can develop profile pages on Facebook, and software developers can build apps for Apple’s App Store. In fact, any specific firm may itself be only partly a platform business. In the case of Apple, the vast majority of its activities focus on selling high-end consumer goods – a rather traditional business.

Platforms have been explored from a number of perspectives, reflecting their functionalities, scope (firm, sectoral or economy level), geographic focus and levels of openness (box II.1). An important distinction relates to their underlying operations, which may be divided into two key categories: transaction platforms and innovation platforms (Gawer, 2014; Koskinen et al., 2018; Parker et al., 2016).

Transaction platforms, which are sometimes referred to as two/multi-sided platforms or two/multi-sided markets, offer an infrastructure, typically an online resource, that supports exchanges between a number of different parties (Gawer, 2014). Transaction platforms are closely associated with transformations in the global digital economy, in which they have become a core business model for major digital corporations like Amazon, Alibaba, Facebook and eBay, as well as those that are supporting digitally enabled sectors, such as Uber, Didi Chuxing or Airbnb.

Innovation platforms are sometimes also referred to as engineering or technology platforms. This terminology highlights the way that firms, industries or sectors use “component and subsystem assets shared across a family of products” (Krishnan and Gupta, 2001: 52). At an industry level, such platforms provide ways for sharing common designs and for interactions across a sector. Relevant examples include operating systems (e.g. Android or Linux) and technology standards (e.g. MPEG video) that offer a common approach through which firms interact within a sector. At a firm level,
Box II.1. Digital platform taxonomies – a moving target

The digital platform is a fast-evolving business model. Defining such a “moving target” is challenging (Fabo et al., 2017), particularly as different taxonomies depart from different definitions. Agreeing on a clear definition is also problematic as it may have various regulatory implications (European Commission, 2016).

This box provides a short summary of existing taxonomies of digital platforms, the underlying classification criteria, methods and usability for different analytical purposes. It is based on a review of various typologies published between 2014 and 2018 by different stakeholders, including private sector consultancies, academic researchers and regional and international organizations. Some taxonomies are limited in focus and look, such as e-commerce platforms for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) (Holland and Gutiérrez-Leefmans, 2018) or online marketplace start-ups (Täuscher, 2016). Others are more comprehensive (e.g. Evans and Gawer, 2016; Smicsek, 2017). Yet others enumerate the most salient business models present in a certain market at a given time (Kenney and Zysman, 2016).

Some of the taxonomies are theoretical, while others are the result of empirical observations. Most theoretical taxonomies provide a breakdown by essential elements of business functioning. They are useful for orienting analytical work on the identified classificatory aspect. For example, Oxera (2015) focuses on the type of value-chain processes with the most intensive online attributes; Ardolino et al. (2016) focus on the main functions of platforms; Smicsek (2017) looks at types of business and revenue models, and UNCTAD (2018b) examines the purposes and nature of mediated transactions.

Most empirical studies cover digital platforms originating in the United States and the United Kingdom (JP Morgan, 2016; Täuscher, 2016; Holland and Gutiérrez-Leefmans, 2018). Relatively little research has looked at the experience of developing countries. Evans and Gawer (2016), however, use a global review of 176 platforms from all regions of the world with a market valuation of at least $1 billion, from a variety of industries, the majority of which are based in North America.

Typically based on a survey of digital platforms or a secondary source of data, empirical studies shed light on various policy-relevant criteria. For example, JP Morgan (2016) distinguishes between different platform users and their degree of reliance on platform earnings. Evans and Gawer (2016) provide a breakdown of platforms by geographical origin and principal sector of economic activity. Täuscher (2016) offers a classification into six clusters based on a systematic framework of business model attributes to examine the impacts of such platforms on a firm’s performance. Meanwhile, Holland and Gutiérrez-Leefmans (2018) identify five strategic groups and three clusters aimed at a better understanding of the e-commerce platforms that are useful for SMEs. The lack of data, however, makes it difficult to assess such criteria.

Some theoretical taxonomies are motivated by the need to link existing business models with specific policy areas. UNCTAD (2018b) gives special emphasis to local platforms and platforms with participation by MSMEs. The European Commission (2016) focuses on platforms that act as “passive conduits” versus those that are more “active” or have “editorial roles”. ECLAC (2018) proposes a two-level classification of platforms that combines several criteria previously defined by Evans and Gawer (2016), the European Commission (2016) and Oxera (2015).

Many recent studies cite the distinction between transaction and innovation platforms (Evans and Gawer, 2016) to shed light on the opportunities and threats for future development of platforms in each market.

Beyond the analytical literature on taxonomies, there is an emerging body of literature that provides quantitative data on digital platforms for a range of other classification criteria, such as:

- Whether the platforms are B2B, B2C or C2C (based on a typology of buyers and sellers);
- By number of users, if possible, disaggregated by gender (and other statistics);* and
- Whether vendors from developing countries and LDCs can participate.

For the purposes of this Report, Smicsek’s (2017) empirical classification into advertising, lean, product and cloud platforms is used to illustrate the ways that platforms monetize data. Discussions in this chapter and in chapter V also draw on the distinction between transaction and innovation platforms when discussing the domestic development potential that can be associated with different kinds of platforms. The UNCTAD platforms landscape for e-commerce is also presented to illustrate how e-commerce can be an avenue for value creation (UNCTAD, 2018b).

A more detailed discussion about different taxonomies of digital platforms is available in an online annex to this Report (https://unctad.org/en/PublicationChapters/der2019_annex1_en.pdf).

Source: UNCTAD.

innovation platforms have been created as part of product offerings, adding features for specific product models. Goods or services are defined by using shared core components and a set of complementary modules, thereby allowing a more consistent and flexible building of technologies. Examples include PC chipsets (e.g. Qualcomm) and firm-specific operating systems (e.g. Microsoft Windows) (Gawer and Cusumano, 2002).

While transaction platforms tend to be at the centre of the debate about the digital economy, there are similarities between the two types of platforms. The literature on innovation platforms has provided a sound understanding of the complementarities between platform providers and other firms or individuals who contribute to platforms (often referred to as platform ecosystems) (Tiwana, 2014), and how the opening up of platforms can drive growth (Boudreau, 2010). These concepts are useful for analysing how platforms grow and expand. As transaction platforms have grown, they have started to overlap with innovation platforms (Sturgeon, 2017). For example, Google’s leadership in the Android operating system has resulted in a set of intersecting innovation platforms (Android, core smartphone designs) and transaction platforms (Google Play Store, Google Search).

A key factor that drives platform growth is related to “network effects”, namely the benefits that accrue to users of a platform from additional users joining (Van Alstyne et al., 2016). Platforms involve two or more different types of transacting partners, whether they be accommodation providers and tourists (Airbnb), advertisers and consumers (Facebook) or sellers, buyers, credit card providers and logistics providers (Alibaba). Thus, beyond the direct network effects, platforms also have indirect (cross-sided) network effects, where the expansion of one side of the market increases the value for another group (Rochet and Tirole, 2006). The presence of network effects is an incentive for successful platforms to grow rapidly, as additional users make the platforms more attractive. Network effects can also generate “lock-in effects”; actors are more likely to remain on a platform, rather than migrating to competing ones, which can pose a challenge for policymakers in terms of ensuring that markets remain competitive (Gawer, 2014).

Platform-centred businesses have a major advantage in the data-driven economy. As intermediaries and providers of particular kinds of infrastructures, platform owners are positioned to record and extract all data related to events that occur between the various users of the platform. Thus, the growth of digital platforms as a result of technological developments is strongly linked to their increasing capacity to collect and analyse digital data (chapter I). While digital platforms can be involved in different economic activities and sectors, the collection (or extraction when done without the knowledge or consent of users) of digital data is an integral element of their business models. Digital platforms can facilitate value-creating interactions between the different sides of the platform, as producers and consumers of different goods and services. But essentially, their effective functioning relies on digital data, and the main source of their value creation emerges from leveraging those data in intelligent ways. Major digital platform companies consider their data pools and data-processing capacities to be a key competitive advantage. How specific firms are deriving value from such data is thus key to understanding and influencing the process of value creation and capture in the digital economy.

2. The central role of data and digital intelligence in the digital economy

Data collection and analysis have long been a feature of the economic system. Firms have always collected, processed and analysed information in the conduct of their regular business and used it for boosting their productivity. What is new is that rapid technological progress has moved this phenomenon to a different level, reflected in the exponential increase in the capacity to collect, transmit, process and analyse data through sophisticated algorithms at greatly reduced cost (chapter I). Data-related activities are no longer mere side activities in the production of goods and services; instead, they have become a central feature of the production process and a key aspect of economic activity.

This subsection looks at the complex dimensions of digital data as an economic resource, with implications for trade and development.

a. The complex nature of data

The genesis of the digital economy lies in the extraordinary amounts of detailed machine-readable information available about practically everything. These digital data arise from digital footprints of...
various personal, social and business activities taking place on digital platforms that increasingly form the digital substrata of economic and social activity in virtually every sector.

Definitions from the information science literature describe data as part of a hierarchy, linked to information and knowledge.23 In this hierarchy,

- **Data** are unfiltered symbols or signals from a variety of activities and inputs.
- Through a range of transformations (such as filtering, aggregating or ordering), the data can be transformed into **information**.
- Information can then be used to support people’s experiences, skills or thinking models, which contributes to **knowledge**.

The term “big data” has been popularized to denote the broader range of data that are increasingly available to individuals, firms and societies. The “big” in big data can be defined along a number of axes: in terms of the growing **volume** of data available (e.g. from online transactions, sensors, devices); the **variety** of data that might be interpreted and combined with other data (e.g. unstructured data such as video and internet logs); and **velocity**, where data is generated very rapidly, and sometimes requires real-time interpretation (Laney, 2001).

Data have been compared to many other resources (most notably oil). However, while they may share some characteristics with those other resources, the singularities of data imply that these comparisons are of little help to understand their complex and particular dynamics. Data are not like anything else. One of the main characteristics of data is that they are non-rival in nature – their use by some people does not limit use by others. Thus, data can globally and simultaneously be used, replicated and reused multiple times without being exhausted. This has significant implications in terms of value in that, together with the network effects, it can lead to economies of scale and scope.

Data can take different forms. They can be pictured as a resource (or raw material), similar to capital, property or labour, as well as a form of infrastructure (Aaronson, 2018). Important dimensions of data, particularly personal data, raise issues of privacy as a basic human right.24 Personal data have become a resource that drives much economic activity online. However, seizing the value of the digital economy requires trust online. The way in which personal data are handled and used can raise concerns regarding privacy and the security of information. This has become more evident with recent cases making the headlines, such as those involving Facebook and Cambridge Analytica. Various reports also point to continuous growth of data breaches. In the United States, the country that is the most affected by such incidents, the number of reported data breaches was 10 times higher in 2017 than in 2005.26

The extent to which Internet users are concerned about their privacy online varies by country. A 2019 survey on Internet security and trust conducted by the Centre for International Governance Innovation (CIGI) and Ipsos, in collaboration with UNCTAD and the Internet Society, found that 78 per cent of Internet users in 25 economies were at least somewhat concerned about their privacy online (CIGI-Ipsos et al., 2019). Concerns were found to be the most widespread in Egypt, Hong Kong (China), India, Mexico and Nigeria, where that proportion was 90 per cent or higher. By contrast, the lowest level of concern was noted in Kenya, at 44 per cent.

While there appear to be increasing concerns about data privacy and online security around the world, there is somewhat of a “data privacy paradox”, as users continue to give away personal data and thus their privacy in exchange for different services. Many of these services (e.g. Internet searches, social media and online reservations) are offered by various platforms free of charge or on a take-it-or-leave-it basis. This situation has been described as someone who is not paying for a product, becomes the product.26 Therefore, paradoxically, privacy becomes part of the economy.

While privacy is not intrinsically an economic good, since it is part of the individual, its handling could be a factor in a firm’s competitive advantage. With increased public scrutiny of digital platforms, the protection of privacy may to some extent be internalized as a reputational benefit influencing the market performance of the platform owners. However, so far, such an incentive has not been sufficient.

The development and policy implications of data collection and use depend greatly on the type of data involved. Data can be classified according to different criteria, for example:27
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• Personal or non-personal data
• Private and public data
• Data for commercial purposes or governmental purposes
• Data used by companies, including corporate data, human resources data, technical data and merchant data
• Non-structured and structured data
• Instant and historic data
• Volunteered, observed and inferred data
• Sensitive and non-sensitive data
• B2B, B2C, government to consumer (G2C) or consumer to consumer (C2C) data.

These different classifications may overlap or may be combined. Some data should not be extracted, for instance if it impinges on fundamental privacy rights. Some data, such as health data, may be usefully extracted under highly regulated circumstances. And in every case, the collection of personal data needs to be carefully considered taking into account various factors. However, many decisions on what data are extracted or not are today undertaken by the privately-owned digital platforms themselves.

Most policy discussions around data tend to focus on privacy issues and, increasingly, on data as an economic resource. Since these two major dimensions of data are intrinsically linked to the originating individual or to the collective source of the data, they cannot be easily disentangled. Thus, it may not be appropriate to assess the implications of data taking any one of these dimensions in isolation. The economic value of data, which is further explored below, should not be considered without taking due account of the privacy implications and vice versa.

b. The economic value of data

i) The data value chain

Alongside the expansion of data, its transformation into useful information for better decision-making presents additional challenges. An entirely new value chain has evolved around firms that support the production of insights from data, including data acquisition (to provide new sources of data), data storage and warehousing, data modelling and analysis, and data visualization. At the lower levels of the “data value chain”, information content is limited, and therefore the scope for value generation is also low. Value increases as the information and knowledge content rises. The data value chain is graphically presented later in this chapter (figure II.1), as part of the changing models of production in the digital economy: from pipeline models to a feedback loop, circular model.

The outcome of this value chain is “digital intelligence” that can inform firms (and other organizations) in their decision-making and innovation efforts. In addition, the data can be used to improve the algorithms used for automated decision-making in the development of products, processes or services (Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier, 2013). Digital intelligence involves a certain centrality and/or abundance of machine or non-human intelligence, causing transformational impacts, for instance in the form of “intelligent production”. It captures a larger set of technologies with impressively intelligent outputs (such as data analytics and algorithms). Many such technologies operate in conjunction with human and organizational contributions of intelligence and objectives to underpin the digital economy. The decisions generated may have significant impacts on socioeconomic structures.

Digital intelligence can be employed to various economic and non-economic ends. In economic terms, it can be of direct value as a service or employed in productive processes. Productivity in the digital economy is determined largely by the appropriate application of digital intelligence. In particular, high economic returns are pegged to related competencies and control. In this way, digital intelligence becomes “digital capital”, which is the result of: 1) access to large amounts of relevant data; 2) control over their use; 3) mastery over processing and transforming the data into digital intelligence; and 4) their application to productive processes. The economic value of this digital capital is generated through different forms of data monetization.

ii) Data monetization

As discussed above, some digital platforms provide different products and services “free” of charge. Nonetheless, these transactions still generate value for the platform owners, as users and consumers provide them with different aspects of their personal data, such as location, preferences, relationships
and personal behaviour. Value creation arises once the data are transformed into digital intelligence and monetized through commercial use.

The interests and behaviours of digital platforms depend on how they monetize data to generate revenue. Four broad types of transaction platforms can be identified: advertising, e-commerce, product and cloud platforms.28

Advertising platforms include firms like Facebook and Google, which rely significantly upon advertising revenues. For instance, advertising accounts for over 80 per cent of the total revenues of Twitter and Google, and close to 100 per cent of those of Facebook and Snapchat.29 These platforms have a strong incentive to extract and store personal data, which are key to their targeted advertising businesses. Controversies over privacy are a natural feature of this business model.

E-commerce platforms offer online marketplaces with lower transaction costs for buyers and sellers to come together. Examples include Amazon, Alibaba and eBay. A subset of this category has been labelled lean platforms, sometimes referred to in the context of the “sharing economy”. Uber is an example, where traditional ownership of assets (e.g. taxis) is not a core part of the business. Digital marketplaces often generate income by charging a commission for each transaction. Each marketplace sets the commission it charges, and this varies considerably (table II.1). Apple, for example, has been taking a 30 per cent commission on every app sale.30 These platforms can also use the data they collect from buyers and sellers to offer better services.

Product platforms aim to take a traditional good and turn it into a rentable service. Mobike, for example, has taken the standard purchasing of a bike and transformed it into a rentable bike-sharing service. This platform type also includes, for example, Rolls-Royce’s jet engine division, which no longer sells engines but rather rents out thrust.31 This enables the company to retain control of the data generated from the use of the products. With the growth of IoT this is set to become increasingly useful.

Cloud platforms include firms such as Alibaba Cloud, Amazon Web Services (AWS), Google Cloud Platform and Microsoft Azure. They provide “as a service” various hardware, software and development tools needed in the data-driven economy. There are also specialized platforms in manufacturing (e.g., General Electric’s Predix or Siemens’ MindSphere) and in agriculture (e.g., Monsanto’s FieldView and John Deere’s MyJohnDeere). More recently, AI is becoming a core part of these services. For businesses across the world, cloud computing promises cheaper, safer, easier and more flexible services compared with on-premise information technology. For developing countries, in particular, it could reduce the barriers to accessing large-scale and cutting-edge computing needs (Greengard, 2010; UNCTAD, 2013). As a result, cloud platforms are providing the basic infrastructure for the twenty-first century global economy.

It is important to note that individual data are of little or no value. Value emerges once data are compiled in large volumes and processed to provide insights and enable data-driven decisions by individuals, businesses, governments and other organizations. Thus, it is the capacity of digital platforms to aggregate, process, transmit, store, analyse and make sense of data that allows them to generate value. Digital data and digital platforms can therefore be viewed as two sides of the same coin for much of the value creation that takes place in the digital economy.

What is the role of different actors in the data value chain? The “raw” data producers comprise atomized platform users and consumers. While these data can have a significant potential for value creation, it is not possible “ex ante” to assess this value. The use of the data is not known at the collection stage, especially not by the data producer. Once collected and processed, data can be used for numerous purposes. It is only after their use that their value becomes certain. Thus, the potential and actual value of data are highly contextual. In this connection, although data have become an important economic resource, there is no obvious market for raw data that can be used by data producers to generate monetary value. Since the economic value emerges with the processed information and knowledge, it is only then that market-like features can be observed. At this point, the data are controlled by the platform owners, who also receive the proceeds of this value. For example, it is the transformation of the raw data into intelligence that allows companies to sell targeted advertising space. While both data producers and platforms play a crucial role in the value creation process, data producers have limited bargaining power in comparison with the digital
### Table II.1. Sales fees/commissions charged by selected global platforms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Description of activity</th>
<th>Fee</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amazon Marketplace</td>
<td>Retail e-commerce platform</td>
<td>6 per cent for PCs, 45 per cent for Amazon device accessories</td>
<td>15 per cent is the most common value in the table of applicable referral fees, which varies by product type (<a href="https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/external/200336920/ref=asus_soa_p_refees?id=NSGoogle">https://sellercentral.amazon.com/gp/help/external/200336920/ref=asus_soa_p_refees?id=NSGoogle</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eBay</td>
<td>Retail e-commerce platform</td>
<td>2 per cent for printing and graphic arts – 12 per cent for books, DVDs, music</td>
<td>Final value fees between 2 per cent and 12 per cent, depending on product (plus an additional insertion fee) (<a href="https://www.ebay.com/help/selling/fees-credits-invoices/selling-fees?id=4364">https://www.ebay.com/help/selling/fees-credits-invoices/selling-fees?id=4364</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AliExpress</td>
<td>Online retail marketplace with suppliers from China and other Asian countries</td>
<td>5 per cent for shoes; 8 per cent for clothing</td>
<td>Depends on product category (<a href="https://www.quora.com/What-does-Aliexpress-take-from-its-sellers">https://www.quora.com/What-does-Aliexpress-take-from-its-sellers</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etsy</td>
<td>Retail platform for handmade or vintage items and supplies, and factory-manufactured items.</td>
<td>5 per cent +</td>
<td>5 per cent of the total item costs’ transaction fee + $0.2 per listing + possible other fees for payment processing, currency conversion, targeted offers (<a href="https://help.etsy.com/hc/en-us/articles/115014483827-What-are-the-Fees-and-Taxes-for-Selling-on-Etsy/">https://help.etsy.com/hc/en-us/articles/115014483827-What-are-the-Fees-and-Taxes-for-Selling-on-Etsy/</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jumia</td>
<td>Retail online marketplace in Africa</td>
<td>2 per cent for smartphones; 21 per cent for services</td>
<td>The commission depends on the category of item (<a href="https://vendorhub.jumia.com.ng/sp_faq/what-are-the-commissions-on-jumia/">https://vendorhub.jumia.com.ng/sp_faq/what-are-the-commissions-on-jumia/</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MercadoLibre cross-border trade</td>
<td>Retail e-commerce platform in Latin America; the Cross-Border Trade programme allows international merchants to sell in Latin America</td>
<td>16–17.5 per cent</td>
<td>Mercadolibre fee: Mexico: 17.5 per cent; Brazil, Argentina, Colombia and Chile: 16 per cent. Under the CBT, there are no fees for listing items (<a href="http://cbt.mercadolibre.com/us/merchant/faqs/">http://cbt.mercadolibre.com/us/merchant/faqs/</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booking.com</td>
<td>Travel e-commerce platform</td>
<td>10–25 per cent</td>
<td>The Booking.com commission rate varies by country, ranging between 10 per cent and 25 per cent, depending on property type or location (<a href="https://partnerhelp.booking.com/hc/en-us/articles/212708929-How-much-commission-do-I-pay/">https://partnerhelp.booking.com/hc/en-us/articles/212708929-How-much-commission-do-I-pay/</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iTunes Store</td>
<td>Digital marketplace for music and digital media</td>
<td>30 per cent</td>
<td>The artist often pays additional commission fees to other third parties. Difficult to retrieve all the information, but several sources suggest that iTunes collects 30 per cent (e.g. <a href="https://www.quora.com/How-much-does-an-independent-artist-make-on-a-0-99-iTunes-track-sale">https://www.quora.com/How-much-does-an-independent-artist-make-on-a-0-99-iTunes-track-sale</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uber</td>
<td>Digital platform for peer-to-peer ride-sharing, taxi cab hailing, food delivery, bicycle-sharing and other services.</td>
<td>25 per cent</td>
<td>Uber charges partners a 25 per cent fee on all fares. This fee covers the use of Uber software, collection and transfer of fares, credit card commission and distribution of invoices to clients (<a href="https://www.uber.com/en-GH/drive/resources/payments/">https://www.uber.com/en-GH/drive/resources/payments/</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airbnb</td>
<td>Online marketplace for hospitality services</td>
<td>3 per cent + 0–20 per cent</td>
<td>Host service fee for homes is generally 3 per cent, but may be higher. An additional guest service fee for homes ranges between 0 per cent and 20 per cent of the booking subtotal, and is calculated using a variety of factors (<a href="https://www.airbnb.com/help/article/1857/what-is-the-airbnb-service-fee">https://www.airbnb.com/help/article/1857/what-is-the-airbnb-service-fee</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upwork</td>
<td>Freelancing platform</td>
<td>2.75 per cent + 5–20 per cent</td>
<td>A 2.75 per cent processing fee is paid by the buyer of freelancing work + 5–20 per cent service fees for freelancers, depending on freelancers’ earnings (<a href="https://www.upwork.com/i/how-it-works/freelancer/">https://www.upwork.com/i/how-it-works/freelancer/</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shutterstock</td>
<td>Digital platform licensing images, video, music and editorial assets</td>
<td>70 per cent for footage clips; 80 per cent for customized images</td>
<td>Fees vary by type of product and the lifetime earnings of the contributor. Based on published earnings as a proportion of selling price (<a href="https://www.shutterstock.com/contributorsupport/articles/kbat02/000006640">https://www.shutterstock.com/contributorsupport/articles/kbat02/000006640</a>)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: UNCTAD, based on information from the companies.  
Note: Data as on January 2019.
platforms, which are the ones in a position to appropriate the value.

**iii) “Ownership” of data**

Data and digital intelligence are important for digital economies in developed countries and increasingly also in developing countries, where a growing number of mobile apps draw on data. For example, financial services use consumer transactions and online payments data for assessing customer risk. Given the importance of data as a new economic resource for value creation, from a development perspective it becomes relevant to look at who can capture the value from this resource. This has implications both within and between countries, as it determines who stands to gain and lose in the digital economy.

In the traditional economy, property rights in well-established markets comprising producers and consumers strongly determine who is the beneficiary of the value of the corresponding goods and services. With regard to data, the situation is less clear, as it is difficult to establish “ownership” of the data. Indeed, given the specific characteristics of data, ownership may not even be the appropriate term. The value of personal data is tied to the data subject or producer, and this cannot be sold. What matters more are the control, access and rights over the data. Under the current system (or non-system), digital platforms are often the main collectors or extractors of data, and can therefore appropriate the value. The data sources (i.e. the data producers or data subjects) are not able to capture any part of the economic value created with their data. Moreover, there is a risk of misuse of information, which can do harm to the user and to others. Once the data have been extracted, users typically have limited or no control over how these are used.

Two basic legal approaches to data as an economic resource are possible: treating data as a commons or as private property. If considered as a commons, adequate legal provisions and practical tools would be required to enable all the entitled people, communities and businesses to access and use all such data on an equal footing. This would entail a particular structure of the digital economy, which would differ radically from what currently exists. On the other hand, if data were to be treated as private property (within a broader human rights framework), the basis of such economic rights over data would have to be specified, as is the case for land, capital and intellectual property. If some kind of mixed approach to data were to be preferred, with some data treated as a commons and some as private property, both the means for its commons-based use and the basis for the data’s “ownership” would need to be established conceptually, in law and in practice.

Individual rights to data are beginning to be addressed more comprehensively, for example in the context of data protection regulations (see chapter VI). But data can also identify and target harm at a group or community of people. Some data have a strong commons or public goods aspect, such as traffic data from a ride-sharing application that could help city authorities with the management of traffic. Rights over collective data may extend beyond the requirement for specific public interest applications, as the relevant community (which is the source of the collective data) may want to exercise its full rights over what is done with the data, including its economic application by private companies.

Unlike natural, other physical and various forms of knowledge resources, the value of data is unique in the sense that it cannot meaningfully ever be entirely separated or divested from the data subjects – whether individuals or groups/communities. Data’s real – or at least greatest – value is in the intelligence that can be derived about the data subject, which value obviously can (mostly) only be exercised in relation to the specific data subject – individual or community. Data therefore has a significant use (or abuse) value, but not an exchange value similar to that of most economic goods. The necessary and inalienable embeddedness in the relevant group/community strengthens the case for close community access, control and rights over its data, and of the digital intelligence that can be derived from that data.

Collective ownership approaches may also be based on the fact that the greatest value of data lies in their relationship with other data in order to provide insights or intelligence. Indeed, much of the real value of data is relational or social. Moreover, as data can be used and reused without necessarily diminishing their value, groups and communities that are subjects of group/community data could retain their rights to maximize the value of the data by sharing these among their members, and, if they find the data safe and rewarding, with trusted outsiders. This could be done in a manner that retains enough incentives for data collectors.
Practical reasons related to complexities and high transaction costs of control of data by different individuals, as well as asymmetries in bargaining power, might also justify a collective approach. Such community/national data “ownership” regimes may not apply to all data. As noted above, digital data come in many different forms. Every communication across the world, from a telephone call to video conferencing, constitutes a flow of data. Such flows are not problematic in this context. A lot of data is in the form of creative content, such as films and music, whose global flows are subject to different kinds of intellectual property (IP) regimes. Further, much data are of a technical nature, like software. Such technical data should be able to cross borders freely, subject to IP, security and other relevant legal considerations. However, data which are either about an individual (personal data) or a community (community data) require particular attention. The latter could be about a community’s social relationships or about artefactual or natural “things” owned by the community, such as public infrastructural and environmental data.

Economic rights over data and digital intelligence may therefore require *sui generis* frameworks, enabling data subjects – individuals and groups/communities – to control how the data about them are used; they could license certain trusted parties to derive value from them in a manner that ensures that the interests of the data subjects remain primary, but without ever fully relinquishing their basic rights to the data.

B. A FRAMEWORK FOR ASSESSING VALUE IN THE DIGITAL ECONOMY

This section examines the concept of value in the digital economy with a view to understanding its potential impacts on development. The outcomes of a growing digital economy are often uneven, both within and between countries, and there can be different direct and indirect impacts, both positive and negative.

1. Implications of the data-driven economy

The growth of the digital economy can lead to many new economic opportunities but also to uneven impacts and negative spillovers. Impacts can be considered across several dimensions (e.g. productivity, gross domestic product (GDP), value added, employment, income and trade), for different actors (e.g. workers, MSMEs, platforms and governments), and for different components of the digital economy (e.g. the core digital sector, the digital economy and the digitalized economy). Impacts will vary by country and region. Moreover, even if individuals, firms and countries do not, or only partially, take part in the digital economy, they can still be indirectly affected. For instance, low-income workers may find themselves marginalized by more efficient workers in digitally enabled sectors, or they may lose their jobs due to automation. And incumbent local firms that do not digitalize may no longer be able to compete with domestic and foreign firms that do.

Digital data and digitalization can help improve economic and social outcomes, and be a force for innovation and productivity growth (box II.2). The infrastructure provided by platforms can enable more effective transactions, networking and exchange of information. From a business perspective, the transformation of all sectors and markets through digitalization can lead to the production of more and better goods and services. Data and information can also be useful for improving processes and increasing access to markets. Through their use of data, firms can better meet the needs of consumers by offering on-demand goods and services, and customized products.

In developing countries, at the level of the firm, a growing digital economy does not automatically lead to an expansion of opportunities for local digital firms (Foster et al., 2018). Major platforms and data providers shaping local digital economies have tended to be owned by large multinational enterprises (MNEs), or by digital firms operating from afar (Caribou Digital, 2016; Evans and Gawer, 2016) (see chapter IV). Local firms can emerge through the expansion of “digital ecosystems” – the decentralized set of firms, data and processes that are connected through their use of digital resources – particularly related to supporting online platforms. In developing countries, digital ecosystems are made up of local start-ups (such as payment providers, logistics or mobile app/service providers), which are all important for localizing digital services (Bukht and Heeks, 2017). While providing more opportunities for skilled work in the digital economy, these firms often end up in
uneven relationships with large platform providers, the decisions of which shape the activities, profits and ultimately the direction of growth of the smaller players (Srnicek, 2017).

By creating digital market institutions and values (like trust and norms), digital platforms can reduce transaction costs compared to the analog world, thus creating opportunities, especially for MSMEs in domestic and foreign markets (Autio et al., 2018; Lehdonvirta et al., 2018). They may open up new markets, lower the barriers to entrepreneurship, bring in non-professionals and peers, and provide new sources of finance to small-scale start-ups (OECD, 2017a). Sussan and Acs (2017) refer to such platforms as “digital entrepreneurial ecosystems”; Karippacheril et al. (2013) observe that competing mobile telephony platforms are innovating to serve the poor with new services; and Koskinen et al. (2018) argue that platforms may alleviate institutional and infrastructural challenges in developing countries.

For individuals, digital platforms allow access to more variety and choice of goods and services at lower costs. They also provide convenience as well as customized or personalized products and services. Consumers may further benefit by getting goods and services quicker due to fewer intermediaries. Moreover, in terms of employment, an expanding digital economy in developing countries can generate new high-skilled jobs, especially in the core digital sector and in areas requiring relatively advanced technical and analytical skills. However, they generally provide fewer opportunities for low-income groups (UNCTAD, 2017a; World Bank, 2018a).
Some countries are addressing this drawback by promoting other types of digitally enabled productive activities, such as low-skilled “digital work”, as a potential first step to participation in the digital economy (Graham and Mann, 2013). Policymakers and practitioners in some developing countries are promoting the growth of IT-enabled services and impact outsourcing in order to provide jobs and learning opportunities (Beerepoot and Keijser, 2014; Heeks and Arun, 2010). So far, the success of such interventions remains unclear. They may have led mainly to the creation of new, low-wage, unstable, digital work. Meanwhile, individuals in the broader economy also face challenges as a wider range of economic sectors digitalize. New technologies in production and improvements in productivity may lead to technology-driven changes in jobs, which could push down wages or lead to layoffs (Frey and Rahbari, 2016).

From the government perspective, improvements in economic activity due to digitalization-related productivity increases could result in higher tax revenues. They could also induce greater efficiency in terms of service delivery through e-government. Additional benefits include the use of data for development purposes and for solving societal problems, such as those related to various SDGs. Data collection and analysis could help manage or resolve critical global issues, assist in the creation of new scientific breakthroughs, advance human health, provide real-time streams of information (e.g. on disease outbreaks or traffic conditions), monitor the natural environment, improve the efficiency of resource use, and support decision-makers in government, businesses and civil society. In sub-Saharan Africa, for instance, large sets of data on soil characteristics are being mined to help determine fertilizer needs and increase productivity. Moreover, digital data can provide opportunities for compiling indicators to support the 2030 United Nations Agenda for Sustainable Development, while there are legal, ethical, technical and reputational challenges involved (MacFeely, 2019).

Platforms may also incorporate firms and actors into the digital economy, for example by providing improved access to export markets through e-commerce or cloud work (UNCTAD, 2017a). However, these may sometimes be under adverse terms (e.g. low profits or an unstable environment) (IT for Change, 2017). Digitalization of the broader economy may lead to new efficiencies, and, in the future, to transformative changes in established sectors in developing countries. With growing efficiency and automation of production, work previously performed in developing countries may disappear, or alternatively become “reshored” back to the more advanced economies (Banga and Willems, 2018; Hallward-Driemeier and Nayyar, 2018).

The above discussion hints that the positive impacts of the digital economy are not a given, nor widely shared. Moreover, there are increasing concerns about the risks it poses, such as the rising concentration and market power of global digital platforms, unfair business practices and potential for rent-seeking monopolies. Traditional brick and mortar sectors and small companies may suffer in the digitalization process. Digitalization can result in negative effects on employment as a result of job losses in affected sectors (as noted earlier), with consequent polarization and increased inequality. In addition, digital platforms may adopt tax optimization practices which reduce government revenues. Beyond purely economic aspects, there are increasing concerns about issues related to privacy and security, democracy and ethical failures, as well as the risks of mass surveillance and digital colonialism (Couldry and Mejias, 2018; Mayer-Schönberger and Ramge, 2018; Zuboff, 2015).

From an international perspective, there can be diverse and unclear impacts on trade, depending on, for example, a country’s level of development, trade structure and digital readiness. Developing countries may risk ending up in a “data trap”, at the lower levels of the data value chains, and become dependent on global digital platforms. Major economic challenges posed by the digital economy are discussed in more detail in chapter IV.

A summary of potential impacts of the data-driven economy by type of actor and for different parts of the digital economy (digital sector, digital economy and digitalized economy), as depicted in figure 1.1, is presented in table II.2. This can provide useful guidance for assessments of the potential impacts of the digital economy. It could also help for evaluating variables that may need to be measured in this regard (see chapter III). Other impacts related to environmental, ethical or democracy issues, for example, could be added. However, while from a broad perspective these may also be considered as important value-related dimensions, they go beyond the scope of this Report, which focuses on economic value.
### Table II.2: Potential impacts on value creation and capture from an expanding digital economy, by its components and actors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIGITAL ECONOMY COMPONENT</th>
<th>ACTORS</th>
<th>ECONOMY-WIDE IMPLICATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core, digital sector</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Individual (as users / consumers and workers) | • New jobs for building and installing ICT infrastructure.  
• New jobs in telecom and ICT sector, especially ICT services.  
• Greater inclusion under suitable circumstances or spillovers/domestic linkages.  
• Increased competition from cloud-service providers. | • Attracting investment.  
• Tax revenues from the economic activity created.  
• Increased growth, productivity and value added.  
• Employment creation.  
• Investment and diffusion of technologies; R&D likely located in high-income countries.  
• Mixed trade impacts. |
| MSMEs                     |        |                           |
| Multinational enterprises / digital platforms | • Investment opportunities for companies that meet high capital, technological and skills requirements.  
• Enhanced productivity from data-driven business models.  
• Greater control of value chains using platform-based business models.  
• New opportunities in the sharing economy.  
• More tax revenue resulting from increased economic activity and formalization of enterprises. | • Lost customs revenue from digitalization of products.  
• Higher growth, productivity and value added.  
• Employment creation/losses.  
• Higher investment.  
• Aggregation of digital firms in some locations.  
• Mixed trade impacts.  
• Market concentration. |
| Governments               |        |                           |
| Digital economy           |        |                           |
| New jobs in digital services, especially for highly skilled people.  
New forms of digital work, including for the less skilled. | • New opportunities in digital ecosystems.  
• Increased competition from foreign digital firms. | • More tax revenue from digitalization of products.  
• Improved connectivity.  
• More choice, convenience, customization of products for users and consumers.  
• Lower consumer prices.  
• Data-driven opportunities to meet various SDGs. |
| Digitalized economy       |        |                           |
| New jobs in ICT occupations across industries.  
Need for new skills as higher-value roles are redesigned using digital tools.  
Greater efficiency of services received.  
Job losses or transformation due to digitalization.  
Risk of worsened working conditions.  
Improved connectivity.  
More choice, convenience, customization of products for users and consumers.  
Lower consumer prices. | • Platform-enabled market access.  
• Reduced transaction costs.  
• Risk of “race to the bottom” in markets vs. ability to find a niche.  
• Lost opportunities due to automation (e.g. logistics, business processes).  
• New roles in service provision.  
• New business opportunities for digitalized enterprises.  
• Emergence of platform firms with data-driven models.  
• Gains from efficiency, productivity and quality.  
• Opportunities for the monetization of data.  
• Increased competitive advantage to digital platforms.  
• Increased market power and control of data value chain.  
• Leading digitalization in different sectors.  
• Data-driven opportunities to meet various SDGs. | • Increased efficiency of services through e-government.  
• Increased revenue from customs automation.  
• Unclear impact on tax revenue: increases from higher economic activity; losses from tax optimization practices by digital platforms and MNEs.  
• Growth through improved efficiency in sectors and value chains.  
• Productivity improvements.  
• Innovation impacts.  
• Potential crowding out of local firms in digitally disrupted sectors.  
• Potential automation in low- and medium-skill jobs.  
• Wider inequality.  
• Mixed trade impacts.  
• Impacts on structural change. |

Source: UNCTAD.
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Net impacts for the overall economy are hard to predict, not least because of difficulties in appropriately measuring the digital economy (chapter III). Moreover, since the world is only at the early stages of the digital economy, there is not enough experience or recorded evidence to assess successes or failures in order to reach strong conclusions. The rapid pace of technological progress further complicates assessments about potential impacts.

However, the impacts of the data-driven economy are likely to be uneven. Within countries, differences may arise not only between digital platform owners and users, but also between digital platforms and workers or individuals offering services through the platforms, and between global digital platforms and MSMEs. This is likely to be the case also between the private and public sectors, between men and women, and between urban and rural areas, in view of persistent digital divides in these areas.

The goal for policymakers, as well as for society as a whole, will therefore be to maximize the potential positive impacts of the digital economy – ensuring that these benefits are widely shared – and minimize the negative effects. There is an important role for proactive policies to guide the digital economy in a positive direction (chapter VI). However, as impacts are highly contextual, there is no one-size-fits-all approach to preparing for the digital economy. A better understanding of what constitutes value in such an economy could help policymakers better articulate relevant development goals and related policy actions.

2. Dimensions of value in the digital economy

A useful approach for analysing value in the digital economy is to distinguish four specific dimensions: the distribution of value, the scope for upgrading, the governance of value creation and the difference between value creation and value capture. These are briefly explored in this section.

a. Distribution of value

In the modern economy, economic production is typically fragmented through networks, supply chains or ecosystems of interconnecting firms. Value is divided amongst a range of firms in countries at different levels of income (and on to workers) in uneven ways. Of specific relevance for developing countries is the practice of leading firms (often MNEs based in developed countries) to outsource certain elements of their activities in order to focus on their core skills and competencies (Prahalad and Hamel, 1990). The activities of more marginal firms in many developing countries are often considered to be of “lower value” whether in terms of the value of the goods or services produced, lower labour intensity or lower skills requirements, and as such these activities may also be more “footloose” (Gereffi, 1994). Thus, examining the conditions of value across interconnecting firms and workers is central to analysing value creation and capture. The aspects chosen to explore (e.g. income, price, wages, profits, gender balance, or rural vs. urban location) depend on the objective of the analysis. In the digital economy, for example, an analysis of labour outcomes has shown that workers in low-value digital work (e.g. click workers) and digital ecosystem activities (e.g. mobile finance agents), while involved in creating value, often hold unstable and poorly paid positions (Berg et al., 2018; Foster, 2014). If such activities grow, they might lead to negative outcomes at the economy-wide level. Consequently, an understanding of the distribution of value may serve as a basis for considering redistribution policy options.

b. Scope for upgrading

While low-value positions may be associated with limited productivity gains in the short term, firms or individuals might, over time, be able to dynamically upgrade, though this is not automatic. It necessitates a strategy for learning and improvement, whereby individuals or firms dynamically move from lower value to higher value activities (Gereffi et al., 2005; Kaplinsky and Morris, 2001). In the digital economy, low-value activities may provide a means of entry into networks and ecosystems of production, which in turn would provide a source of learning, technology access and better value over time. For example, small tourism service providers may upgrade to selling directly online to customers. Some start-ups in developing countries have also been able to upgrade from simple to higher value-added service provision (UNCTAD, 2017a). Thus, it is important to explore and support paths for process and product improvements or innovation, whereby firms create more value from their productive activities or upgrade.

c. Governance of value creation

The distribution of value and the dynamics of upgrading are greatly affected by decisions made by the most powerful lead actors in the value chain. Various conditions may limit the ability of firms to upgrade to
higher value roles, such as those related to the way goods and services are delivered, the quality of the outputs, the costs and skills, the technologies and the language skills required to deliver goods and services to customers (Gereffi, 1994; Ponte and Gibbon, 2005). Barriers to upgrading can also be linked to personal preferences and connections, policies and rules, long-standing norms and culture (Foster et al., 2018). These dynamics are often shaped by the major lead firms. The notion of governance indicates that control by selected private firms does not always occur directly, but as indirect or ongoing interactions, with rules or norms shaping the upgrading paths (Ponte and Sturgeon, 2014). In the digital economy, governance can be explored in terms of older lead firms in digitalized value chains, but also newer actors, such as digital platform companies, which influence the scope for upgrading (chapter IV). The global power centres of governance in the digital economy tend to be located in a few selected economies, raising potential concerns for policymakers about reach and vision.

d. Value creation vs capture

It is important to recognize the difference between value creation, addition and capture (Coe and Yeung, 2015; Henderson et al., 2002). As implied by the discussion on upgrading, a focus on value typically relates to value creation and value addition by different actors, and their role in creating value in production. From a development perspective, upgrading from a lower value position to a higher one is thus seen as positive. However, this observation may fail to take into account the dimension of value capture, which is “the ability for firms to retain their surplus within their organisational boundaries” (Coe and Yeung, 2015: 171). This point might also be extended to consider value capture by different countries (e.g. through government revenue). Actors in improved positions of production may find that their value is being extracted elsewhere. The concept of value capture is highly relevant in the digital economy. Firms and workers moving into the digital economy, who are involved in online activities, are often seen as upgrading their skills. However, it is problematic if the bulk of the value they create is captured elsewhere. For example, low-income taxi drivers may be perceived as advancing due to their use of apps, mapping and communication, but if they are in uneven relationships vis-à-vis the platform firms (e.g. because of paying high commission fees), these arrangements may not be desirable or sustainable in the longer term.

C. CHANNELS FOR VALUE CREATION IN THE DIGITAL ECONOMY IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

This section outlines how the digital economy can affect value in developing countries. It focuses on three particular trends: platformization, e-commerce and value-chain digitalization.

1. Platformization

Digital transaction platforms can have disruptive effects in a number of sectors. The process of platformization has implications both for the nature of transactions within certain sectors and for the ability of firms to scale rapidly, thus affecting sectors’ structures.

Regarding the nature of transactions, there is a trend to move from linear, “pipeline” models of interactions towards transaction forms using platforms (Van Alstyne et al., 2016). In the pipeline models, goods and services are produced along a set of linear activities and “pushed” to the customer through a series of stages which add value. While not necessarily excluding the existence of a supply chain, platformization implies a gravity shift in value creation towards the platforms themselves. Through platforms, there is a relatively low entry bar for firms and individuals to provide a more diverse range of products, services and customers. They move from “push” models to “pull” modes of activity, by providing the support and services needed for parties to perform transactions on the platform (Cusumano and Gawer, 2002).33

Thus, in the platform economy, the traditional understanding of supply and demand (and of production and consumption) as clearly separable dualities – with production consisting of a linear supply chain of integrated firms, each adding a piece of value towards an output from which a passive consumer derives a private utility − no longer applies. The new economic model works in a circular manner as a feedback loop in which data and interactions (i.e. the network) are the main resource and source of value (see figure II.1). The upper part of the figure represents the traditional model, from raw material to consumer products, while the digital economy is represented in the full figure. The lower part of the figure also represents the data value chain discussed above. Indeed, in the digital economy, what is prevailing is an omnichannel approach. As the world is digitally
transitional, production processes and transactions may be taking place at different combinatorial possibilities between the physical and virtual world. Thus, they may be just physical, a combination of physical and digital, or purely digital.

The power of platform business models is partly related to their ability to enable firms to achieve economies of scale more rapidly. Rather than being the owner of specific goods, services or labour, a platform often operates by “creating a new market place” for different parties to transact, and in this sense it is “physical asset light” (at least in the early stages). The global expansion and dominance of so-called ride-sharing platforms illustrate this phenomenon. By (initially) not owning the core assets (taxis) and employees (taxi drivers are contractors), they invest lightly in human and physical assets which enable more rapid expansion at low costs (Parker et al., 2016). Platform firms are also compilers and users of big data, as the ownership of platforms allows them to harvest rich data generated by the interactions of users from all sides of the platform. These data are used to develop the “digital intelligence” needed to improve the platforms and related services. The data may also be sold on to third parties. Rapid scaling has been seen in developing-country platforms, as illustrated by firms such as Go-Jek in Indonesia, Ola in India and Careem in MENA and Pakistan, all of which have been able to compete with established transportation services with relatively small assets, some expanding outside their own borders. However, in many developing countries there are significant barriers to such scaling (chapter V).

In principle, the risk of physical asset-light expansion is that users can rapidly switch to competitors, for example if they offer better conditions. To counter this risk, platform owners may seek to control certain activities on their platforms, pushing platform lock-in or adopting uncompetitive practices (Parker et al., 2016) (see chapter IV). When platforms grow dominant in the market, it becomes difficult for practitioners or policymakers to find alternative options.

Platformization therefore highlights a broader change in the digital economy, where different platforms (as opposed to supply chains, nations or sectors, for example) are the basis for understanding the division of value. As sectors are likely to include multiple platforms, exploring the way they are “layered” or “interact” is important for analysing the wider economic implications.

Opportunities in developing countries may arise in the new “pull” dynamics of platforms, where it is in the interest of platform owners to support the market entry into broader markets of as many small firms and end users as possible. Digital firms can also emerge in
developing countries to support platform ecosystems. However, there is a risk of platform “lock-in”, and of platform firms accentuating their market power in different ways. This is of particular concern for smaller firms or individuals who may find themselves becoming dependent on platforms under adverse conditions with few alternatives. There appears to be potential for developing-country digital firms to adopt platform models and become local leaders, but competing against established global digital platforms with much greater market power is a huge challenge (as discussed in chapters IV and V).

Whilst both platform owners and users (e.g. buyers and sellers) can create value, its distribution among the different stakeholders tends to be highly uneven. Major platform leaders are generally in a position to impose additional costs or fees on the firms using their platforms. Firms will need to consider the trade-off between these costs and broader market opportunities. In terms of upgrading, some studies suggest that platformization can help smaller firms in developing countries reach wider markets (eBay, 2013). More research is needed on the trajectories of these firms as they develop within and across platforms. Similarly, it is important to explore the trajectories of value creation for developing-country firms that are part of digital ecosystem services. The extent to which these types of trajectories exist is a key consideration for enabling policymakers to understand the broader economic implications of platforms.

2. E-commerce platforms

A second and related trend concerns the way platforms are shaping user-producer relationships through e-commerce, including by leveraging customer information and interaction to a much greater extent than in traditional commerce. E-commerce platforms bring together a broader range of buyers and sellers and provide opportunities for offering a greater variety of goods and services (Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier, 2013).

Figure II.2 provides an illustration of the new e-commerce landscape, distinguishing between profit-oriented and non-profit-oriented platforms. Non-profit-oriented digital platforms are marginal compared with the profit-oriented ones. Given that some platforms are multipurpose, they may feature in several places in the figure. The examples presented include platforms from both developed and developing countries. A few major e-commerce platforms (e.g. Amazon, Alibaba Group, eBay and Rakuten) are capturing significant segments of the overall market, benefiting from economies of scale and network effects. However, in many developing countries, the global platforms may not be present, or they may be complemented by national or regional ones, such as Jumia in Africa, MercadoLibre in Latin America, Lazada in South-East Asia and Flipkart in India. Locally oriented platforms have sometimes been able to grow owing partly to the absence of global competitors in the local market (see chapter V). They may provide more convenience for consumers through shorter shipping times, tailored payment options, products more suited to local markets and local language interfaces. Other potential benefits to the domestic real economy may be related to linkages with local industries and suppliers, reduced reliance on imports and greater openness to support exports.

Data generated on these platforms provide valuable insights into consumer behaviour and opinions, and how the platforms are working. Firms on e-commerce platforms can use their data to develop intelligence that can help improve product designs, as well as to innovate (Srnicek, 2017). More active users are also contributing to new forms of value in e-commerce through user-induced innovation (von Hippel, 1988), or as producers (sometimes called “prosumers”). Thus, consumer/user activities can provide a potential base for firms to dynamically improve and add value to their products and services (Dong and Wu, 2015; Ritzer and Jurgenson, 2010).

In some developing countries, the number of firms able to take advantage of these new platform interactions with customers has expanded. In China, for example, a range of platforms provide a diverse set of opportunities for small firms in the apparel sector (Li et al., 2018). Frequent interactions between small firms and local markets on platforms typically provide the impetus to firms to shift from generic production to building specific branded products over time. Similar processes have been observed in some tourism firms, where the use of platforms and customization have been important for creating value (Foster, 2017).

In sum, studies of micro and small enterprises suggest that platforms have the potential to become an important crucible for value creation linked to e-commerce. New forms of governance are still driven by the global e-commerce providers, but central to these firms’ business models is the aim of facilitating the use of their platforms and services. Governance of value may also be shaped by other cross-cutting firms in production, such as global logistics firms and...
## Figure II.2. E-commerce in the landscape of digital platforms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIGITAL PLATFORMS</th>
<th>Non-profit oriented digital platforms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exchange platforms</td>
<td>HomeExchange.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donation platforms</td>
<td>Freecycle, Nolotiro.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free services platforms</td>
<td>Couchsurfing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other “true” sharing economy platforms</td>
<td>Goteo, Wikipedia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profit oriented digital platforms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electronic payments platforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crowdfunding platforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social media</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E-commerce platforms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Incumbent companies’ e-commerce platforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caterpillar, Ikea, Zara, UBS (e-banking)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amazon, Alibaba, eBay, Jumia, Lazada, MercadoLibre, Souq, Etsy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Third party e-commerce platforms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GOODS e-commerce platforms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SERVICES e-commerce platforms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial services - lending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information / reviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning platforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health platforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gig work (location bound)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apps Markets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud Services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Updated from UNCTAD, 2018b.
payment providers. Small firms in many developing countries may be able to become part of platforms due to relatively low barriers to entry. New value capture is linked to data capture and innovation based on customer interaction, as well as to the way in which customers’ activities on the platform are embedded in production activities. E-commerce platforms themselves capture considerable value from exchanges through commissions or fees, although more research is needed to understand the use of commissions and how they vary across firms and sectors, as well as how they evolve over time. In developing countries where the largest online sellers still often dominate the market, there are challenges for local firms to upgrade (Chen et al., 2016). Moreover, for many small firms, price-driven competition in a national or even global market can drive down profits. Nevertheless, there can be potential for upgrading, as demonstrated by the incremental improvements of some tourism providers and smaller clothing producers.

3. Digitalization of value chains

In addition to the disruptive shifts in how goods and services are delivered in the digital economy, it is worth considering the more gradual changes linked to the broader digitalization of existing production networks, and the potential effects on the creation and distribution of value (Foster and Graham, 2017). More specifically, digitalization and datafication affect the way value chains − be they regional or global − are governed.

Two changes are especially relevant in this context: modularization and servitization of value chains. A number of studies have argued that digitalization accelerates “modular” governance of value (Foster et al., 2018; Sturgeon, 2017). This implies that firms in a value chain increasingly produce relatively standardized components. This changes the value chain in that these modular goods and services are of lower value than those produced “upstream”, where firms introduce novelty and innovation, and where modules are combined together closer to customers (Sturgeon, 2002). For instance, tourism providers are increasingly standardizing their goods and services to meet requirements set by online travel agencies. Similarly, agricultural production is increasingly standardized, monitored and tracked as it moves along the value chain. Retail-oriented firms outside developing countries tend to create more value from these processes (Fold, 2001).

Digital technologies are also an important element in supporting the servitization of manufacturing processes, where manufacturing and services increasingly overlap. These technologies are driving the unbundling of services and making them more “tradable”, thus supporting more complex networks of services in the production of goods and services.

For conceptualizing the role of services in shifting value in the digital economy, the “smile curve” illustrates the impact of the digital economy in terms of specific segments of production as shown in figure II.3. The dotted line represents the current state of affairs in terms of where value is added in production.

Increased digitalization, modularization and servitization may result in a shift towards the solid line shown in the figure, where value added in production decreases and that in pre- and post-production increases (Hallward-Driemeier and Nayyar, 2018; Mayer, 2018; Rehnberg and Ponte, 2018). In production, the growth of services is likely to accelerate process automation, leading to a decline in value added at these stages. Meanwhile, an expansion of digitized services will mainly occur in the pre-production stage (such as a wider range of design software and data-driven services to inform new goods and services) and in the post-production stage (such as in services embedded in software and enhanced after-sales services).

![Figure II.3. The smile curve and the impact of digitalization](image-url)

Source: UNCTAD, adapted from Mayer, 2018; Rehnberg and Ponte, 2018; and Sturgeon, 2017.
The net outcome may generate mixed impacts in developing countries. Digitalization can vastly reduce transaction costs in production. Alongside this, servitization can reduce costs that allow the incorporation of more smaller firms into higher value-added activities in value chains (UNCTAD, 2017a). However, current evidence suggests that, as goods and services become standardized and datafied, the control of production shifts increasingly from smaller firms to leading supply chain organizers and retailers, as well as to major platform companies. Smaller producers may find their outputs more monitored and standardized, making producers more easily interchangeable and thus vulnerable. This poses risks for firms that are pulled into chains where digitalized standards may increase (Kumar, 2014) and lead firms can more easily switch suppliers.

The digital economy also impacts traditional value chains in which value and governance still closely relate to tangible goods. In these cases, modularization and servitization, driven by digital technologies, can make leading firms more focused on innovation while production activities with lower value are outsourced to other actors. Governance of modularized systems by lead firms in value chains is facilitated by digital tools and systems that provide new ways of assessing and tracking standards and quality performance. As a result, value is increasingly captured by those actors that control the data and digital resources needed to manage production. For firms in most developing countries, modularized and servitized value chains are potentially less costly to administer and control, and, as shown in the agricultural sector (such as sorghum production in Africa), they can expand the potential for small firms to enter and participate in globalized production at a lower cost (see IFDC, 2015). At the same time, other studies (e.g. of tea and coffee production) suggest that increased digital control of value chains may reduce the flexibility of actors to find new approaches (Foster et al., 2018).

**D. NEW PATHS FOR VALUE ADDITION, STRUCTURAL TRANSFORMATION AND DEVELOPMENT**

Economic development has traditionally been associated with the process of structural transformation. This implies moving up in the value chain from low productivity and value-added sectors to higher productivity and value-added sectors. In practice, this has been observed in sectoral changes in production, from agriculture and other natural resources, towards industry – especially manufacturing – and then to higher value services. This is reflected in the upper part of figure II.4, in the horizontal direction. Value addition here occurs through the process of industrialization and structural change.

![Figure II.4. From industrialization to digitalization](image-url)
With digitalization, a new dimension for potential value addition emerges (moving in the vertical direction in figure II.4). Digitalization can take place in agriculture, industry/manufacturing and services, as reflected in the lower part of the figure. This involves adding value through the data value chain of data collection, data processing, data analysis and monetization of the data. In this way, the digital economy opens additional paths for potential value addition.

Value can be added to the economy by moving to the right in the two parallel dimensions (i.e. the non-digitalized sectors and the digitalized sectors). While the processes of value addition reflected in the traditional sense of structural change remain valid, in the digital-economy context, the economy can also move from agriculture to all digitalized sectors. There can still be a shift from traditional industrial activities towards non-digitalized services, but now also to digitalized industry (also known as Industry 4.0) and digitalized services. Value addition in the services sector can be achieved by moving up the value chain to digitalized services.

In the digital economy, there may also be value addition without structural change in the traditional sense. If all three traditional sectors digitalize simultaneously, there may be no change in the sectoral composition. But by adding value through digitalization in all sectors, there could be structural transformation within the sectors. Similarly, an economy could register value addition and increase productivity in the agriculture/natural resources sector and/or the services sector through digitalization without necessarily industrializing in the traditional sense. This may be of particular interest for those developing countries in which the weights of the agricultural and services sectors are relatively high. Moreover, the distinctions between sectors are becoming more blurred (reflected by the dotted lines in the chart). Overall, it is important to consider the potential for value addition and development stemming both from traditional structural change and from digital transformation.

Some authors use the term “digital industrialization” by comparing industrialization (value addition) in the industrial era with value addition in the digital era (Singh, 2018). However, in the latter case, which involves adding value along the data value chain (the vertical dimension of the figure), the digitalization process affects all sectors, not only manufacturing. Therefore, using the terms “digital industrialization” or “digital industrial policy” may be misleading. An alternative approach would be to refer to value addition in the digital economy and industrial policy in the digital economy. Similarly, it may be more appropriate to talk about “trade in the digital economy”, rather than “digital trade”, and “skills for the digital economy” rather than “digital skills”.

E. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This chapter has provided a conceptual basis for analysing value creation and capture in the digital economy. Two dimensions are particularly important: platformization and the growing reliance on digital data. Any assessment of the implications for value creation and capture needs to distinguish between different stakeholders and between different parts of the digital economy.

Digitalization creates both opportunities and challenges from the perspective of developing countries. The net impact of digital disruption depends greatly on the level of development and digital readiness of countries and of stakeholders within countries. It also essentially depends on the policies adopted and enforced (chapter VI). Digitalization influences value chains in different ways, especially through platformization, modularization and servitization. It also opens up new means of value addition and structural change.

Whereas the conceptual framework can be of significant value for policymakers, practitioners and researchers, using it empirically is often hampered by the lack of relevant statistics. This is the focus of the next chapter.
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BELGENİN ASLI ELEKTRONİK İMZALIDIR.
Measurement of the digital economy and its impacts has grown in importance as more and more economic activities are getting digitalized. Greater demand for better statistics that can support policymaking has led to a renewed interest in identifying which digital economy activities can add the most value and how best to measure that value. While several initiatives are being undertaken by the international community to define and quantify the digital economy, more work is needed. There are various ways to capture the extent and impact of that economy. This chapter, largely due to statistical limitations, focuses on the core digital (or ICT) sector. This includes value added, employment and trade related to the production of ICT goods and services. Attention is also given to value created as a result of digitalization in other parts of the economy, resulting in more people working in ICT occupations and in digitally delivered services and e-commerce. The chapter further looks at some recent efforts at measuring value added in e-commerce, capturing spillover effects from the digital economy and value linked to the data-driven economy.
More needs to be done to improve measurement

Need for **agreed definitions** of value in the digital economy

Need to collect **official statistics**

What do we know about the size and the scope of the digital economy?

**Global digital economy**

Estimates range from:

- **Narrow definition**
  - 4.5% of GDP
- **Broad definition**
  - 15.5% of GDP

**US**: digital economy in 2017 has been estimated to account for:

- **Narrow definition**
  - 6.9% of GDP
- **Broad definition**
  - 21.6% of GDP

**China**: digital economy in 2017 has been estimated to account for:

- **Narrow definition**
  - 6% of GDP
- **Broad definition**
  - 30% of GDP

Growing importance of digitalization in the global economy

- **Share of the digitally deliverable services exports in the global services exports**
  - Narrow definition: $1.2 trillion (+7% CAGR)
  - Broad definition: $2.9 trillion

- **Global ICT services exports**
  - 2005: $175 billion (+9% CAGR)

- **Global employment in the ICT sector**
  - 2010: 34 million
  - 2015: 39 million (+13%)

More needs to be done to make progress in measurement of the digital economy, especially to support developing countries in building statistical capacities to produce relevant information.
A. CHALLENGES TO MEASURING VALUE IN THE DIGITAL ECONOMY

1. Measuring the different dimensions of the digital economy

A first challenge to measuring the digital economy, and therefore its value, is the lack of a universally accepted definition (chapter I), which makes international comparisons difficult. This report builds on the conceptual representation of the digital economy displayed in figure I.1, which distinguishes between its core, narrow and broad scopes. The core and narrow dimensions relate to ICT infrastructure and the ICT-producing sector, as well as to digital and platform-based services. The broader scope refers to the use of various digital technologies for performing different economic activities. While the core and narrow scopes are closely associated with the digital sector, the third category can be called the digitalized economy, as it is increasingly encompassing all sectors of the economy.

Ideally, the measurement of value in the digital economy should cover all three levels: the digital sector, the digital economy and the digitalized economy. A country should be able to assess their implications in terms of different economic variables, such as value added, employment, wages, income, prices and trade, as well as for different agents, at these three levels. This could be based on the framework presented in chapter II (table II.2). However, comparable statistical data are available mainly for just the core digital sector, and even in this case there are significant gaps, particularly concerning developing countries. The lack of statistical data and other measurement difficulties increase as the analysis moves from the core to the broad scope of the digital economy.

For the purpose of measuring the digital economy, the use of the System of National Accounts can present conceptual challenges associated with translating the new economic activities into statistical data. One challenge concerns the intangible nature of digital data and intelligence, which are major determinants of value creation in the digital economy. In this context, accounting for related economic activities in the data-driven economy becomes problematic. It is also difficult to capture statistically the ways in which digitalization is having an impact on activities outside the production boundaries of the pure digital sector. Moreover, some activities in the digital economy, such as the creation of content or exchange of digital data, may be monetized only indirectly (e.g. by selling targeted advertising space online). This applies to many online platforms that provide “free-for-use” services for the right to use the data generated by users of online services.

The transnational nature of major digital platforms also poses measurement challenges, especially regarding where to locate an economic transaction. In the case of cloud computing, for example, the customer, data centre and address of the supplier may be in different countries. Similarly, online platforms based in one country can facilitate transactions between buyers and sellers located in other countries. Governments may find it difficult to obtain statistical information about activities of digital platforms that are active in their countries but that lack a physical presence there. In such circumstances, securing survey responses from the platform companies is harder, and official administrative data may not be available. Although it is sometimes possible to scrape certain items of data (e.g. prices) from web pages, other data about the economic activities supported by digital platforms (e.g. transactions within online marketplaces or smartphone apps) are seldom available.

There have been some efforts to define the digital economy and to improve its measurement in the context of satellite accounts. One example is the definition of the digital economy adopted by the United States Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA). It identifies three aspects: a) digital-enabling infrastructure needed for a computer network to exist and operate; b) e-commerce, which includes digitally ordered, digitally delivered, or platform-enabled transactions (B2B, B2C and peer-to-peer or P2P); and c) digital media, which refer to content that users in the digital economy create and access, including free digital media and big data. While the first and third components largely overlap with the core and narrow scopes of the digital economy, the inclusion of e-commerce activities falls within the broad scope in figure I.1 (see also section III.F.2). The BEA points to the challenge posed by the rapidly changing nature of technology in defining the digital economy. For example, a refrigerator that is connected to the Internet and transmits data raises the question of whether it should be treated as an ICT product or just as a refrigerator with some digital features (Barefoot et al., 2018). Ideally, the definition of the digital economy should allow for...
the changing nature of what it encompasses over time as new technologies emerge.

Some relevant international statistical definitions and classifications do exist, such as for the ICT sector, ICT occupations and trade in ICT goods and services. However, for many other relevant areas (such as IoT devices), universally accepted definitions are yet to be established. But even in areas for which there are agreed definitions, there is often a glaring lack of statistics. This is particularly true in developing countries, but sometimes also in developed countries.

Finally, and partly related to the lack of agreed definitions, there is insufficient support by the international community for technical assistance and statistical capacity-building for measuring the digital economy in developing countries. As the evolution of the digital economy raises various new policy issues – in areas as diverse as the labour market, education and skills, innovation, sectoral development, trade, environmental protection and energy efficiency, among others – finding ways to improve the collection and availability of relevant statistics is of growing importance. As observed by the Argentinean Group of 20 (G20) Presidency in its new Toolkit for Measuring the Digital Economy (G20 DETF, 2018: 6):

> Even if we only consider existing measurement efforts, there is ample room for improvement, as data are far from being comprehensive, country coverage is limited, timeliness is often an issue, and differences in data collection methodologies and approaches across countries persist.

### 2. International initiatives for measuring the digital economy

A wide range of international organizations and other groups, within the scope of their organizational mandate, are involved in statistical work related to different aspects of the digital economy. This partly reflects the cross-cutting nature of digitalization and its impact on many policy areas and spheres of economic activity. However, few organizations have tried to measure the digital economy in a holistic manner.

The Partnership on Measuring ICT for Development is an international, multi-stakeholder initiative launched at the UNCTAD XI Ministerial Conference in 2004 to improve the availability and quality of ICT data and indicators, particularly in developing countries. The Partnership counts 14 members and has, among other things, identified a list of core ICT indicators and methodologies to collect related statistics. It has helped to create a clear division of labour among organizations related to the measurement of different aspects of the information society, and it facilitates more effective cooperation. For example:

- The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) is responsible for the measurement of telecommunication and ICT topics such as ICT infrastructure, ICT access and use by households and individuals, as well as some indicators related to e-commerce and ICT skills.
- The International Labour Organization (ILO) undertakes methodological work through the International Conference of Labour Statisticians, which deals with employment aspects of the digital economy. This includes employment in the ICT sector or in ICT-related occupations, but also areas such as informal employment and work-related aspects of digital platforms.
- UNCTAD provides methodological guidance and technical assistance for its member States in areas such as ICT use by enterprises, the ICT sector and trade in ICT goods and services. It collects relevant data both for developing and transition economies. It is also an active participant in international initiatives aimed at improving the availability of statistics on e-commerce and trade in the digital economy. In addition, it has developed methodologies for measuring exports of digitally delivered services (see section III.D).

The recently established Intergovernmental Group of Experts (IGE) on E-commerce and the Digital Economy convened by UNCTAD aims to build international consensus on issues to do with relevant statistics. On its advice, UNCTAD is establishing a new Working Group on Measuring E-commerce and the Digital Economy, which will support dialogue and policy development, and help improve the availability of relevant statistics, particularly in developing countries. It will also seek to identify specific measurement opportunities and challenges for developing countries.

The Inter-agency Task Force on International Trade Statistics (TFITS) works to foster international cooperation on trade statistics. It has considered a number of topics of relevance to the digital economy, including trade in ICT goods and services, and, more recently, digital trade.
CHAPTER III. MEASURING VALUE IN THE DIGITAL ECONOMY

The OECD is involved in efforts to measure the digital economy, through forums such as the Working Party on Measurement and Analysis of the Digital Economy. It has developed guidelines for measuring the information society, which are periodically reviewed and revised. In 2014, it benchmarked its member countries along several relevant dimensions, identified gaps, and developed a measurement agenda. In addition, the OECD’s Going Digital project, launched in 2017, is developing an integrated policy framework to better understand the economic and societal transformations being brought about by digital technologies and to propose appropriate policy responses. For each relevant policy domain, it defines key benchmark indicators and relevant policy levers, along with work to review existing metrics and identify gaps. The organization has also commenced work on the measurement of areas such as artificial intelligence (AI), IoT, digital security and privacy, consumer trust in online environments, skills in the digital era, barriers to trade in digital services, and digitalization and the future of work.43 The OECD focuses mainly on the needs and capabilities of its member States, most of which have relatively advanced statistical offices. The situation in these countries is often considerably different from that of developing countries, and especially LDCs, where statistical capacities are much more limited.

In close collaboration with the OECD and other international organizations, the G20 produced a Toolkit for Measuring the Digital Economy, which outlines a measurement agenda for the digital economy and analyses the situation in G20 countries with reference to 35 indicators. It also highlights statistical gaps and suggests actions for improvement.44

There are also some regional initiatives. For example, the European Union (EU) has a digital scoreboard that measures the performance of the EU and its member States in a range of areas, from connectivity and digital skills to the digitization of businesses and public services. It also produces the Digital Economy and Society Index. In addition, it has established a Monitoring Framework for the Digital Economy and Society.45 Another example is the observatory of the digital ecosystem in Latin America and the Caribbean created by the Development Bank of Latin America (CAF, 2017).46

Most developing countries need to improve measurement of the digital economy and their statistical capacity in this area in an integrated manner. Lack of statistical data prevents policymakers and other stakeholders in these countries to prepare adequately for the new digital era. Typically, countries that are the least prepared for the digital economy also have the least amount of statistical information that could help their governments make well-informed decisions. The new UNCTAD Working Group on Measuring E-Commerce and the Digital Economy could help them by supporting a holistic approach to measuring the digital economy in their countries.

Statistical data available to assess value in the digital economy mainly cover the ICT sector and, to a lesser extent, ICT employment and e-commerce. However, most of the gains from the digital economy are likely to result from the digitalization of all the sectors of an economy, and not only the digital sector. In developing countries, where agriculture and services account for large shares of the economy, most gains may be expected to accrue from the digitalization of these sectors. The analysis that follows illustrates how some components of the digital economy can provide opportunities for growth in developing countries.

B. VALUE ADDITION IN THE ICT SECTOR

The ICT sector is well-defined, with international classifications comprising ICT manufacturing, ICT wholesale trade and ICT services.47 Nonetheless, the availability of statistical data for developing countries is limited in this area as well, and there is an insufficient level of disaggregation. In this report, value added for the ICT sector is estimated using available statistics from international and national sources.48

1. Overall trends in value added in the ICT sector

Value added in the ICT sector has not kept pace with overall GDP growth. Despite the increase in access to ICTs over time (chapter I), the share of this sector’s value added in world GDP has remained stable over the past decade, averaging around 4.5 per cent. The global average may hide diverging developments by country, or that price reductions in ICT products have been accompanied by increases in volume. In terms of the composition of the ICT sector, computer services is the largest subsector by value added, accounting for 40 per cent of the sector in 2015.
On an individual economy basis, some economies saw growth in the share of the ICT sector’s value added in their GDP between 2010 and 2017 (figure III.1). Taiwan Province of China ranked first, owing to growth in ICT manufacturing. India was in fourth place, with growth driven mainly by computer services. Other developing and transition economies featuring in the top 10 included Serbia, Hong Kong (China) and Malaysia.

In terms of value added, the United States has the world’s largest ICT sector, almost twice the size of the second largest, China. Other Asian economies in the top 10 by value added include Japan, the Republic of Korea, India and Taiwan Province of China (figure III.2).

In terms of the share of the ICT sector’s value added in GDP and its distribution by subsector, four of the top five economies are in East Asia and have notable ICT manufacturing industries, with Taiwan Province of China in the lead (figure III.3). Ireland is second, with its ICT sector’s value added accounting for 10 per cent of GDP, mainly due to large United States computer services MNEs using Ireland as a regional base for tax reasons. India ranks tenth, with computer services constituting more than 70 per cent of its ICT sector’s value added.

Despite increased digitalization, the share of the ICT sector’s value added in GDP has declined in the majority of developing and transition economies for which statistics were available (figure III.4). This may reflect the internalization of digitalized activities in sectors other than the ICT sector. The only places where it grew faster than GDP were in some Asian and transition economies plus Costa Rica.

---

**Figure III.1.** Growth in the share of the ICT sector’s value added in GDP: Top 10 economies, 2010–2017

(Percentage points)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economy</th>
<th>Value Added Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan Province of China</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbia</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong (China)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: UNCTAD, based on international and national sources (see annex to this chapter).

**Figure III.2.** Value added in the ICT sector: Top 10 economies, 2017, or latest available year ($ billion)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economy</th>
<th>Value Added</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of Korea</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan Province of China</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: UNCTAD, based on international and national sources (see annex to this chapter).
Figure III.3. Share of the ICT sector’s value added in GDP, and its distribution by subsector: Top 10 economies, 2017
(Per cent)

Source: UNCTAD, based on international and national sources (see annex to this chapter).
Note: Data for Ireland refer to 2014, China and India to 2015, and Israel, Japan and Malaysia to 2016.
2. Value added in ICT manufacturing

Global ICT manufacturing is highly concentrated. Ten economies account for as much as 93 per cent of this subsector’s global value added (figure III.5). In 2017, East Asia, led by China, accounted for 70 per cent of the total. This reflects the prominent role of this region in global value chains related to electronics. The United States accounted for almost a fifth of the total, with most added value emanating from research and development (R&D) and design rather than manufacturing (Delautre, 2017). Mexico is the only developing country outside East Asia among the top 10, as it benefits from its geographical proximity to the United States. Germany is the only European country in the list. In terms of the share in GDP of value added in ICT manufacturing, the eight leading economies are all in East Asia (figure III.6).

Source: UNCTAD, based on international and national sources (see annex to this chapter).

Note: The figures reflect the difference in the share of the ICT sector’s value added in GDP between the latest and earliest years for which data were available.
3. Value added in telecommunications and computer services

Among the countries for which ICT sector data were available, three of the largest producers of telecommunication services are populous developing countries, namely China, India and Brazil (figure III.7). Regarding their share of telecommunications value added in GDP, eight of the top ten are either developing or transition economies, including two small island developing States (SIDS) (figure III.8).

In most low-income developing countries, telecommunications dominate the ICT sector. They are indispensable and are not tradable, unlike ICT equipment, computer and information services. While international communications are traded through routing calls, every country needs its own network, whereas it can import ICT equipment and computer services to satisfy domestic demand. Around 80 countries compile national accounts data for the communications industry (which includes posts that typically account for less than 5 per cent of the total). Five of the top 10 economies in terms of the share of communications value added in GDP are LDCs, led by the Gambia, where the telecom sector accounts for 10 per cent of GDP (figure III.9). Many SIDS also have high shares.
Value added in the global computer services industry is the largest in the United States (figure III.10) – almost as large as that of the combined total of the next nine economies. This is because seven of the world’s largest IT companies are based in the United States, many of which derive all or most of their revenues from computer software and services (e.g. Microsoft, IBM and Oracle).49

Ireland tops the list of countries in terms of value added in computer services as a share of GDP by quite a significant margin, reflecting the strong presence of regional offices of United States digital companies, followed by Sweden (figure III.11). Unlike for other parts of the ICT sector for this indicator, only one developing country (India) features among the top 10. Although known for its exports of computer services,
the domestic market for these services in India is forecast to grow faster than their exports, fuelled by the Government’s Digital India programme, its burgeoning start-up and venture capital scene, and increased computer use by MSMEs. The next highest developing economy is Costa Rica, which ranks 19th. Apart from India and Israel, all the other economies that rank high based on this indicator are European.

Looking at value added growth in the ICT sector by subsector, among the developing and transition economies for which relevant data were available, computer services displayed the highest average annual growth rate between 2010 and 2017, surging by an average rate of 8 per cent. In comparison, manufacturing grew by only 1 per cent, and telecommunications registered no growth (figure III.12). While value added in telecommunications rose in 12 countries and in manufacturing it rose in 14 countries, in computer services it increased in 20 of them.

---

BELGENİN ASLI ELEKTRONİK IMZALIDIR.
In measuring the overall digital economy, it should be noted that digital goods and services may be produced outside the ICT sector. For instance, in Malaysia, 3 per cent of ICT goods and services are produced outside that sector. In Mexico, the contribution of value added in computer services to GDP has stagnated at 0.1 per cent over two decades (figure III.13), largely because computer services are produced mainly for internal use by firms outside the ICT sector (Schatan and Enríquez, 2015). Moreover, in some developing countries, the government is a significant producer of computer services.

### C. EMPLOYMENT IN THE DIGITAL ECONOMY

An important dimension of value addition in the digital economy is related to employment. Two aspects are particularly relevant in this context: 1) employment in the ICT sector itself, which corresponds to the core and narrow scope of the digital economy; and 2) employment in ICT occupations in the economy, which is linked to the broad, digitalized economy. However, there is a general shortage of statistics on employment in the digital economy, and detailed occupational data are lacking for most developing countries. Moreover, while data on employment in the ICT sector are more readily available, they capture only part of the impact of digitalization on employment. The analysis in this section draws on statistical data from Eurostat, ILO, OECD, the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre Study titled Prospective Insights in ICT R&D (PREDICT), as well as national sources.

#### 1. Employment in the ICT sector

Global employment in the ICT sector grew by 16 per cent between 2010 and 2015, rising from 34 million to 39.3 million employees. As a result, its share in total employment rose from 1.8 per cent to 2 per cent. Employment in computer services grew particularly fast during the same period, by 27 per cent, and accounted for the largest share (38 per cent) of ICT sector employment in 2015, compared with 31 per cent each for telecommunications and ICT manufacturing (figure III.14). Computer services had the largest share of ICT sector employment in total employment in all but three of the top ten economies (figure III.15). Three of the top ten are developing economies while six are European

![Figure III.12. Growth rate of value added in ICT, by subsector, selected economies, 2010–2017, or latest available year (Average as a per cent)](image-url)
In the ICT sector, computer services tend to have a higher employment rate than the other subsectors. Exceptions include economies in which ICT manufacturing dominates the ICT sector, as seen in the bottom left part of figure III.16. However, many employees in ICT manufacturing are also involved in computer services. For example, while China has a very low proportion of employment in the computer services industry, Huawei, the country's largest ICT manufacturer, employs 80,000 people (or 45 per cent of its total workforce) who are involved in R&D, including software development (Huawei, 2018). Three developing and transition economies – Brazil, India and the Republic of Moldova – reported that more than 50 per cent of ICT sector employees worked in computer services.
2. Employment in ICT occupations

ICT occupations exist across entire economies. The ILO 2008 International Standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO-08) identifies over 600 types of jobs, including a number related to digital professions. However, despite the ILO classifications for various ICT occupations, very little data are available; few countries disseminate employment data at this level, although, theoretically, around 100 of them could do so (UNCTAD, 2015a). Eurostat has data on the number of ICT specialists for a few transition economies, but does not seem to have any on the number of ICT occupations by different industries.

Some countries have data on the number of employed ICT specialists. Serbia, for example, has statistics on the proportion of enterprises that employ ICT specialists (figure III.17). They show that the ICT sector boasts the highest proportion of enterprises with such specialists, but other industries also hire them in varying degrees, reflecting the digitalization of the economy. The country’s employment data indicate that there are more ICT specialists than people employed in the ICT sector. Moreover, their share in total employment grew from 2.3 per cent in 2013 to 3.2 per cent in 2017, whereas the share of ICT sector employment only grew from 2.1 percent to 2.5 per cent over the same period.
As for many other variables related to the digital economy, challenges to measuring employment in LDCs are particularly acute. For example, in Bangladesh, according to an economic census for 2013 (which provides the latest available data, with results available at 4-digit ISIC codes), just over 10,500 people were working in computer and information services (Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, 2015). Another report found that there were around 30,000 freelancers in ICT in Bangladesh in 2013, up from some 10,000 in 2011 (Bangladesh Computer Council, Tholons, 2016); and in 2017 there were reportedly as many as half a million regularly working freelancers with annual combined earnings of $100 million. It is not known how freelancers are classified by industry, but clearly they are not all captured as employees in the ICT sector. In addition, the IT industry association in the country reported that there were 300,000 professionals employed in IT and IT-enabled services (ITES) in 2017 (figure III.18).
D. TRADE RELATED TO THE DIGITAL ECONOMY

Some economies have been successful at leveraging trade in ICT goods and services for value creation. This may lead to significant employment opportunities, add value to GDP and generate earnings in foreign exchange. However, apart from the Philippines, few countries have been successful at exporting both ICT goods and services, and some countries (e.g. Costa Rica and Finland) have offset significant declines in goods exports by increasing services exports. Other countries have seized opportunities for trade in so-called ICT-enabled (or digitally delivered) services.

Trade in ICT goods amounts to a substantially higher global value ($1.9 trillion in exports in 2017) than trade in ICT services ($568 billion in exports in 2018), but the latter have proved more resilient in the past decade. Trade in ICT goods is more concentrated geographically than it is in ICT services. Digitalization has made more services tradable by enabling their delivery over ICT networks. New methodologies which now exist for measuring the value of services that are digitally delivered show that they amounted to some $2.9 trillion in 2018 (see section D.3).

1. Trade in ICT goods

Exports of ICT goods are highly concentrated in a few economies. Indeed, the top 10 exporters accounted for 99.6 per cent of the total value of ICT goods exports (figure III.19). Seven of the top ten economies are from East and South-East Asia, China being by far the largest exporter with a 38 per cent share. By comparison, the combined share of the EU and the United States was 22 per cent. The Republic of Korea saw the highest annual growth rate among the top ten exporters, owing mainly to unprecedented growth in IoT since 2015. Mexico was the only non-Asian developing country among the top ten in 2017, mainly due to its exports to North America. About 83 per cent of its office and telecommunications equipment exports were to the United States, while 49 per cent of its imports of ICT goods came from China.

Regarding the share of ICT goods in total merchandise exports, East and South-East Asian economies dominate (figure III.20). In Hong Kong (China), ICT goods account for more than half of all merchandise exports, which are linked to re-exports from mainland China. Viet Nam has emerged as a rising ICT manufacturing centre, with ICT goods constituting almost a third of its merchandise exports, largely due to Samsung's investment in new production plants.


Figure III.17. Serbia: Share of enterprises that employ ICT specialists, all enterprises and by selected industries, 2018 (Per cent)

Figure III.18. Bangladesh: Estimates of ICT-related employment, selected years (Thousands)
### Figure III.19. Geographical distribution of trade in ICT goods, 2017
(Per cent)

#### a) Exports
- **China**: 38%
- **United States**: 16%
- **Singapore**: 7%
- **Taiwan Province of China**: 9%
- **Republic of Korea**: 18%
- **Mexico**: 4%
- **Japan**: 4%
- **Viet Nam**: 3%
- **EU28**: 21%
- **Rest of the world**: 0.4%

#### b) Imports
- **China**: 13%
- **United States**: 21%
- **Singapore**: 14%
- **Japan**: 4%
- **Brazil**: 3%
- **Malaysia**: 2%
- **Mexico**: 3%
- **Republic of Korea**: 4%
- **Taiwan Province of China**: 3%
- **Rest of the world**: 16%

**Source:** UNCTADStat.

**Note:** ICT goods exports are based on goods identified in HS 2017 at the 6-digit level and have been calculated by UNCTAD using COMTRADE data. Data for Viet Nam refers to 2016.

### Figure III.20. Share of ICT goods trade in total merchandise trade: Top 10 economies, 2017
(Per cent)

#### a) Exports
- **Hong Kong (China)**
- **Taiwan Province of China**
- **Philippines**
- **Singapore**
- **Viet Nam**
- **Malaysia**
- **China**
- **Saint Kitts and Nevis**
- **Republic of Korea**
- **Slovakia**

#### b) Imports
- **Hong Kong (China)**
- **Singapore**
- **Malaysia**
- **Taiwan Province of China**
- **China**
- **Philippines**
- **Paraguay**
- **Czechia**
- **Mexico**
- **Republic of Korea**

**Source:** UNCTADStat.

**Note:** ICT goods exports are based on goods identified in HS 2017 at the 6-digit level, and have been calculated by UNCTAD using COMTRADE data. Data for Viet Nam refer to 2016.
in the country (Sturgeon and Zylberberg, 2016). For some SIDSs, such as Saint Kitts and Nevis, ICT equipment constitutes a significant proportion of their merchandise exports. While almost every developing economy manufactures and exports some type of ICT equipment, it usually involves low-value goods (such as cables or reassembled knock-down kits). Higher value branded devices and telecommunications network gear are produced in just a few economies. In 2017, only 10 economies ran a trade surplus in ICT goods, while 112 reported a deficit.

As ICT goods are a key input in various kinds of digitally enabled activities, imports are geographically less concentrated than exports. Together, the top 10 importers in 2017 accounted for 87 per cent of global ICT goods imports, led by the EU, the United States and China. Since the top economies for the share of ICT goods imports in total imports are deeply integrated into ICT supply chains, it is not surprising that electronic components represent a major proportion of their ICT goods imports. Paraguay and Czechia are newcomers among the top 10.

2. Trade in ICT services

Some countries have been successful at developing an export industry in ICT services. Among the top exporters, the relative importance of ICT services in total services exports varies considerably (figure III.21). In Finland, India, Ireland and Israel, this share is higher than 25 per cent. Almost all of Ireland’s exports of ICT services are generated from computer services. This is partly a statistical anomaly, reflecting the presence of several multinational digital companies reporting business results in that country (Jacobson, 2018; Stewart, 2016). India, ranked second, is the largest developing-country exporter of such services, almost a third of which are computer services. Finland is third, one of 12 EU countries among the leading ICT service exporters. To some extent, the rise in its ICT services exports has been able to offset its falling ICT goods exports following the downturn of Nokia (Wessman, 2015). The only transition economy included in figure III.21 is the Russian Federation, and the United Arab Emirates is the only West Asian country in the list.

In order to strengthen the capacity to create and capture value in the digital economy, it is increasingly important for a country to develop competitive domestic production of software and IT services. The share of exports of computer services compared with total computer services industry output varies greatly, and reflects different market orientations (figure III.22). Some countries (e.g. the Philippines and Sri Lanka) place a particularly strong emphasis on production for export rather than for their domestic markets. China is notable for having a computer services industry that produces mainly for the domestic market, including

![Figure III.21. Share of ICT services in total exports of services: Top 20 countries, 2017 (Per cent)](image-url)
for manufacturing companies that often embed software in their exports of manufactured products (UNCTAD, 2012a). The computer services industry in India is increasingly catering to the domestic market, leveraging expertise gained from exporting while at the same time reducing an over-reliance on such exports.

3. Trade in digitally delivered services

With telecommunications and computer services becoming more easily available and affordable (see chapter I), more services are increasingly tradable and possible to deliver remotely. This has given rise to an expansion of the outsourcing and offshoring of a range of business services (such as marketing and management consulting), and has lowered barriers and entry costs for businesses in developing countries to produce and export such services.

Digitally delivered or ICT-enabled services are defined as services delivered remotely over ICT networks (UNCTAD, 2015b). The size and composition of services that are actually delivered in this way are hard to measure with existing methodologies and survey vehicles. The lack of such data constitutes a significant gap in the toolkit governments need to design and implement relevant policies. However, official statistics can be used to estimate the value of exports of those services that could potentially be delivered digitally, sometimes called “digitally deliverable” services (Grimm, 2016). They include insurance and pension services, financial services, charges for the use of intellectual property, telecommunications, computer and information services, other business services, and audiovisual and related services (box III.1).

In 2018, exports of digitally deliverable services amounted to $2.9 trillion, or 50 per cent of global
services exports. Over the period 2005–2018, they grew at a rate of 7 per cent annually, as compared to 6 per cent, on average, for all services exports (figure III.23). The faster growth of exports of ICT services and digitally deliverable services in comparison with total services exports is an illustration of the increasing digitalization of an economy. Business services exports are by far the largest category, with a global value of $1.2 trillion.59

Exports of digitally deliverable services increased substantially across all regions during the period 2005–2018, with a compound annual growth rate ranging between 6 and 12 per cent (table III.1). This growth was the highest in developing countries, especially in Asia. Developed economies accounted for more than three quarters (76 per cent) of exports of such services. Their share was particularly high (80–90 per cent) with respect to charges for the use of intellectual property, financial services and audiovisual and related services. In developing countries, telecommunications, computer and information services constituted the largest share of digitally deliverable services (at 30 per cent). In LDCs, those services accounted for 16 per cent of all their services exports, and they more than tripled from 2005 to 2018, albeit from a very low level. In Africa, the transition economies, West Asia, as well as Latin America and the Caribbean, exports of digitally deliverable services have been growing as well, but they have remained significantly lower than in the other regions.

In the United States, digitally deliverable services represented a little over half of the country’s exports of all services in 2016 (Grimm, 2016). In the EU, a similar study for 2014 found that the corresponding share was about 52 per cent, including intra-EU trade, and 56 per cent excluding intra-EU trade (Nicholson, 2016).
Figure III.23. Global exports of digitally deliverable services, ICT services and total services, 2005–2018 (Index numbers, 2005=1)

Source: UNCTADStat.

Table III.1. Exports of digitally deliverable services, by region and by level of development, 2005 and 2018 ($ million)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>Compound annual growth rate 2005–2018 (per cent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>1 179 430</td>
<td>2 931 400</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developed economies</td>
<td>989 320</td>
<td>2 232 100</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing economies</td>
<td>178 030</td>
<td>659 870</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>10 860</td>
<td>26 790</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia and Oceania</td>
<td>145 150</td>
<td>575 920</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Asia</td>
<td>97 130</td>
<td>341 570</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asia</td>
<td>39 260</td>
<td>140 310</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South-East Asia</td>
<td>37 310</td>
<td>161 330</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Asia</td>
<td>25 340</td>
<td>73 860</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America and the Caribbean</td>
<td>22 030</td>
<td>57 160</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition economies</td>
<td>12 080</td>
<td>39 430</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDCs</td>
<td>2 100</td>
<td>7 460</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: UNCTADStat.
E. VALUE ADDED IN E-COMMERCE

Beyond the global analysis of the recent evolution of e-commerce sales (provided in chapter I), an assessment of value emerging from e-commerce should, ideally, use value-added data. While detailed information beyond broad figures for e-commerce revenue is primarily collected only by developed economies, this is slowly starting to change, with some developing countries providing more statistics. Available studies suggest that travel accounts for the bulk of B2C e-commerce in many developing countries. For example, data from the Philippines suggest that transportation and storage accounted for 71 per cent of turnover from e-commerce in 2015 (no breakdown by type was available), likely from online purchases of travel services (figure III.24). Accommodation and food services, which were the second largest source of e-commerce revenue, were also connected to travel-related activities and food ordering. Meanwhile, wholesale and retail trade represented 6 per cent of e-commerce sales in 2015.

E-commerce is usually reported as total sales, while some companies report only revenue from transactions. A value-added measure would show the contribution to the economy, which, combined with value added in the ICT sector, would offer a broader picture of value in the digital economy. A few countries have begun to report statistics on value added in e-commerce. In Mexico, for example, rather than a breakdown by B2B or B2C, e-commerce value added data are provided for retail and wholesale trade, with a single aggregate for all other service industries. Online retail trade, the narrowest measure of B2C, accounted for a little over a fifth of e-commerce value added in 2016 (or 0.9 per cent of GDP), wholesale trade for 29 per cent and other service industries for around 50 per cent. In terms of value added, e-commerce contributes a higher share of GDP than does the ICT sector in Mexico. Moreover, e-commerce increased its share of GDP by one percentage point between 2013 and 2016, while the share of ICT services stagnated.

In Malaysia, there has been a notable uptake in e-commerce, with some 47,556 establishments (or 5 per cent of all establishments) engaged in this activity in 2015. About 5,510 of the establishments (i.e. 12 per cent of the total) carrying out e-commerce were owned by women. E-commerce sales amounted to 398 billion...
Malaysian ringgits (or $102 billion). Women-owned businesses accounted for 2 per cent of these sales. In Malaysia, which is one of only a few countries to calculate value-added in e-commerce, the contribution of e-commerce value added to GDP grew from 4.6 per cent in 2010 to 6.3 per cent in 2017 (figure III.25).

F. COMPREHENSIVE MEASUREMENT OF THE DIGITAL ECONOMY: SOME EXAMPLES

1. Accounting for digital spillover effects

In the context of measuring the digital economy, a study by Huawei and Oxford Economics (2017) goes beyond conventional metrics to capture potential positive spillover effects from digital investment of companies, which would multiply the impact on the overall economy. The model assesses both direct effects, mainly in the form of productivity increases, and indirect effects related to spillovers. The latter are based on three main channels: 1) internal channels, through learning by doing (i.e. how companies can amplify their initial gains as they learn more about how to leverage technology across departments); 2) horizontal channels, or competition effects (with innovations by one company being emulated by others, leading to productivity gains across the sector); and 3) vertical channels or supply chain effects (as productivity gains achieved in the delivery of digital goods and services are passed down the supply chain from primary producers to end users).

The study estimates that the global digital economy was worth $11.5 trillion in 2016, or 15.5 per cent of global GDP – 18.4 per cent of GDP in developed economies and 10 per cent in developing economies, on average. It found that the digital economy had grown two and a half times faster than global GDP over the previous 15 years, almost doubling in size since 2000. Most of the value in the digital economy was produced in only a few economies: the United States (35 per cent), China (13 per cent) and Japan (8 per cent). The EU together with Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway accounted for another 25 per cent. The share of China more than trebled from 4 per cent in 2000, and India’s share doubled to 2 per cent.

While it is an interesting approach to consider both direct and indirect effects of the digital economy in the overall economy, this appears to be the only study at the global level. More research would be welcome to validate the results of this assessment.

2. National initiatives to estimate the value of the digital economy

As mentioned earlier (section III.A), probably the most significant attempt at measuring the digital economy at the national level has been undertaken by the BEA in the United States, which started using satellite accounts to this end in 2018 (Barefoot et al., 2018). An update of these estimates (BEA, 2019) found that the digital economy accounted for 6.9 per cent of current GDP in 2017, up from 5.9 percent in 1997. Real value added in the digital economy grew at an average annual rate of 9.9 per cent during this period, compared to 2.3 per cent for the overall economy. Thus, the digital economy in the United States consistently contributed more to economic growth than its share in the economy; and in 2017, it supported an estimated 5.1 million jobs, or 3.3 per cent of total employment.

The Australian Bureau of Statistics estimates that the share of value added in digital activity in aggregate total value added increased from 5.4 per cent in 2011–2012 to 5.7 per cent in 2016–2017 (ABS, 2019).

Measures of the digital economy very much depend on the definition used. The IMF (2019b) notes that, using the narrow OECD definition (which refers only to the ICT sector), the digital economy in China accounted for 6 per cent of GDP in 2017. Using a broader definition, which includes both the ICT sector and parts of traditional sectors that have adopted digital technology, the same study cites estimations by the China Academy of Information and Communication Technology, according to which the digital economy could be contributing as much as 30 per cent to GDP (see also Miura, 2018).

These scant and dispersed estimates on the size of the digital economy in a few countries serve to illustrate the difficulties of measuring the digital economy holistically. Indeed, given that it is practically impossible to provide any quantitative assessment of that economy – especially in a way that allows international comparisons – it also prevents an overall assessment of value in it. Differences in definitions and methodologies point to the need for more standardization in the measurement in the digital economy at the international level.
G. EVIDENCE OF THE VALUE OF THE DATA MARKET

Given that the world is at early stages of digitalization, the dynamics of the data-driven economy are still poorly understood, and production, supply of and demand for data remain unclearly defined. Consequently, quantifying the size of the data market is also difficult. This brief section looks at two examples of possible ways to measure the value of the data market in Europe and the possible economic impact of data centres.

The European Data Market Monitoring Tool is an attempt to quantify the data market and its contribution to the economy of the EU, but also it enables some international comparisons with selected countries (Brazil, Japan and the United States) (table III.2). According to a study based on the Monitoring Tool, the United States is the leader in the data market with more than 14 million data professionals, more than 300,000 data companies, and a data market value of more than €145 billion. Japan registers the highest incidence of the data market economy in GDP and Brazil the lowest. The value of the overall data economy in the EU (including direct and indirect impacts plus induced effects) increased from €246.8 billion in 2013 to €335.6 billion in 2017, which represented a contribution to the EU’s GDP of 2.4 per cent (IDC and Lisbon Council, 2018; IDC, 2016).

Data centres can have significant economic impacts by generating spillover effects with the rest of the economy. RTI International (2018) estimates that Facebook’s data centres alone contributed a cumulative $5.8 billion to the GDP of the United States and employed 60,100 people in that country during the period 2010–2016. And Oxford Economics (2018) found that Google’s data centres in 2016 generated $1.3 billion in economic activity, $750 million in labour income, and 11,000 jobs in the United States.

In Europe, it has been estimated that Google’s investments in data centres added, on average, some €490 million per year to the EU’s GDP for the period 2007–2017 and supported 6,600 jobs per year (Copenhagen Economics, 2018).

With growing demand for cloud-based services, as well as surging data traffic, the creation of data centres has been increasing rapidly. However, as shown in chapter I, their geographical location remains strongly concentrated in developed countries. More studies are needed on the impact of data centres on local economies in developing countries. Whereas those centres tend to employ relatively few people, having data stored close to the market means less reliance on international bandwidth, and possibilities for a more sustainable national data infrastructure. Further research is needed to compare the impacts of data centres on GDP and employment between developed countries and developing countries.

H. CONCLUSIONS

In the absence of an internationally agreed definition of the digital economy, and of standardized methodologies to measure it, assessments of value within that economy must be based on partial national and sectoral statistical data. The sparsity of statistical data is problematic for various reasons. Importantly, given the broad reach and scope of the digital economy, which affects all sectors of countries’ economies, any assessment would require a systematic analysis of multiple and connected variables. The paucity of data also hampers international comparisons. Several initiatives to remedy this situation are under way at the international and regional levels. However, they

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Number of data professionals (thousands)</th>
<th>Number of data companies</th>
<th>Value of the data market (millions of euros)</th>
<th>Value of the data economy (millions of euros)</th>
<th>Incidence of data economy on GDP (per cent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>1 176</td>
<td>36 387</td>
<td>6 310</td>
<td>6 395</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>7 290</td>
<td>276 450</td>
<td>65 038</td>
<td>65 038</td>
<td>3 303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>4 040</td>
<td>104 664</td>
<td>27 723</td>
<td>29 949</td>
<td>1 269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>14 012</td>
<td>302 810</td>
<td>145 546</td>
<td>113 677</td>
<td>7 766</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

remain insufficient, and are unable to cope with the rapid evolution and global implications of the digital economy; more needs to be done to enable better measurement of that economy. This should include dedicated support to low-income countries to improve their statistical capacities to produce relevant information.

This chapter has presented some evidence of opportunities for value addition, employment and trade relating to the ICT sector, ICT occupations and e-commerce. It covers mainly the core and narrow scopes of the digital economy and less so the broad scope. It has found that value added in ICT manufacturing is highly concentrated in East Asia in general, and the scope for more developing countries to extract value from this sector is likely to be quite limited. Computer and information services is the only subsector that is growing across all regions and employs a relatively large number of people. Policymakers may wish to consider ways to leverage this sector for value creation (chapter VI).

Some recent studies seeking to capture spillover effects from the digital economy and the impact of digitalization on broader segments of the economy point to much greater effects than those indicated from a narrow analysis of the digital economy.

As digital data are becoming an increasingly important resource in economies, an additional major issue to consider in connection with measuring value in the digital economy is the scarcity of statistical data on variables relating to digital data. While some evidence has been presented above on the value of the data market in the European economy, and on the opportunities provided by data centres, most of the data relating to data traffic, cross-border data flows, data centres and cloud-related variables are in the hands of the private sector. This is becoming a growing concern. Any analysis on the data-driven digital economy will require proper assessments of the evolution of such data. Without appropriate evidence, it will be difficult for policymakers to address adequately the opportunities and challenges associated with digital-data-driven development.

While this chapter has highlighted several difficulties in measuring the impact of the data-driven economy, technological advances may help improve statistical measurement processes. New technologies enable the collection and analysis of data in ways that were not possible before. They also facilitate measurement of the relevant indicators. This can be useful for different policy areas, as well as for measuring the attainment of economic, social and environmental goals.

The quantitative analysis in this chapter complements the qualitative analysis of value creation and capture in the digital economy presented in the next two chapters. Those chapters also use available empirical evidence on topics of relevance, such as the role of global digital platforms in the advertising market, taxation in the digital economy and platform work.
The data set presented by the European Commission’s Science Hub, titled Prospective insights on R&D in ICT (PREDICT) features ICT sector value added and employment data for 40 economies for the period 1995–2017. For some non-EU countries, value added data are only available up to 2015. Total employment figures are available through 2015. The PREDICT data do not exactly conform with the official ICT sector definition (see annex table III.1, which uses the Philippines as an example). Specifically, one three-digit manufacturing item is excluded as is wholesale trade.

Ten developing economies compile data on the ICT sector through special ICT satellite accounts or through aggregation of the appropriate International Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC) codes. A far larger group of mainly developing countries could be included by mapping the ICT sector using two-digit ISIC codes, since ICT sector data are available at this level for these economies from Eurostat, OECD and national statistical offices. Use of two-digit ISIC codes results in a slightly expanded scope of ICT manufacturing, excludes ICT trade industries (as does the PREDICT data set), omits software publishing and repair, and includes both divisions of Division 63 (annex table III.1). Given that the excluded industries tend to be either small overall or small in developing countries, the two-digit definition still provides a good approximation of the ICT sector and would allow the inclusion of another 19 economies in the analysis.

The two-digit structure also enables greater comparability, since some economies that report ICT sector data include industries not in the formal alternative aggregation for the ICT sector. This typically includes content and media industries. In general, the differences are not significant with the two-digit structure (annex figure III.1). In the case of Hong Kong (China), and to a lesser extent in Malaysia, wholesale trade accounts for a sizeable proportion of the ICT sector. However, trade is not included in the PREDICT data set or at the two-digit ISIC level.

Given that few economies publish time series, the compilation of the data requires reviewing reports for each year. Data coverage is from 2010 onwards. Some economies publish only sporadically, either with some delay or only as a one-off publication. In addition, value added for the ICT sector is often available for some economies but not employment and vice versa.


The full list of economies and data sources is presented below in annex tables III.2 and III.3 and in the statistical sources.
### Annex table III.1. ICT sector value added and employment, by different statistical classifications: Example of the Philippines, 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISIC 4.0</th>
<th>Philips 2015</th>
<th>ICT Sector</th>
<th>PREDICT</th>
<th>2-digit ISIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total persons employed (Thousands)</td>
<td>Value Added ( Millions of pesos )</td>
<td>Total persons employed (Thousands)</td>
<td>Value Added ( Millions of pesos )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL NATIONAL</td>
<td>38 741</td>
<td>13 322</td>
<td>38 741</td>
<td>13 322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT sector share (per cent)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** S = Suppressed for reasons of confidentiality.

**Source:** See statistical sources below.


BELGENIN ASLI ELEKTRONİK İMZALIDIR.
### Annex table III.2. ICT sector value added as a share of GDP, 2010–2017
(Per cent)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azerbaijan†</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC from national source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belarus†</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>National definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bosnia and Herzegovina</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC from Eurostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile†</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2-digit ISIC from national source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC from OECD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czechia</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiji</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC from national source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana†</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC from national source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong (China)</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC from national source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2 Digit ISIC from Eurostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel†</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC from national source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rep. of Korea</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rep. of North Macedonia</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC from Eurostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia†</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC from national source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mauritius†</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>National definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC from OECD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rep. of Moldova</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC from national source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand†</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC from national source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC from OECD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC from national source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qatar</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC from national source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbia</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC from Eurostat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>2-digit ISIC from national source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa†</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC from national source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC from national source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Lucia</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC from national source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan Province of China</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC from national source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC from national source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIAN</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: † National definitions of ICT Sector.

BELGENİN ASLI ELEKTRONİK İMZALIDIR.
### Annex table III.3. ICT sector employment as a share of total employment, 2010–2017
(Per cent)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belarus</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>National ISIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2-digit ISIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czechia</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong (China)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rep. of Korea</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>2-digit ISIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mauritius</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>National definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rep. of Moldova</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qatar</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbia</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2-digit ISIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan Province of China</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PREDICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-digit ISIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIAN</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Statistical sources

**International**


Eurostat, Detailed breakdowns of main GDP aggregates (by industry and consumption purpose) (nama_10_dbr). European Commission, Luxembourg. Available at: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/data/database, for 2-digit ISIC ICT Sector value added and employment data for European Union members and some non-members.


---

BELGENİN ASLI ELEKTRONİK İMZALIDIR.
National


Índice País Digital, Chile. Desarrollo digital en Chile. Available at: http://www.indicepaisdigital.cl/.


Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong (China) (2017). Key statistics on business performance and operating characteristics of the information and communications, financing and insurance, professional and business services sectors. Available at: https://www.censtatd.gov.hk/hkstat/sub/sp350.jsp?productCode=B1080013.


Notes

37 Haskel and Westlake (2018) highlight the problems of measurement of intangible assets. Four main characteristics differentiate them from tangible assets: they are more likely to be scalable, to have sunk costs, to generate spillovers and to develop synergies with each other.

38 See, for instance, Nakamura et al., 2017; and Brynjolfsson et al., 2019.

39 For more detailed discussions on the challenges to measuring the digital economy, see IMF, 2018; Barrera et al., 2018; Ahmad and Ribarsky, 2018; Sturgeon, 2018; and OECD, 2014 and 2019c.


44 For further details, see G20 DETF, 2018.


46 See also: https://www.caf.com/app_tic/#en.

47 Under the International Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC) Revision 4, an alternative aggregation includes manufacturing, trade, software publishing and repair of equipment as well as the ICT services industries that are included in the InfoComm sector (Section J), which consists of publishing, film, sound, broadcasting and ICT services industries (i.e., telecommunications (61), computer programming, consultancy and related activities (62) and information services activities (63)) (see United Nations, 2008).

48 UNCTAD draws on available data on value added in the ICT sector from the United Nations, Eurostat, the OECD, the European Commission’s Prospective Insights in ICT R&D (PREDICT), and national sources. In total, data on value added in the ICT sector cover 68 economies, including 31 developing and transition economies (see annex to this chapter).

49 See Forbes, 15 May 2019, The largest technology companies in 2019: Apple reigns as smartphones slip and cloud services thrive.

50 See NASSCOM, 2018; and Digital India at: http://www.digitalindia.gov.in.


52 ICT service managers; ICT professionals (software and multimedia developers and analysts, and database specialists and systems administrators); information and communications technicians (ICT operations and user support technicians, and communications technicians); electronic engineers; telecommunication engineers; graphic and multimedia designers; information technology trainers; ICT sales professionals; electronics engineering technicians; electronics mechanics and services; ICT installers and services (see: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/ICT_specialists_in_employment#Number_of_ICT_specialists).

53 Dhaka Tribune (citing the Government’s ICT Division) 20 September 2017, Freelancers turn Bangladesh into a hub for ICT outsourcing.

54 The list of ICT goods was defined by the OECD using the 2007 version of the Harmonized System (HS). This definition was revised in 2010 and then adapted to HS 2012 and HS 2017 by UNCTAD in collaboration with the United Nations Statistical Division. The most recent list consists of 94 goods defined at the 6-digit level of HS 2017. For more information, see UNCTAD, 2018c.

55 See Business Korea, 13 February 2019, S. Korea’s IoT sales reach 8.6 tril. won in 2018.


57 This section uses the definition of ICT services developed by the UNCTAD Task Group on International Trade in Services and presented to the United Nations Statistical Commission at its 47th session (UNSC, 2016).
For example, not all "business services" (Extended Balance of Payments Services Classification, EBOPS 2010, main item 10) can be delivered over ICT networks, even though ICT solutions can be used to facilitate their delivery (e.g. water, gas and electricity distribution or waste treatment and depollution).

They include professional and management consulting, technical and trade-related services, as well as R&D.

The BEA is considering modifying its questionnaire to be able to capture actual ICT-enabled services (Nicholson, 2018).

One report (Google and Temasek, 2016) found that travel accounted for 71 per cent of B2C e-commerce in South-East Asia in 2015.

Data from Instituto Nacional de Estadística, Geografía e Informática (INEGI) (https://www.inegi.org.mx/temas/vabcoel/).


Rather insignificantly for most developing economies or which might merit inclusion as they largely refer to goods which are increasingly digitized, such as medical equipment, watches and photographic equipment.
This chapter looks at systemic dynamics of digitalization at the global level, and the ways they affect value creation and capture. It begins by highlighting the growing reach of a few global digital platforms and how this is linked to the ability to transform data into value. It then explores the reasons for the high degree of market concentration among these global digital players in the data-driven economy. Section C discusses issues related to the international dimension of data and data flows. Section D explores some implications of the data-driven economy in connection with global value chains. This is followed by a discussion of other issues related to value creation and capture, such as taxation of global digital platforms and the implications for employment and platform work. The final section draws the main conclusions from the analysis.
The dominance of global digital platforms and their capacity to create and capture the ensuing value, are set to accentuate global inequalities. Breaking this vicious circle to generate a fairer distribution of gains from data and digital intelligence requires out of the box thinking.

Factors explaining the rapid rise to dominance:
- Network effects
- Ability to extract, control & analyze data
- High switching costs

Global digital platforms have achieved very strong market positions:

- Combined value of the platform companies with a market capitalization of > $100 million:
  - 2015: $4.7 trillion
  - 2017: $7 trillion (+67%)

US and China giants share in the global digital services market:
- Internet search market: 90% Google
- World's online retail activity: > 1/3 Amazon
- Global social media market: 66% Facebook
- Mobile payment solution: 100% of Chinese Market
  - WeChat
  - Aliplay
- Global cloud infrastructure services: > 1/3 Amazon Web Services

The growing power of digital platforms has global implications that are likely to accentuate inequalities:
- Internet advertising share in the global advertising revenue:
  - 2010: 15%
  - 2017: 38%
  - 2023: 60%

- Digital advertising spending more and more concentrated:
  - 2017: 65%
  - Digital advertising received by Google & Facebook

- Erosion of advertising as a viable revenue source for other businesses:
  - Amount spent on newspaper advertising in US:
    - 2000: $66 billion
    - 2014: $24 billion
    - 2023: $4 billion

The dominance of global digital platforms and their capacity to create and capture the ensuing value, are set to accentuate global inequalities. Breaking this vicious circle to generate a fairer distribution of gains from data and digital intelligence requires out of the box thinking.
A. GLOBAL REACH OF MAJOR DIGITAL PLATFORMS

As discussed in previous chapters, a major feature of the evolving digital economy is the rise of a few, very large global digital platforms, mainly from the United States but also from China. Seven of the world’s top eight companies by market capitalization have data-centric business models (PwC, 2018a). Yet only a decade ago, the world’s largest companies by market capitalization were industrial giants in oil and manufacturing, such as Exxon Mobil and GE. While the highest ranked enterprises today may have begun as software companies (Apple and Microsoft), or as Internet companies (Alibaba, Amazon, Facebook, Google and Tencent), they now focus heavily on data and digital intelligence.

The platform-based economy is growing fast. A study of the leading digital platform companies has estimated their combined market value at $7,176 billion in 2017 (Dutch Transformation Forum, 2018) – 67 per cent higher than an estimate of $4,304 billion in 2015 (Evans and Gawer, 2016). Seven “super platforms” – Microsoft, followed by Apple, Amazon, Google, Facebook, Tencent and Alibaba – accounted for two thirds of the total value in 2017, each having a market value of more than $250 billion. And in 2018 and 2019, Apple, Amazon and Microsoft each exceeded a $1 trillion market valuation.

This also points to a high geographical concentration of the platform economy, as noted in chapter I. The United States accounts for 72 per cent of the total market capitalization of platforms valued at more than $1 billion, followed by Asia (mainly China), with 25 per cent, whereas the EU’s share is only 2 per cent (Dutch Transformation Forum, 2018). There is less concentration in terms of the number of platforms: 46 per cent are based in the United States, 35 per cent in Asia (mainly China), 18 per cent in the EU and 1 per cent in Africa and Latin America.

Although the global digital platforms in the United States and China have some features in common, namely market dominance and control of data and digital intelligence, they have emerged in very different economic environments. In the United States, some government support was provided, mainly at the early stages of development of the Internet, through basic research. But the platforms there have grown in the context of a free market, resulting from the workings of private market forces in the digital economy. The emergence of China’s top digital platforms, on the other hand, was supported by significant government interventions, including protection from competition by foreign platforms (Thun and Sturgeon, 2017; Bielirski, 2018).

As for profits, United States global platform companies earned the largest amounts. They accounted for 80 per cent of the profits of the world’s 50 largest digital platforms, in 2015, compared with only 5 per cent earned by European ones. Meanwhile, some data-related companies are commanding huge valuations without ever having made a profit. The large sums being invested in digital corporations running considerable losses are unprecedented. Examples include the ride-sharing companies Uber and Lyft, which had their initial public offerings (IPOs) in 2019 on the back of a history of losses. In 2018, Walmart bought 77 per cent control of India’s top e-commerce company, Flipkart – which is just 11 years old, and with few tangible or IP assets – valuing it at $22 billion. This was despite both Flipkart and Amazon having run up considerable losses in India.

Both their high market valuations and the speed at which global digital companies have attained high capitalizations attest to the new value associated with being able to transform digital data into digital intelligence. Investors are betting on the disruption and reorganization of whole economic sectors, such as retail, transport and accommodation, or health, education and agriculture, by investing in long-term, digital-intelligence-based control of those sectors, which, they believe, will enable the generation of high profits in the future. Such disruption may involve sweeping away traditional players as well as preempting the emergence of new digital competitors. By introducing new products, services and business models, global digital companies become factors of disruption in sectors as varied as transport, accommodation, banking, education and the media.

Corporate leaders in traditional sectors are also beginning to realize the crucial value of data for their businesses. For example, Monsanto (now acquired by Bayer), GE and Intel, giants in agriculture, industry and ICT hardware, respectively, are increasingly redefining themselves as data-centric companies.

Some digital platforms can shoulder losses, not only because they have the backing of investors (Kenney and Zysman, 2019), but also because they operate in multi-sided markets. This enables them to sometimes offset losses in one segment of the market by profits.
generated in another segment. For example, Google is well known for its dominance in the search market, where it holds about a 90 per cent market share, and Facebook is the dominant social media platform, accounting for 66 per cent of the global market share. However, most of the revenues of these two companies come from the digital advertising market, in which they have become dominant too (see section IV.D.2 below). In the case of Amazon, which is best known for its online retail service, where it has a global market share of 37 per cent, the main source of revenue is its cloud computing business conducted by Amazon Web Services. In the Chinese market, WeChat (owned by Tencent) has more than 1 billion active users and, together with Alipay (Alibaba’s payment platform), accounts for virtually the entire Chinese market for mobile payments. Meanwhile, Alibaba is estimated to have captured close to 60 per cent of the Chinese e-commerce market (Internet Society, 2019).

Many global platforms may prioritize growth over profits because of the importance of getting control of data to secure a strong market position. Since technological developments which are expected to have an impact in the future, such as AI and machine learning, are increasingly based on the control of massive amounts of data and digital intelligence, dominant control over data allows companies to be well-positioned to capture the gains from future technological developments too.

### B. MARKET CONCENTRATION DYNAMICS

The market dominance of certain global digital platforms is a result of a number of factors which, together, help explain the growing power of these companies. This section examines, in particular, monopolistic trends linked to the nature of data-driven business models and markets, actions taken by platforms to reinforce their market positions, the expansion of digital platforms into new sectors, asymmetric information, and lobbying activities to influence policymaking.

#### 1. Monopolistic trends

A key characteristic of the most successful digital platforms is their rapid capture of considerable market shares. Three main factors help explain why platforms tend to become monopolies.

The first and most significant factor is network effects (see also chapter II): the more users of a platform, the more valuable that platform becomes for everyone. Taking the example of Facebook, the more friends, family and colleagues that are on the platform, the more useful it becomes as a tool for social engagement and connection. With Uber, network effects hold across the different sides of the platform: more drivers mean more riders are likely to find a ride, which in turn leads to more riders using the platform. As more riders appear, drivers see less downtime and more income, leading more drivers to join the platform. As a result, a virtuous cycle is built between the two sides of the platform. Crucially, with network effects, a threshold is reached at some point, whereby it makes more sense for a new user to simply join the biggest existing platform. With such a “winner-takes-all” dynamics, existing and potential competitors easily fall by the wayside. This operates at a global level as well. In the Republic of Korea, for example, a national social networking platform called Cyworld was eventually unable to cope with competition from a global social media network (box IV.1).

The second factor is the platforms’ ability to extract, control and analyse data. Since they are positioned as intermediaries, they accumulate data from every interaction. This typically gives platform owners a major competitive advantage over non-platform companies. Effectively, the more data that can be accessed and transformed into digital knowledge, the more the company can cut costs, satisfy customers and improve its products relative to more data-light competitors. As with network effects, a virtuous cycle can emerge: fewer rivals mean more users, more users mean more data, and more data mean rivals can be outcompeted.

The third contributory factor is the dynamics of path dependency. Once a platform begins to gain traction, the costs to users of switching to an alternative platform start to increase (Klemperer, 1987; Farrell and Klemperer 2007). Users of social media, for instance, invest time and data into building their profiles and personalizing services. Leaving a platform may mean leaving behind years of messages, posts and photos, which discourages users from switching to another platform. Likewise, ecosystems of developers learn the code and nuances of a particular innovation platform to build tailored apps and features for them. Moving to a new platform may require re-learning this material. Businesses also tend to orient their operations around working on and with particular platforms.
A controversial example was when video was lauded as the future of the Facebook newsfeed, and media companies subsequently pivoted to video in order to take advantage of this shift. The result was major layoffs of traditional journalists, and complete reorganizations of these businesses, making them increasingly dependent on Facebook for visibility. This dependence made them subject to the fluxes in Facebook’s algorithm. Apple demonstrates a path dependence logic in its attempt to lock in users via proprietary hardware and software: buying into an Apple product entails buying into all the Apple attachments required for it. Once users have invested in building up this stock of products, they become less likely to change to a competitor.

In the absence of radical technological changes capable of entirely disrupting their business models, the success of these platform companies has been built on the virtuous cycles of network effects. Indeed, the reason why every competitor to Facebook has failed (and why a vastly larger number of entrepreneurs have never tried to compete) is that network effects are immensely difficult to challenge. In addition, platform companies have built increasingly large moats around their businesses. Crucially, these moats are not just about data; hardware and skilled workers also help them consolidate their market positions and strategic advantages (Mayer-Schonberger and Ramge, 2018; Howard, 2018; Nahles, 2018). The reason why opening its data to other companies would be unlikely to threaten Google’s dominance as a search engine is because vast amounts of computing power and talent are required to turn raw data into digital intelligence and business opportunities. The natural monopoly power of the largest platforms will therefore not be easily tackled by minimal, national pro-competition policies (chapter VI).

2. How platform companies strengthen their market positions

Global digital platform companies have taken various measures to consolidate their market position. Given the importance of data and network effects, they are driven by competitive market pressures to expand their data extraction infrastructure, extract data ever more intensively, and enclose users within their platform.

An important strategy has been the acquisition of existing or potential competitors. For example, Facebook bought Instagram as a rising social media competitor in 2012, and WhatsApp as a competitor to Messenger in 2014. Facebook is also reported to have developed an early warning system to alert it to rising competitors. Google has similarly bought up competitors, most notably Waze, which presented a rising challenge to Google Maps. Google has made more than 230 acquisitions throughout its history, at a rate of one per week at some points in time. Today, many new start-ups often aim to eventually be bought by Facebook, Google or Amazon, rather than compete against them.

Table IV.1 presents details of a selection of significant acquisitions in recent years by the six major technology companies: Alibaba, Alphabet, Amazon, Apple, Facebook, and Microsoft. Since available data do not always reveal the dollar value of acquisitions, the

Box IV.1. Cyworld versus Facebook

Launched as a social networking platform in 2001, Cyworld rapidly gained success in the Republic of Korea, although it failed in its various efforts to expand internationally (Arrington, 2009). By 2003, the term “cyholic” had become a popular way to describe users’ addiction to the site and (even before Facebook existed) over a quarter of the country had signed up (Ghedin, 2013; Evans, 2005). The company at times liked to boast about the visit of Mark Zuckerberg (the founder of Facebook) to their offices to learn about social media (Tong-hyung, 2011). At its peak, half the population in the Republic of Korea was on its website in some form (Ghedin, 2013). However, by 2011, user numbers were in decline, and most had shifted to Facebook (Ja-young, 2011).

Global network effects were partly responsible for this development. Once Facebook, Twitter and other global platforms came along, users in the Republic of Korea preferred to be connected to these much broader networks than to this once predominant platform. Developers sought more global markets and users sought more global connections (Ghedin, 2013). The end result was that a major national platform with a long-established footprint went into terminal decline.

Source: UNCTAD.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Target company</th>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Target economy</th>
<th>Acquirer (Ultimate parent)</th>
<th>Deal value ($ million)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>111 Eighth Avenue</td>
<td>Non-residential real estate</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Alphabet Inc</td>
<td>1 900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Skype Global Sarl</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>Microsoft Corp</td>
<td>8 505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Motorola Mobility Holdings Inc</td>
<td>Telecom equipment</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Alphabet Inc</td>
<td>12 450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Yammer Inc</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Microsoft Corp</td>
<td>1 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Instagram Inc</td>
<td>Internet software and services</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Facebook Inc</td>
<td>1 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>WhatsApp Inc</td>
<td>Internet software and services</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Facebook Inc</td>
<td>19 468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Nokia Oyj-Devices &amp; Services Business</td>
<td>Telecom equipment</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>Microsoft Corp</td>
<td>4 991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Nest Labs Inc</td>
<td>Electronics</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Alphabet Inc</td>
<td>3 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Beats Electronics LLC</td>
<td>Electronics</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Apple Inc</td>
<td>3 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Mojang AB</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Microsoft Corp</td>
<td>2 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Oculus VR Inc</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Facebook Inc</td>
<td>2 181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>AutoNavi Holdings Ltd</td>
<td>IT consulting and services</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Alibaba Group Holding Ltd</td>
<td>1 081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>LinkedIn Corp</td>
<td>E-commerce/B2B</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Microsoft Corp</td>
<td>26 639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Suning Commerce Group Co Ltd</td>
<td>Computers and electronics retailing</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Alibaba Group Holding Ltd</td>
<td>4 547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Youku Tudou Inc</td>
<td>E-commerce/B2B</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Alibaba Group Holding Ltd</td>
<td>4 392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Lazada South East Asia Pte Ltd</td>
<td>Internet and catalogue retailing</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>Alibaba Group Holding Ltd</td>
<td>1 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Whole Foods Market Inc</td>
<td>Food and beverage retailing</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Amazon.Com Inc</td>
<td>13 561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>PT Tokopedia</td>
<td>Internet and catalogue retailing</td>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>Alibaba Group Holding Ltd</td>
<td>1 096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Lyft Inc</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Alphabet Inc</td>
<td>1 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Souq.com</td>
<td>Internet and catalogue retailing</td>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
<td>Amazon.Com Inc</td>
<td>580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>GitHub Inc</td>
<td>Computers and peripherals</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Microsoft Corp</td>
<td>7 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Jamestown LP-Chelsea Market, New York</td>
<td>Non-residential real estate</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Alphabet Inc</td>
<td>2 400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Sun Art Retail Group Ltd</td>
<td>Food and beverage retailing</td>
<td>Hong Kong (China)</td>
<td>Alibaba Group Holding Ltd</td>
<td>2 065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Focus Media Information Technology Co Ltd</td>
<td>Advertising and marketing</td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Alibaba Group Holding Ltd</td>
<td>1 146</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: UNCTAD cross-border M&A database.
CHAPTER IV. VALUE CREATION AND CAPTURE IN THE DIGITAL ECONOMY: A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE

...
Beyond verticals, platforms are spreading their activities into non-digital industries as they become increasingly digitized. Examples of this include Google’s and Tencent’s ventures into self-driving cars, Amazon’s efforts at producing tablets and smartphones, Facebook’s acquisition of virtual reality company Oculus, and Alibaba’s spread into convenience stores. These expansions are driven less by traditional horizontal or vertical merger logic, than by following the data trails. The rise of AI is reinforcing this trend, as machine learning is a general-purpose technology that can be used across a variety of industries (Bresnahan and Trajtenberg, 1995; Jovanovic and Rousseau, 2005). Thus, companies that specialize in AI can move relatively easily into new industries and deploy their services there as well. For instance, companies specializing in AI are moving into industries such as energy, health care and transportation, which are much larger than the advertising industry.

Unsurprisingly, strategic partnerships between MNEs in traditional sectors and global digital platform corporations are increasingly being explored. The aim is to leverage key advanced technology platforms (e.g. AI and IoT) and horizontal digital competencies (e.g. voice AI and motion control expertise) across sectors. Lead digital firms are partnering with companies offering complementary competencies. For example, recognizing the advantage Amazon’s voice assistant, Alexa, can provide to its e-commerce operations, Walmart has partnered with Google to use Google Assistant.87 Ford and Daimler have joined Baidu in its Apollo platform, dubbed by some as the android of “autonomous driving” (CBInsights, 2018). Google has built the “Android Automotive” platform, with Volvo and Audi signing on. And GE, after going it alone with its Predix digital manufacturing platform, has partnered with Microsoft to use its Azure cloud services. Meanwhile, Intel and Facebook are working together to produce a new AI chip.88

With such strategic partnerships of digital business networks thus getting cemented around privately developed technical standards that seek sectoral dominance, the dynamics of monopolization risk being accelerated through the use of AI. Since contemporary machine learning relies upon massive datasets, vast computing resources and world-leading talent, a handful of companies (notably including Alibaba, Amazon, Google and Tencent) will be in a particularly strong position to provide general AI services.

4. Information asymmetry and data

In the digital economy, platforms unilaterally control massive amounts of information about producers and consumers/users through deep digital penetration into the production systems of the former and personal virtual environments of the latter. Meanwhile, the two sides – producers and consumers/users – have no such information about each other, and they may not even have it about themselves, especially in terms of the width and level of detail contained in the information held by the platforms. Consequently, platform owners can influence the success of producers that use their marketplace by surfacing or “creating” consumer “demand” based on their analysis of deep behaviour/psychological patterns.89 This can create significant information asymmetries between the platforms on the one hand, and the actors using the platforms on the other, thereby affecting the functioning of the market.

In this sense, the market’s invisible hand becomes a digital one, increasingly managed by the platform companies.90 Market regulation concepts, such as an open market, marked maximum retail price, competing firms, checks against price fixing and collusion, tend to lose meaning if prices are determined by private platforms in a dynamic and non-transparent manner, sometimes algorithmically. Rather than based on market signals in a decentralized economic organization, platforms may be able to centralize economic “planning” and execution across a sector or value chain by employing deep digital intelligence. Such digital economic (re)organization may be so highly efficient that the value generated can be shared with various economic actors in any sector in order to attract them onto the platform. As digital monopolies become entrenched, the terms of engagement may gradually shift towards the interests of the platform owners. Against this background, policies are needed to protect the interests of various economic actors engaged on digital platforms, preferably at early stages of platformization (chapter VI).

5. Engaging in global policymaking

Global digital platforms take their earlier imperatives of expand, extract and enclose beyond national boundaries. As such, they have an interest in lobbying for international rules and regulations that allow and enable them to leverage their business models. Indeed, in the past few years, technology
companies have replaced the financial sector as the biggest lobbyists, and major platforms have spent considerable resources in key locations. For example, in 2018 Google, Amazon and Facebook spent record amounts lobbying the Government of the United States (figure IV.1).

C. THE INTERNATIONAL DIMENSION OF DATA

Regarding the implications of the digital economy for international trade and development, a relevant and contentious issue is that of cross-border data flows (CBDFs). The global reach of global digital platforms, and the fact that they are driven by data, results in massive amounts of data flowing internationally between users and platforms located in different countries. Such flows of data across borders have become a prime concern for digital platforms and governments, though for different reasons. As a result, the international policy debate about CBDFs is characterized by diverging views and conflicting interests (chapter VI). While it is clear that the nature of the digital economy requires a facilitation of data flows, it is important to consider the distributional aspects of CBDFs among countries.

As with the “ownership” of data (see chapter II), an analysis of the international dimension of data is complicated owing to the fact that data are a particular kind of resource, and one that still lacks a proper definition. In a conventional economic framework, the authorities are able to record international economic transactions. For example, exports and imports of goods are registered at customs offices and recorded in a country’s balance of payments, as are international financial transactions. However, this is not always possible for CBDFs. Firstly, many data flows have no explicit value attached to them. Secondly, it is difficult to determine the geographical origins and destinations of the flows. And assigning territorial sovereignty, and therefore jurisdiction, is not obvious, as this may not be evident when digital data cross borders.

Since data generated by the citizens, businesses and organizations of a particular country are a major economic resource in the digital economy, which can be harnessed to create economic value, issues concerning “data sovereignty” arise. These are related to control, access and rights over the data at the international level, and the appropriation of the value that could be generated from refining them. Under the current regime, the platform that collects the data from the users is the one that controls and monetizes such data. As a result, global digital platforms have an advantage in terms of capturing data-related value.

One issue in this context is the lack of any global agreement for recognizing “ownership” of community data; once the data leave the home jurisdiction, the notion of ownership becomes largely meaningless. At present, data are primarily, and effectively, subject to the jurisdiction of the territory of residence of the parties that exercise control over their storage and processing, which for now is taking place overwhelmingly in developed countries where most data controllers reside. The only way for developing countries to exercise effective economic “ownership” of and control over the data generated in their territories may be to restrict cross-border flows of important personal and community data.
There is need for a clearer definition of CBDFs to inform policy discussions. International data transfers are often bundled together with e-commerce and digital trade (another concept in need of a better definition). However, while data flows can be closely linked to trade, and are quite important for trade in the digital economy, CBDFs in themselves may not involve either trade or e-commerce.

A related complication concerns the measurement of CBDFs (United States Department of Commerce, 2016). They can be approximated by data on international bandwidth, which are provided by a private company. Figure IV.2 shows interregional bandwidth capacity in 2018. Most capacity is found between North America and Asia, and between North America and Europe. Most Latin American interregional data flow capacity is with North America. Africa shows the lowest levels of data interconnection, with Europe being its main partner region.

A balanced analysis of the implications of CBDFs needs to take into account the divergent interests of various agents, individuals, firms and governments, as well as different countries. Since these interests do not always coincide, dilemmas and trade-offs emerge. Governments may decide to restrict the flow of data for reasons such as privacy of data and protection of their citizens, security, and the need to foster national economic development and market competition. The final outcome depends on policy choices. Different countries apply different regimes, ranging from allowing the free flow of data to data localization practices (chapter VI).

From the perspective of the global digital platforms, a smooth space for data flows enables them to minimize costs and avoid domestic regulations that might hinder them. The interests of different platform types are likely to vary in this context. For advertising platforms, such as Google and Facebook, more (local) data would mean opportunities for providing better, targeted advertising. Both these companies have been at the forefront of supporting enhanced Internet access to underserved populations through Facebook’s Free

Figure IV.2. Use of interregional bandwidth, 2018 (Terabits per second)

Basics and Google’s Project Loon. However, their approaches are different. With Facebook’s Free Basics, traffic is effectively channelled through a portal, reflecting the reliance of Facebook’s business model on a more closed platform. Google, by contrast, is more dependent on the open web, and Project Loon has none of the restrictions that have caused controversy for Facebook. Amazon has announced plans to launch satellites to provide Internet access for underserved communities. Such access also serves the interests of the global digital platform by securing more users, more data, and therefore more value.

Cloud platforms also have a distinct interest in ensuring free, unimpeded flows of data as a way to minimize the costs of fixed infrastructure. Data localization laws would require cloud companies to build infrastructure within a country in order to access data from its citizens (Leviathan Security Group, 2015). However, recent years have seen an increasing concern with latency (the delay between a client’s request and a cloud service provider’s response) in cloud platforms. For many applications this may not be particularly relevant, but the growth of IoT – and particularly driverless cars – requires extremely fast delivery (Varda, 2018). This rise of “edge computing” may mean that cloud platforms are more interested in the geographical expansion of their digital footprint regardless of data localization laws. Many of them are currently building new data centres around the world, and often use low latency and geographical spread as selling points.

In order to facilitate the spread of digitalization and the uptake of the services offered by various digital platforms, there is a drive towards ensuring free data flows (Google, 2010; International Chamber of Commerce, 2016; Internet Association, 2017; Manyika et al., 2016; World Bank, 2016 and 2018b). It is argued that connectivity with the global digital economy is the path to development, and that restricting data flows will result in slower economic growth. Estimates of the negative impact range between a loss of 0.7–1.7 per cent of GDP for a number of developing countries, including Brazil, India and Indonesia (for China, some estimates suggest as much as 3.4 per cent), as domestic companies will have to pay 30–60 per cent more for cloud provision (Bauer et al., 2014; United States Chamber of Commerce, 2016; Leviathan Security Group, 2015).

Proponents of free data flows argue that barriers to accessing data hamper business innovation and economic growth. For instance, it has been argued that privacy rules impose new compliance requirements on firms and increase the costs of doing business, that data localization laws impose new costs on business by forcing them to invest in local infrastructure, and that any restrictions on data flows will result in less efficient and productive businesses (Cory, 2017; Manyika et al., 2016).

Nevertheless, many countries are hesitant to relinquish control over their data without getting anything in return. With data becoming an increasingly valuable resource in the digital economy, there are questions about the wisdom of allowing foreign firms to extract data without restraint. And with the global concentration of platforms, this “free flow of data” effectively means a “one-way flow” (Macbride Commission, 2003). Other reasons cited for considering the use of barriers to free flows of data include perceived risks to national security, surveillance by other countries, risks of hacking, and the need for easy access to data for law enforcement purposes (UNCTAD, 2013).

Cutting-edge digital technologies are not prevalent in developing countries. While countries need to continue to develop their technological capabilities, many developing countries believe that they should initially focus on leveraging the “local” resource of all-important data for digital value creation and capture. However, such data are of no use without the appropriate digital technologies and skills needed to transform them into digital intelligence and economic opportunities. To the extent that frameworks for local “ownership” and control of various kinds of important data can be developed, data could provide a significant bargaining chip to negotiate fair terms with global digital platforms seeking to work on local data and in domestic economies. Such frameworks could be employed to promote the development of digital industries, including through joint ventures with global corporations. This could be made a condition for mining local data. Building sufficiently strong domestic digital industries is required for a country to begin developing domestic digital technology capabilities.

Thus, while it is important that data be allowed to flow easily in order to harness the benefits of the digital economy, it is equally important to ensure that the associated gains are shared in a fair manner by the actors and countries involved in the value creation process. Moreover, impact assessments need to go beyond economic growth, and consider factors related to power relations, dependence, data privacy.
and value capture. This may necessitate exploring new, alternative approaches that take into account all relevant aspects. In view of current trends, it is not evident that free flows of data and greater access to data alone will help address global inequalities. Governments, both from developed and developing countries, are increasingly recognizing that the collection and processing of people’s data cannot be left entirely to private corporations. In the emerging global digital economy, it will be necessary to ensure that developing countries have the necessary economic, legal and regulatory space to shape their digital economies in ways that serve the interests of their populations, including by helping them to create and capture value from digital data (chapter VI).

D. DIGITAL DATA AND GLOBAL VALUE CHAINS

The international dimension of data also has implications for global value chains (GVCs). In particular, what is denoted as the “global data value chain” can be considered a new aspect to be taken into account when discussing GVCs and development. This section examines some specific value chains related to data, notably those associated with advertising and cloud computing. The discussion focuses on the position of developing countries in these chains.

1. Global data value chain

In the digital economy, it is useful to consider the way in which data are transformed from being mere information to having an economic value. A distinction can be made between the raw data produced by the data suppliers, the value-added data products produced by data companies, and the consumers of data products (Weber, 2017). For instance, users of Facebook are suppliers of raw data, Facebook as a company produces the value-added data products, which are then given back to the users for free (social interaction) and sold to companies seeking marketing opportunities (targeted advertising space).

From a geographical perspective, this emerging global “data value chain” sees the positioning of most countries as data suppliers while only a handful of platforms and countries that receive most of the data can turn them into value-added data products, which, in turn, can be monetized. Since “the value of that data depends on its ability to combine with other pieces of data, […] this positive network effect will create benefits at an increasing rate in places that are the landing points for broad swathes of data” (Weber, 2017: 406).

A number of developing countries have entered into deals whereby data from their economies are given away in return for technology and capacity-building. For example:

- Zimbabwe has signed a deal with the Guangzhou-based company, CloudWalk, whereby the Government will receive assistance with surveillance technology, and CloudWalk will receive data from facial recognition (Jie, 2018).
- In Rwanda, Babyl, owned by UK-based Babylon, has partnered with the Ministry of Health to provide the relevant technology and offer free online health-care services (e.g. consultations and booking appointments) to users in return for the extraction of those users’ data (Crouch, 2018). Thus, medical data that flow to Babyl will essentially give the company a monopoly position.

In the future, multinational agriculture companies might collect raw data from farmers, then use them to develop a system of rules that optimize productivity and output, and subsequently sell the data back to those same farmers who provided the raw data. The search for data is also behind Baidu’s decision to open up its self-driving car platform, and Alibaba’s decision to offer cloud computing services to convenience stores for free. In these cases, companies seek to gain access to technology or applications in return for sharing their data with the platform companies.

From the perspective of the global data economy, the work being done in developing economies is typically of low value. Companies like Samasource outsource the task of labelling data to countries in Africa and elsewhere (Lee, 2018b). Similarly, low-wage “data factories”, generally involved in the highly repetitive work of simply applying labels to data (typically images), with painstaking precision, are popping up in remote areas of China. Yet the repetitive nature of this work also makes it potentially subject to eventual automation (Autor, 2014). The consequence of these dynamics is that, instead of latecomer economies catching up in the data economy, their subordinate status may get accentuated. The risk is that most countries, and particularly the LDCs, will become exporters of raw data, and importers of value-added data products, with little domestic ability to potentially change this relationship.
2. Digital advertising revenue

In the evolving data-driven economy, the growth of digital platforms has implications for various specific value chains. With more and more social and economic activities moving online, digital advertising becomes increasingly important. Not only are some digital platforms depending on targeted advertising to generate revenue, analog media businesses such as newspapers, magazines and television are also being compelled to transition from their traditional means of securing advertising funding to online portals. As digital platforms expand their global reach, the distribution of advertising value is affected across both sectors and countries.

Internet advertising accounts for a rising share of global advertising revenue. It surged from 15 per cent in 2010 to 38 per cent in 2017 to reach about $200 billion. As a result, online advertising overtook television as the largest advertising medium (figure IV.3). This trend seems set to continue: it is expected that digital advertising will account for 60 per cent of all media advertising spending by 2023 (eMarketer, 2019a). Digital advertising spending has also become more concentrated. Google and Facebook, together earned $135 billion in Internet advertising revenue in 2017, corresponding to 65 per cent of the global total (figure IV.4). Their combined share grew by 20 percentage points from 2010, mainly as result of more spending on advertising via Facebook (up from 3 per cent to 19 per cent). In the United States, the same two companies accounted for 61 per cent of all digital advertising revenue. Meanwhile, in Australia, Google’s share of revenue from “search advertising” amounted to 96 per cent, while Facebook’s share of revenue from “display advertising” was 46 per cent (with no other competitor having more than 5 per cent) (Australia Competition and Consumer Commission, 2018).
The expansion of these companies into the developing world would give them growing dominance over both the data and the revenue from online advertising. Their immense resources and market power will likely enable them to gather even more data as more users join their platforms, thus further entrenching their position. All the more so, given that digital advertising spending is growing particularly fast in emerging economies (figure IV.5).

Moreover, by capturing ever larger shares of the online advertising market, these companies effectively take away an important source of revenue from other businesses, such as traditional media companies. For example, in the United States, the amount spent on newspaper advertising plummeted from $65.8 billion in 2000 to $23.6 billion in 2014 (Taplin, 2017a) and it is predicted to shrink to only $4 billion by 2023 (eMarketer, 2019b). Potential competitors are also excluded from this business model, and it has been suggested that transaction-based business models (where users pay a fee for the service) may eventually be the only sustainable option for platform-based businesses in most developing countries (Donner, 2018). Compounding this situation is that advertising in developing countries is worth much less than in developed countries, thus exacerbating inequality in potential revenues (Caribou Digital, 2017). Effectively, the global dominance of a handful of platforms may lead to the elimination of a viable business model for competitors and other online services.

3. Cloud and infrastructure assets

A similar dynamic may hold for cloud platforms, with global providers reaping the rewards of revenue and data, while other companies and countries become increasingly dependent on them. As computing moves to the cloud, these platforms are taking on infrastructural power: they “control the terms of access to, and administration of, infrastructure [and] are in a position to dominate those who depend on that infrastructure” (Rahman, 2018a: 237). There may be particular advantages in the lower level elements of cloud computing since businesses’ requirements for these services are broadly the same across sectors. Therefore, global platforms can serve everyone, and can benefit from huge economies of scale (Singh, 2018).

This infrastructural advantage is likely to result in a further concentration of wealth and digital resources. Firstly, cloud companies often earn high margins from their services, extracting a cloud rent by virtue of owning the infrastructure. Amazon Web Services (AWS) is the clearest example of this: between 2013 and 2018, its operating income surged from $0.7 billion to more than $7 billion, thus accounting for a growing share of Amazon’s total operating income.

Secondly, there is a comparative advantage built into cloud computing. Proprietary software has been a major competitive leveraging feature for major companies (Bessen, 2017). But if most companies rely instead on standard services from cloud providers, and cloud providers develop their own proprietary software, the latter will offer them a structural advantage.

Finally, cloud computing siphons off data towards the provider. Alibaba has made this explicit with its offers to provide cloud computing services to Chinese convenience stores for “free”, in return for Alibaba getting access to the data on offline economic transactions (Hao, 2018). Such data can offer an invaluable competitive advantage. Amazon, for example, is set to provide Chile with cloud computing services.
for local businesses, for the government, and for Chile’s world-leading telescopes. In return, it will receive not only a rent, but also access to key data that could be used to further improve AI and create new services. These examples show three ways in which the use of cloud computing looks set to enable global platforms to capture more value.

E. DIGITAL PLATFORMS AND TAXES

A critical way for most countries to capture value in the digital economy is through taxation. The digital economy can have significant impacts on different types of taxation, including corporate income tax and indirect tax related to e-commerce. This section focuses mainly on the global implications of taxation relating to global digital platforms. One concern is the ease with which they can use tax optimization techniques to avoid paying taxes.

Because of their reliance on intangibles and the ambiguity about where value is produced, they find it relatively easy to shift profits to low-tax jurisdictions (Li, 2014). Global platform companies also often locate their core intangible assets in low-tax jurisdictions. For example, Microsoft holds its software licensing rights in Ireland, Puerto Rico and Singapore. The ability to deliver services over the Internet makes physical jurisdictions less constraining, and transfer pricing through subsidiaries has become increasingly common as a way to reduce the tax burden. The nature of the digital economy enables firms to become leaders in aggressive tax planning, with negative impacts on the tax base of countries.

Developing economies are particularly hard hit, with an estimated $100 billion lost annually due to tax avoidance schemes by MNEs (UNCTAD, 2015c). Moreover, MNEs are more likely than smaller domestic firms to have the resources and capabilities to avoid taxes. As a result, governments are seeking ways to rectify this situation and restore their tax base.

With regard to the concentration of digital advertising revenues noted above, there are potential repercussions for taxation. Because the revenues are rarely reported in the country in which they were earned, few developing-economy governments are able to tax them. For example, most of Facebook’s earnings are reported in low-tax jurisdictions. Thus, in 2017, although the company earned 56 per cent of its revenue and 66 per cent of its profit outside the United States, it paid 92 per cent of its taxes in the United States and only 8 per cent in other, mainly developed, countries (table IV.2). In 2017, Facebook announced that it would start to report revenues where earned and where it has a local representative.

However, it is not clear whether this will apply to all of its 33 offices around the world, or mainly to those in Europe where it is under the greatest pressure to pay

| Table IV.2. Facebook and Alphabet (Google) revenues, profits and taxes, 2017 ($ million and per cent) |
|-------------------------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
| Facebook                                | Foreign                      | United States               | Total                       | Foreign share (per cent)   | United States share (per cent) |
| Revenue ($ million)                     | 22 919                       | 17 734                      | 40 653                      | 56                          | 44                            |
| Profits ($ million)                     | 13 515                       | 7 079                       | 20 594                      | 66                          | 34                            |
| Share of revenue (per cent)             | 59                           | 40                          | 51                          |                             |                               |
| Taxes (current) ($ million)             | 389                          | 4 645                       | 5 034                       | 8                           | 92                            |
| Share of profits (per cent)             | 2.9                          | 65.6                        | 24.4                        |                             |                               |
| Alphabet (Google)                       |                              |                             |                             |                             |                               |
| Revenue ($ million)                     | 58 406                       | 52 449                      | 110 855                     | 53                          | 47                            |
| Profits ($ million)                     | 16 500                       | 10 700                      | 27 193                      | 61                          | 39                            |
| Share of revenue (per cent)             | 28.2                         | 20.4                        | 24.5                        |                             |                               |
| Taxes (current) ($ million)             | 1 746                        | 12 608                      | 14 354                      | 12                          | 88                            |
| Share of profits (per cent)             | 10.1                         | >100                        | 53.8                        |                             |                               |

taxes. In any case, despite having billions of users of its social media application, the overwhelming majority of developing countries have no physical representation of Facebook.102 Similarly, the bulk (88 per cent) of Google’s taxes in 2017 were paid to the United States, even though that country accounts for less than half of Google’s revenues.

F. IMPACTS ON EMPLOYMENT AND PLATFORM WORK

Value creation in the digital economy for individuals, as well as for society, is strongly determined by how digitalization affects employment and working conditions. While global digital platforms are leading in terms of market capitalization, their contribution to direct employment generation is less impressive. For example, Amazon has become the world’s leading retailer, ahead of Walmart, which was originally a brick and mortar retail company. However, with 2.2 million workers, Walmart has four times more employees than Amazon.103 Beyond the direct employment generated by global digital platform companies, two major questions of interest in this context are whether digitalization is leading to net job gains or losses, and how platform work is transforming the labour market and affecting working conditions. These questions are at the core of the global debate on the “future of work”.104

1. Impact of digitalization on employment

There are growing concerns that the increased use of various digital technologies will lead to job losses as human work is replaced by automation and AI. Many studies have tried to assess the possible impact, based on different methodologies and covering various geographical areas and time periods. Most of them focus on the risks of job losses without considering the fact that new jobs will emerge in connection with digital disruptions. Similarly, as digitalization is more likely to affect specific tasks than full occupations, the real impact may not be reflected so much in terms of job losses as through changes in the nature of work. Moreover, studies tend to focus mainly on technical feasibility without adequately considering economic profitability (UNCTAD, 2017c); it is only when a technological advance becomes economically feasible that its impact on employment can be assessed.

Predicting what the employment impact of digitalization will be is extremely difficult, and opinions vary.105 Overall estimates also vary widely, ranging between 9 per cent of jobs at risk of automation worldwide (Arntz et al., 2016) and 47 per cent in the United States (Frey and Osborne, 2013).

From the perspective of “creative destruction” (Schumpeter, 1942), the introduction of new technologies leads to some job destruction as some activities disappear, but also to job creation as new activities emerge. In the short-term job destruction will probably outweight creation. However, in the long-term, job creation linked to increases in productivity from digitalization may more than compensate for the job losses during the transition period. Thus, digitalization will result in both winners and losers in the job market. A major, still open, question is whether this time will be different from previous technological revolutions due to the rapid pace of technological change, which may make the transition period more painful.106 The net outcome is likely to be highly contextual, depending on different factors, such as the level of development, production and labour market structures, skills and technological capacities, as well as the social characteristics of each country. It will also depend on the policy actions taken to manage the technological transition period in a manner that enables those losing their jobs to adapt and adjust to the new conditions (UNCTAD, 2017a) (see also chapter VI below).

While the evidence is not conclusive with regard to employment lost through digitalization, there seems to be clearer evidence concerning the impact on inequality. Technological progress in recent years appears to be resulting in greater inequality and labour market polarization (ILO, 2018; Das and Hilgenstock, 2018). Digitalization is increasingly affecting routine tasks that are performed not just by less skilled workers, but also by middle-skilled workers, leading to a hollowing out of the middle class. Moreover, the increasing concentration of digital platforms may weaken the bargaining power of workers. However, technological progress is just one of the factors contributing to inequality. Digitalization may therefore be seen as an additional factor that may be exacerbating worrying global trends in employment and inequality that have been observed since the 1980s.107

In developing countries that are lagging far behind in terms of digital readiness, a concern is whether digitalization may erode their comparative advantage. As digital technologies become less costly and more
widely in developed countries, the abundance of low-skilled and low-cost workers in developing countries may no longer provide a cost advantage in international trade. Producers in developed countries may limit the offshoring of production to lower cost locations or even re-shore their previously offshored production, which may have significant impacts on employment in developing countries and LDCs.\textsuperscript{108}

There could also be different gender-related impacts of digitalization. Women could be more affected because they tend to be overrepresented in the performance of routine tasks that are at risk of automation. Moreover, on average, their skill levels, particularly the higher and technical skills that may be required to benefit from the job creation resulting from digitalization, are in many countries lower than those of men. Thus, with technological progress more women may lose their jobs or have fewer opportunities for finding new jobs.\textsuperscript{109}

Prospects for employment due to the impacts of digitalization, both for developing countries and for women, are thus uncertain. Overall, while existing evidence may not provide enough support for anxiety or alarm about the employment impacts, policymakers would be well advised to prepare for the potential implications that digital disruptions may have on the future world of work (see chapter VI).

2. Work related to digital platforms

The trend towards greater platformization is being accompanied by transformations in the labour market and the emergence of new forms of employment. In particular, a growing number of people are working for digital platforms on a demand basis, as self-employed, individual contractors or independent workers. While this may provide some advantages in terms of flexibility, it may also result in poorer working conditions. In many cases, while the platform owner retains the same control over the conditions of work as any other employer would, it is the individual worker who bears the negative impact of this working relationship, losing most of the benefits associated with being an employee. Classifications of these kinds of jobs in the digital economy have become a contentious issue, with potential labour rights implications.\textsuperscript{110}

Along with the expansion of digital technologies, digital labour platforms emerged in the early 2000s, and have been proliferating ever since. Such platforms connect workers with clients, and set the rules for the exchange and payment of work.\textsuperscript{111} Workers’ experiences on digital labour platforms vary widely, depending on the characteristics of the individual worker, the reason for engaging in this kind of work, the skills of the worker, whether this is a main or secondary source of income, and the availability of other employment opportunities. In addition, workers’ experiences vary according to the architecture of the platform.

Choudary (2018) identifies a set of characteristics based on the architecture of digital labour platforms, which gives an insight into the opportunities and working conditions of different platforms. If this is at odds with the ability of workers to exercise agency, differentiate themselves, or improve their earning potential, the platform may exploit rather than empower the workers. The principal features are:

1. Nature of work and price setting. In the absence of differentiation and easy substitution, price will be the dominant factor driving consumer decisions, which takes pricing power away from the worker and leads to a loss of free agency.

2. Ability to encourage repeated exchange. Platforms that encourage repeated exchange between the same worker and customer may grant greater power to the worker over time than those that repeatedly match customers with new workers. This is often determined by the nature of the work. When the service delivered is commoditized and highly substitutable, customers care less about repeated exchanges with the same worker(s). In general, the potential for repeated exchange and network loyalty is reserved for work requiring specialized knowledge and skills.

3. Structure of the reputation system. Labour platforms rely on rating systems to guarantee quality and foster trust among participants. Through rating systems, which require clients to rate or review workers whenever they conclude a transaction, labour platforms have, in effect, outsourced their human resources management. But not all reputation systems are designed in a similar way. On some platforms (for example, Uber), reputation systems are used to discipline workers by threatening their removal from the ecosystem, rather than rewarding the high performers with better pricing power and greater earning potential.
Workers’ experiences are also determined by the extent of transparency in the platform’s conducting of its operations. Another issue that affects their experience is whether there is a neutral dispute resolution system in place that can arbitrate disputes between clients and workers, or workers and the platform. Currently, it is the platforms that resolve disputes (Agrawal et al., 2013). Given platforms’ interests in garnering business, they are unlikely to be able to ensure neutrality when mediating worker-client disputes.

As described above, platforms can be configured in a myriad of ways, and the design of the platform has implications for workers’ autonomy and experiences. Depending on the configuration – which relies in part on the types of tasks being offered – workers depend in varying degrees on the platform, but usually less than a self-employed person running his or her own business. With the aim of better understanding who works on digital labour platforms and their working conditions, the ILO has undertaken several studies of digital workers. The first major study covered 3,500 workers living in 75 countries and working on five English-speaking microtask or crowdworking platforms (box IV.2).

**Box IV.2. Experiences of workers on crowdworking platforms: Lessons from an ILO survey**

**Who are the workers?** The survey covered 3,500 workers of all ages with an average age of 33.2 years. One third of those workers were women, but in developing countries, only one in five workers was a woman. Crowdworkers are typically well educated. In addition, 56 per cent of the respondents had performed crowdwork for more than a year and nearly one third had more than three years of tenure.

**Why do they undertake this work?** The main reasons for doing crowdwork were to “complement pay from other jobs” (32 per cent) or because they “prefer to work from home” (22 per cent). There were some significant gender differences. For example, 13 per cent of women cited as a reason that they could “only work from home” due to care responsibilities, compared with 5 per cent of the men. Ten per cent indicated that they had health conditions that affected the type of paid work they could do. For many of these workers, crowdwork provided a way to continue to work and earn an income.

**How much do they earn?** On average across the five platforms, in 2017, a worker earned $4.43 per hour when only paid work was considered, and $3.31 per hour when total paid and unpaid hours were considered: Median earnings were lower, at just $2.16 per hour for paid and unpaid work. Nearly two thirds of United States workers surveyed on the Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) platform earned less than the federal minimum wage of $7.25 per hour; only 7 per cent of German workers surveyed on the Clickworker platform reported earnings above the German minimum wage of €8.84 per hour for paid and unpaid hours of work. Workers in Northern America ($4.70 per hour) and Europe and Central Asia ($3 per hour) earned more than workers in other regions, where pay varied: in Africa it was $1.33 and in Asia and the Pacific it was $2.22 per hour of paid and unpaid work.

**Availability of work.** Low earnings were due in part to time spent searching for work. On average, workers spent 20 minutes on unpaid activities for every hour of paid work. The unpaid work included searching for tasks, taking unpaid qualification tests, researching clients to mitigate fraud and writing reviews. Eighty-eight per cent of respondents would like to do more crowdwork – on average wanting 11.6 more hours per week. Workers averaged 24.5 hours per week doing crowdwork (18.6 hours for paid work and 6.2 hours for unpaid work).

**One platform or multiple platforms?** An insufficient availability of tasks encourages crowdworkers to look for tasks on multiple platforms: almost half the respondents reported having worked on more than one platform in the month preceding the survey. Some 21 per cent had worked on three or more different platforms. Most of the respondents – 51 per cent – worked on only one platform, explaining that this was due to the high start-up and transaction costs of spreading across platforms. More than 60 per cent expressed a desire for more work that was not crowdwork, indicating a high degree of underemployment; 41 per cent were actively looking for paid work other than crowdwork.

**Financial dependence on crowdwork.** Most crowdworkers depended financially on their earnings from crowdwork, with one-third reporting that it was their primary source of income. For them, income from crowdwork comprised about 59 per cent of their total income, followed by income from a spouse (22 per cent) and another 8 per cent from a secondary job. Respondents for whom crowdwork was not the primary source of income, reported that they earned, on average, as much from crowdwork as from their main job (36 per cent from each); the rest of their household income came from their spouse (18 per cent) or other sources (9 per cent).
**Flexibility, asocial hours and care responsibilities.** Workers appreciated the ability to set their own schedule and work from home. However, this flexibility was associated with asocial hours: 36 per cent regularly worked seven days per week; 43 per cent worked during the night and 68 per cent during the evening (6 p.m. to 10 p.m.), either in response to task availability (and different time zones) or due to other commitments. Many women combined crowdwork with care responsibilities. One out of five female workers in the sample had small children (0–5 years old). These women nonetheless spent 20 hours per week on the platform – just five hours less than the average for the entire sample – many working evenings and nights.

**Types of tasks performed and skill level.** The most common tasks performed included responding to surveys and participating in experiments (65 per cent), accessing content on websites (46 per cent), data collection (35 per cent) and transcription (32 per cent). One out of five workers regularly performed content creation and editing, and 8 per cent were engaged in tasks associated with training on AI. Most microtasks were simple and repetitive, and did not correspond to the high level of education of the crowdworkers.

**Social protection coverage.** In general, social protection coverage among crowdworkers was low. Only six out of ten respondents in 2017 were covered by health insurance, and only 35 per cent had a pension or retirement plan. In most cases, this coverage came from the respondents’ main job in the offline economy, job-related benefits of their family members, or State-sponsored universal benefits. Social protection coverage was inversely related to the individual’s dependence on crowdwork – those who were mainly dependent on crowdwork were more likely to be unprotected. Only 16 per cent of these workers were covered by a retirement plan, compared with 44 per cent of those for whom crowdwork was not the main source of income.

**Rejection, non-payment and communication with platform.** Almost nine out of ten workers had seen their work rejected or payment refused. Only 12 per cent of respondents stated that all their rejections were justifiable. Many workers voiced frustration with the inability to appeal against unfair rejections. In addition, the platforms had one-sided rating systems, and mechanisms for evaluating the client/requester were not in place. Workers also struggled to communicate with requesters and platforms. Many workers (28–60 per cent, depending on the platform surveyed) had turned to worker-run online forums and social media sites to seek advice from fellow crowdworkers or follow discussions about issues facing crowdworkers.

Source: Berg et al., 2018.

---

**G. CONCLUDING REMARKS**

Digitalization affects most productive processes and activities in an economy, involving products in all sectors, from agriculture to services. The world is currently only in the early stages of this transition. The market’s invisible hand seems set to become a digital one, increasingly managed by major digital platforms. Some of them have already achieved global reach in their respective business areas. The rising value of data and digital intelligence is reflected in their high market capitalization values. Their growing role has far-reaching implications for the organization of economic activities. Moreover, the data-centric business model is being adopted not only by digital platform companies, but also increasingly by lead companies across all sectors.

With data-enabled digital intelligence becoming a central factor of production, its application for value creation and the control of its value capture increasingly define the global economy. Under the status quo, global digital platforms could grow even more dominant. It is important to understand fully the implications of this new model of economic organization for the global economy, and particularly for developing countries. Digitalization and global digital platforms have significant implications for competition and international taxation, as well as for employment and platform work that need to be considered.

With regard to the global data value chain, as well as some specific, related value chains, such as advertising platforms and cloud infrastructure provision, developing countries could become stuck in subordinate positions, with value and data being centralized in existing global platforms. This may result in the emergence of a new kind of international dependency pattern, with developing countries having to rely mainly on global digital platforms based in the United States or China. In the global data value chain, developing countries risk becoming mere providers of raw data to global digital platforms, while having
to pay those platforms for the digital intelligence they produce from those data. This would do little to reverse the current trends of rising inequalities. If anything, it might exacerbate them.

Developed countries are in many ways better prepared to respond to challenges associated with the growing role of digital platforms than countries that have limited resources and capacities. The latter’s lower degree of preparedness may relate not only to connectivity, technological, financial or logistical aspects, but also to weak regulatory and institutional capacities (chapter VI).

Nevertheless, there may still be important benefits for local firms in developing countries that are able to take advantage of the services offered by global platforms. For instance, e-commerce platforms may provide export opportunities for MSMEs, enabling them to reach beyond small domestic markets. Using existing payment and e-commerce platforms can enable MSMEs to boost their sales, especially if they cater to certain niche markets (Singh, 2018; UNCTAD, 2017a). In this case, MSMEs could rely on the global e-commerce platforms to access new buyers, but would not compete with the platforms. In some cases, the need for local knowledge (e.g. search habits, traffic conditions, cultural nuances) might give an advantage to locally rooted platforms, enabling them to offer better services to local users (chapter V).

In other cases, some platform companies are “globally local”. For instance, while the network effects of Facebook are broadly global (more users in one country will make the platform more attractive to people in other countries to also join), the network effects of Uber are largely specific to the city in which it operates. The network effects established in London, for example, are significantly weaker in Cape Town. This means that “globally local” platforms have to recreate network effects each time they move into a new area, and may therefore face more local competition than platforms that can provide all services without a local presence.

However, due to the monopolization dynamics referred to in this chapter, local platform competitors in developing countries will mostly face an uphill battle. This raises a number of questions: What chance of success does a local cloud provider have against Amazon Web Services or Alibaba Cloud? What are the chances for homegrown ride-sharing services to compete when Uber or Didi arrive? How may a start-up social network compete with Facebook?

Thus, notwithstanding potential benefits that may arise for developing countries, what emerges from this chapter is that, under current regulatory settings, the existing trajectory of the data-driven economy suggests that it is unlikely to contribute to the attainment of the SDGs. The increasing dominance of global digital platforms and their control of data, as well as their capacity to create and capture the ensuing value, is likely to further accentuate increasing inequalities in the global economy, both between and within countries. Breaking the vicious circle will require thinking outside the box to find alternative configurations of the digital economy that could lead to more balanced results and a fairer distribution of the gains from data and digital intelligence. This will be a task for policymakers, as discussed in chapter VI.
CHAPTER IV. VALUE CREATION AND CAPTURE IN THE DIGITAL ECONOMY: A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
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There may be some transference of network effects from one city to another, given that tourists and business travellers may tend towards the platforms they are familiar with. Yet these groups account for a relatively small proportion of the overall users of ride-sharing.

An interesting natural experiment took place in Austin, Texas (United States) where Uber and Lyft were briefly restricted from the city and local alternatives flourished. Since Uber and Lyft were allowed to return, however, the main competitor has lost 70 per cent of its ridership and remains unprofitable. See *Austin American-Statesman*, 3 May 2018, RideAustin battles to survive in space dominated by Uber, Lyft.
This chapter discusses the scope for developing countries to create and capture value domestically in the digital economy, in areas where the main opportunities may be found. Clearly, owing to their varying levels of development and digital readiness, the challenges for achieving this vary considerably by country. For example, China is a developing country but also a leading economy in terms of its level of digitalization. On the other hand, countries in Africa are trailing the furthest behind in this respect. Drawing on recent empirical research, the chapter analyses developing countries’ track record to date in value creation and capture in the digital economy with special attention to Africa.
To capture the opportunities for developing country enterprises in the digital economy, deficiencies in infrastructure and entrepreneurial ecosystems need to be addressed. The scope for the value creation and capture is enhanced if domestic firms have resources, skills and awareness needed to transform digital opportunities into greater competitiveness.

**Main growth opportunities:**
- enter a new product category
- find market niches that globally operating platforms are unable or unwilling to address.

**Opportunities for MSMEs...**
- By strengthening domestic productive capacity
- More value can be captured in the digital economy
- Small businesses can leverage global platforms, but only if they are accessible.

**...despite bottlenecks and uneven distribution of activity**
- Market and infrastructure barriers when trying to scale
- Highly uneven distribution of content created online

**In 2015 only 2 platforms in Africa and Latin America with a valuation of > $1 billion**

- High concentration of innovation and entrepreneurship activity in all regions
- Digital entrepreneurship in Africa
- 60% Egypt, Kenya, Nigeria and South Africa

- Start-ups in Asia
- 58% China and India

- In Latin America, leading start-up cities include Buenos Aires, Bogota, Mexico City, Lima, Santiago and Sao Paulo.

**Digital entrepreneurship bottlenecks in developing countries**
- Limited demand
- Entrepreneurial knowledge and skills
- Skilled workforce
- Finance

**Innovation hubs** can make important contributions but often fail to deliver.
- More attention is now given to direct interventions, supplying promising startups with capital and networks.

Platforms in developing countries, and especially in Africa, cannot be as “physical-asset light” as their global counterparts.

To capture the opportunities for developing country enterprises in the digital economy, deficiencies in infrastructure and entrepreneurial ecosystems need to be addressed. The scope for the value creation and capture is enhanced if domestic firms have resources, skills and awareness needed to transform digital opportunities into greater competitiveness.
A. THE IMPORTANCE OF BUILDING DOMESTIC PRODUCTIVE CAPACITY

When considering the relationship between the digital economy and economic development, it is useful to differentiate between first- and second-order benefits. First-order benefits relate to direct and visible advantages of access and use of digital technologies by users, enterprises and governments. Such use can create value in terms of increased competitiveness, productivity, wealth and well-being. However, as access and use of standardized and general-purpose technologies become more widespread, they become less of a distinguishing factor for boosting competitiveness. This is because, with more actors using a certain technology, latecomers may have to adopt it to stay in the market, but this will not necessarily give them an edge over their competitors. For example, early adopters of e-commerce may gain more of a competitive advantage than those that jump onto the bandwagon at a later stage. For latecomers it becomes more of a requirement than a distinguishing factor.

Second-order benefits stem from the development, management and distribution of digital technologies and services. These create better prospects for long-term growth, job and wealth creation, and lasting positive effects on productivity and competitiveness. The greatest value in this context is likely to emanate from the monetization of large-scale digital data. As a result, while first-order benefits may yield decreasing returns as technology use becomes more widespread, second-order benefits can result in increasing returns. For example, the more companies and consumers that use an e-commerce platform, the more attractive that platform becomes due to network effects.

In the digital economy, most enterprises are users of digital products, thus potentially benefiting from first-order effects. A much smaller number of enterprises are involved as technology and digital services developers, distributors and managers. In order to harness the full potential of the digital economy for value creation, developing countries need to look for ways of deriving both first- and second-order benefits.

Digital entrepreneurship and innovation can boost domestic economic development (see, for example, Broadband Commission, 2018). This can take the form of local actors creating new digital technologies or adapting existing ones, or pursuing technology-based market opportunities, or from digitalization of existing economic activities (i.e. local actors using digital technologies developed elsewhere to improve previously analog-based business processes). The digital economy may enable entrepreneurs in developing countries to enter new markets (e.g. through e-commerce). The application of new technologies may also lead to the emergence of new business models and to new solutions to long-standing development challenges.

UNCTAD (2018e) has highlighted the relationship between entrepreneurship and structural transformation, including aspects related to the digital economy. However, the extent to which this translates into real benefits depends to a large extent on the ability of entrepreneurs to develop the underlying digital technology domestically, and their ability to scale. This, in turn, is determined by local conditions and relevant domestic and international policies (chapter VI). The purpose is essentially to create domestic spillovers from digital entrepreneurship and innovation. Thus, the capacity to generate local content in the digital economy becomes crucial.

Local content can be linked, for example to the domestic production of software in developing countries (UNCTAD, 2012a). As a general-purpose technology, software has wide applications throughout an economy: it can help firms manage their resources better, access relevant information, lower the costs of doing business and reduce time to market. Increasing emphasis on ICTs in the delivery of government services, health care, education and other services is also creating a greater need for capabilities to develop customized software applications. Countries with well-developed software industries are better equipped to implement tailored solutions and to generate learning opportunities, in addition to improving productivity and operational efficiency.

Local-content generation may also involve the building of ICT and other infrastructure in the digital economy, or the creation of content in local languages. Currently, the generation of content in the digital economy (e.g. academic articles, collaborative coding and domain registrations) is extremely uneven geographically (figure V.1). It is highly concentrated in developed countries and those in Asia, but it remains limited in all other developing regions. It is therefore important for most developing countries to develop their productive capabilities for the digital economy. This concerns not only creating digital platforms, but also facilitating digital entrepreneurship and the digitalization of existing firms.
Against this background, the remainder of this chapter begins by examining potential opportunities for developing-country firms to make use of global digital platforms. Section C explores the potential for local and/or regional platforms to emerge and thrive in developing countries. Section D discusses current trends in and opportunities for digital entrepreneurship in developing countries, drawing on available research, especially for Africa. Section E examines the digitalization of enterprises in developing countries, and the final section concludes.

B. THE USE OF GLOBAL DIGITAL PLATFORMS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

There are various ways in which firms in developing countries can benefit from the use of global digital platforms. Greater opportunities to connect with different parts of a country, or with other countries, could result in improved efficiency and increased access to domestic and international markets.

Some global digital platforms may provide more potential for economic value creation than others. However, the distinction between different platforms is becoming increasingly blurred. In many developing countries, Facebook is often used as a means to market domestic services to potential customers. New digital solutions, including for e-commerce, are creating opportunities for companies of all sizes to engage in domestic and international trade, notably by increasing market access for customers, supply chains and competitors, and by lowering trade costs. In addition, by reducing transaction and search costs, as well as frictions, digital platforms enable those offering assets or services to connect more easily with (potential) consumers. This has not only resulted in new types of trade (in digitally traded products, services and tasks); it has also enabled more traditional trade to move online and leverage different digital platforms.

Figure V.1. Online content creation, by geographical region (Per cent)

Source: Ojanperä et al., 2017.
Note: Regions are those used by the source.
to better match buyers and sellers, and make their products more visible.

This can have a positive impact on MSMEs in countries at all levels of development, but in different ways. Potential benefits for developing-country companies and consumers range from greater efficiencies to deeper specialization and division of labour, gains from variety and predictability for all players, as well as lower costs and prices of inputs and final products.

However, in order to be able to benefit from e-commerce, developing countries need to address a number of areas, notably: fostering the provision of affordable ICT infrastructure and services, offering payment solutions, improving trade logistics and trade facilitation, creating appropriate legal and regulatory frameworks, promoting e-commerce skills development, and facilitating access to financing (UNCTAD, 2015d). All these will contribute to improving the readiness of developing countries to trade online. Current wide variations in e-commerce readiness, between and within countries, enhance the risk of benefits from e-commerce being unequally distributed (see also chapter VI).

Moreover, for development purposes, global e-commerce platforms should be leveraged in developing countries not only for buying and importing foreign products, but also for supporting domestic production and exports. Although statistical data to permit an analysis of developments in this regard are not available, there are indications that, so far, global e-commerce platforms in developing countries have been more effective in facilitating imports of foreign products than in enabling domestic products to be exported. Consequently, many developing countries are increasingly concerned that a greater reliance on global e-commerce platforms will mainly result in higher consumer spending and imports.

For developing countries to benefit fully from global platforms, their entrepreneurs and enterprises need to have easy access to them, both as buyers and sellers. Firms in developing countries are sometimes restricted in their use of platform services, and access to many platforms remains uneven (UNCTAD, 2015d; Kende, 2015 and 2017). A common factor limiting access to e-commerce platforms is the lack of cross-border payments solutions. While global e-commerce platforms provide integrated payments solutions, in many developing countries, companies are unable to use them if they lack the requisite foreign bank account or subsidiary. Similar asymmetries have also been observed with regard to selling mobile applications in sub-Saharan Africa, for example. Moreover, the largest advertising platforms, such as Google AdSense, do not accept advertisements in African languages other than Arabic, English, French and Portuguese, which limits the potential to monetize new services (UNCTAD, 2018b).

Global digital platforms, if accessible, may be useful by providing a sort of infrastructure on which innovation and digital enterprises can be developed, thereby serving as building blocks for local entrepreneurship, and enabling creativity to be exploited. Box V.1 describes the specificities of innovation and entrepreneurship in the digital economy.

The distinction between transaction and innovation platforms is relevant in this context (chapter II). While transaction platforms create a virtual environment to facilitate direct interactions between users, innovation platforms create environments for code and content producers to develop applications and software. Transaction platforms (e.g. AirBnB or Facebook) seek to engage as many end users as intensely as possible, mining and processing user data to monetize value captured most of the public and policy attention, most likely because they are better known and they offer more immediate interaction between end users and workers.

However, innovation platforms (such as Android or iOS operating systems) are arguably at least as important for examining the relationship between the digital economy and development. They are building blocks, and highly interconnected gatekeepers, for generative digital innovation processes (Gawer, 2014; Henfridsson and Bygstad, 2013). Innovation platforms pursue different and often more complex design strategies directed at innovators (e.g. focusing on application programming interfaces (APIs) and technological standards), with the ultimate goal of establishing extensive, yet seamless, innovation ecosystems (Gawer and Cusumano, 2014). Providers that combine innovation and transaction platforms can be referred to as "integrated platforms" (e.g. Google and Apple) (Evans and Gawer, 2016). It is therefore important to distinguish between companies and products: a single company (Google) may offer a range of products that can be both transaction
platforms (e.g. Google Search or Gmail) and innovation platforms (e.g. Android or Google APIs) in their own right.

As digital innovation often happens generatively, foundational digital building blocks remain in use without entailing any further action and cost for their creators. Especially when a digital product becomes embedded in global digital infrastructure, it can scale together with the overall digitization process (Henfridsson and Bygstad, 2013). This scaling mechanism applies to innovation platforms that create ecosystems for both combinatorial digital innovation (e.g. iOS, Android, Microsoft, WordPress, Salesforce, Ruby on Rails, GitHub) and other digital infrastructure products (such as those offered by Intel, Akamai, Huawei, Tencent, Amazon Web Services, Qualcomm, Ericsson, Oracle, Adobe and Mozilla). Hence, it is important for entrepreneurs and innovators to have the necessary access and skills to leverage these critical digital building blocks.

C. LEVERAGING LOCAL AND REGIONAL DIGITAL PLATFORMS

This section considers the scope for developing countries to leverage the opportunities for establishing local and regional digital platforms. Such platforms can offer some potential advantages to the domestic real economy, including convenience for local consumers and businesses through shorter shipping times, flexible payment options, relevant products and local language interfaces, better linkages with local industries and suppliers, reduced reliance on imports and greater openness to support exports. However, they often face a number of constraints due to weaknesses in the local economic environment. This helps to explain why digital platforms originating in developing countries have remained fewer and smaller than their counterparts in the more advanced economies.116
CHAPTER V. ASSESSING THE SCOPE FOR VALUE CREATION AND CAPTURE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

1. Features of local and regional digital platforms

A consistent finding concerning digital platforms originating in developing countries is that most of them are transaction platforms rather than innovation or integrated platforms. The rising number of platforms in Asia (excluding China) fall wholly in the transaction platform category, and they have relatively low levels of market capitalization. In Africa and Latin America, there were only two platforms with a valuation of at least $1 billion in 2015, and together they represented less than 1 per cent of all platforms by number and market valuation (see also chapters I and IV).

Using desk research to compile data covering 42 platform companies that had raised $1 million or more in investments in Africa, David-West and Evans (2015) found that all were transaction platforms. Among these, e-commerce platforms, sites for classified advertising and job boards, as well as emerging financial technology companies accounted for most of the cumulative market valuation. Two African investment companies have major shares in many of the leading platforms: Naspers (including OLX, Konga, and Takealot) and One Africa Media Group (including Cheki, Jobberman, and BrighterMonday). Another example is Rocket Internet (through its holding company Africa Internet Group), based on a more controlling yet flexible venture builder model (Baumann et al., 2018). It has invested in a number of e-commerce platforms, such as Carmudi, Lamudi, Hellofood and Easy Taxi, many of which have been consolidated under the Jumia Group brand.

African digital platform entrepreneurs face specific market and infrastructure challenges that require critical adaptations compared with business models used by global platforms. The following are examples of such adaptations:

- Having a person to function as the customer’s interface with the digital platform. This may involve sales or extension agents using tablets to facilitate data entry, allowing cash payments on delivery, building up local call-centre capacity for quick call-backs and customer service.
- Establishing physical supply-chain and logistics services, such as distribution centres, payment points, warehouses, drivers and delivery vehicles.
- Consolidating and sharing physical supply-chain and logistics services across different e-commerce verticals.
- Using text messages and Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD) codes (i.e. analog-era communications technology), for offline orders and confirmations, for example.
- Investing in the development of human capital (e.g. project managers and software engineers).
- Investing in the development of entrepreneurial and managerial knowledge, such as understanding Africa-specific launch and competitive strategies or pricing.

Due to the weaknesses in the local ecosystem (e.g. poor bandwidth and reliability, or inefficient payment systems) and low technological capacity of customers and employees, and/or issues with physical logistics (e.g. delivery services), digital platforms in developing countries have to employ a range of business-model innovations to be viable.

The value proposition for the end user on digital platforms in developing countries is often the same as for the global digital platforms (for example, ordering an electronic item for home delivery on Konga vs. on Amazon). However, the way they assemble the value proposition differs significantly. The value chain of the former involves intricate and cumbersome offline development of capacity, supply chain processes and logistics infrastructures. This increases the operating costs and reduces the potential for shared value creation and digital scaling (e.g. letting users independently upload content, or automated analysis of user data). Accordingly, African platform businesses face a tough challenge: they may have to seek higher margins (e.g. charging higher commission fees on transactions) in an environment where the willingness, and most importantly the capacity, to pay is relatively low. In effect, this makes user-base scaling difficult.

As a consequence, many digital platforms in developing countries, and especially in Africa, have to internalize a greater share of the overall value creation, and cannot afford to be as “physical-asset light” as their global counterparts (chapter IV). Online-offline dynamics have been identified as a key feature of platforms in Africa (Insight2Impact, 2019).

From around 2012, when broadband Internet became more widely available, companies started to occupy verticals, such as food delivery, travel, car purchases, real estate and electronics, in large and fast-growing markets, including in Ghana, Kenya and Nigeria. While most of these companies span most of Africa, their operational centres are found in only a few locations,
such as Lagos for West Africa, Nairobi for East Africa and Cape Town for Southern Africa (David-West and Evans, 2015). Moreover, several e-commerce providers have had to roll back their activities. For example, Jumia has been experiencing significant losses, reportedly leading Rocket Internet to withdraw as its lead investor (Akinloye, 2018). However, this can also be considered part of the strategy described in chapter IV, of investors in platform companies prioritizing growth over immediate profits. Indeed, Jumia has emerged as the main e-commerce platform in Africa, operating in more than a dozen countries, though it may face scaling problems due to lack of interoperability among countries. In 2016, it was the first African start-up company to achieve a valuation of $1 billion, and in April 2019 it became the first company in Africa to launch an initial public offering (IPO) in the United States.119

Similar constraints as those faced by African countries to develop local digital platforms have been observed in Latin America, though to a lesser extent. For example, the connectivity situation is better in Latin American countries. Among the examples of successful platforms in this region, the Argentinean e-commerce platform, MercadoLibre operates in many Latin American countries. The Colombian on-demand delivery startup, Rappi, has also exceeded the $1 billion valuation to qualify as a “unicorn”. Indeed, Latin America has shown stronger dynamism in the development of technology companies, giving rise to the specific term of “technolatinas”, defined as technology-based private companies born in that region. Arrieta et al. (2017) identified 123 technolatinas worth over $25 million and 9 unicorns worth over $1 billion. Most of these companies were concentrated in Brazil, Argentina and Mexico. By April 2019, Latin America had 19 unicorns.120

In Asia, the digital platform landscape is dominated by China. Apart from the successful Chinese platforms, most of the dynamic digital platforms in developing Asia have been observed in India and in South-East Asian countries. Platform companies are relatively dispersed across the region, and are somehow more integrated at the regional level than in Africa. As in other regions, a few locations stand out: Beijing, Shanghai and New Delhi (Evans, 2016). In terms of competitiveness, the numerous analog challenges are both a blessing and a curse for regional digital platform providers in developing countries. In a range of verticals, regional platforms are already competing with global incumbents, especially for e-commerce (FlipKart vs. Amazon), travel and accommodation (Jumia Travel vs. AirBnB, Hotels.com), multimedia entertainment (iRokoTV vs. YouTube, Netflix), and ride-sharing (LittleCab vs. Uber). In these segments, the fact that the digital ecosystems in developing countries’ cities are not on par with the conditions that global platforms rely on, can open up somewhat “protected” market niches for local and regional platforms. On the other hand, the scope for developing-country competitors to achieve exponential growth via user-base scaling is greatly constrained.

2. Drawbacks from the lack of innovation platforms

The lack of digital innovation platforms in many developing countries has significant development implications. One possible outcome is that the dominance of global innovation platforms will further fortify technological innovation pathways that may be poorly aligned with local market needs in the developing countries. Furthermore, digital enterprises in developing countries may find themselves at a competitive disadvantage, thus hindering their ability to scale. And locally appropriate digital technologies may continue to be hard to create due to a lack of (or weak) suitable foundational digital building blocks for combinatorial innovation.

Global innovation platforms are likely to remain at the technological frontiers that offer the greatest relevance and payoffs at a global scale. These include cutting-edge technologies with vast potential for commercial application (e.g. AI, virtual reality, self-driving cars and IoT). If these platforms and other digital infrastructures are developed for the creation of ever more advanced smart manufacturing products, they are unlikely to also be interested in the creation of simpler, cheaper, more robust innovations suitable for manufacturing plants that have not yet upgraded to the previous stage of digital evolution (Henfridsson et al., 2009; Yao et al., 2017). This may accentuate the risk of many developing countries falling further behind in the digital economy.

Moreover, the opportunities for local digital innovation platforms to emerge in developing countries may also become slimmer over time as the market and innovative powers of global platforms are reinforced. Countries trailing in the digital economy may not only find it virtually impossible to catch up with the more advanced economies; they may also lose the ability
to develop indigenous innovation ecosystems if the critical mass of resources (e.g., users, financial capital and data) and developer capacity are increasingly concentrated on technology designed primarily for the needs of other geographical areas.

The African mobile money and smartphone app, M-Pesa, can serve as an example. It is a widely celebrated success story of an African innovation with mass adoption and clear wealth effects (Mbti and Weil, 2011; Morawczynski, 2009). Yet in interviews, digital entrepreneurs have expressed concerns about the low degrees of openness and functionality of M-Pesa’s API, which prevents them from introducing digital innovations that would build on its platform. Outside Kenya, the situation is even more challenging, with the electronic payment landscapes being fragmented between mobile operators with clunky APIs, international payment providers requiring credit cards or bank accounts (or being entirely blocked), and fintech start-ups lacking a user base, capital and influence.

Another complication is the many different generations of feature phones and smartphones that are in circulation, often running on obscure or outdated versions of Google’s Android or Nokia’s Symbian operating systems. Furthermore, smartphones and related applications are often ill-suited to African cities, with batteries overheating, thus shortening their lifespan, and having apps that require too much bandwidth and lacking in offline functionality. In such an environment, digital innovation cannot be conducted by scattered actors, and it cannot unfold its combinatorial potential as easily. The existing agreed-upon standards and facilitating virtual environments (i.e., innovation platforms) may not be suitable for local conditions. Moreover, localized standards and platforms are fragmented so that they are unable to function as digital infrastructure and reach the critical mass needed to benefit from network effects.

3. Limited growth potential of local and regional digital platforms

Digital platforms in developing countries are on the rise in terms of numbers, size and scope, some of them even reaching billion-dollar valuations, especially in Asia (mostly Chinese platforms), but also in Latin America and Africa. However, various factors related to geographically layered competitive dynamics in digital platform markets may affect their continued expansion. Given the scaling economies and lock-in effects of digital platforms, developing-country start-ups often find it hard to compete effectively for markets/product categories that are offered through the physical-asset-light expansion strategies of global competitors. Consequently, the main growth options left to them are either to enter a new product category (digital innovation), or to look for niche markets that globally operating platforms are unable or unwilling to serve (differentiation). In the absence of adequate regulations and protections, competing head-on with platform incumbents is rarely an option.

Paradoxically, the distance-bridging potential of digital technologies may therefore have the opposite of a levelling effect on platform market opportunities. The more a product category is dependent upon a transnational user base and/or generativity scaling, the more likely it is to be dominated by digital enterprises starting in places with higher levels of financial resources, entrepreneurial knowledge and human capital. Instead, it is in digital product categories that depend on incomplete and fragmented analog infrastructures that developing countries’ digital platforms stand a chance to compete. In this case, they may provide a value proposition, albeit at a higher operating cost, that would not otherwise be available to local customers.

As foreign incumbents do not find it cost-effective to deal with local analog constraints on a worldwide scale, regional enterprises may be able to localize the digital platform business model, which can lead to the creation of sizeable markets. This implies, however, that regional digital platforms are inherently constrained to adopting asset-heavy business models (e.g., using kiosks in the case of mobile finance providers such as M-Pesa or Nigeria’s Paga) and to slower scaling across more fragmented markets.

Due to self-sustaining growth and lock-in effects in digital product categories, such as digital payments, online search and operating systems, head-on competition and catching up by developing-country platforms is expected to become harder over time as platform markets become oligopolies or monopolies, leading to a widening of the digital gap. This may be particularly true for innovation platforms, where the potential for combinatorial innovation and generativity scaling depends on standardization, interoperability and the mobilization of developer contributions across the widest geographical expanse possible. Becoming an innovation platform has so far proved elusive for
Digital enterprises in developing countries. Instead, their best opportunities lie in focusing on those product categories where they enjoy a competitive advantage and protections from global incumbents in domestic and international markets.

An additional concern from a long-term development perspective is the risk that, once successful digital platforms in many developing countries acquire a certain scale, they will become attractive acquisition targets for bigger players. For example, Lazada (South-East Asia) was acquired by Alibaba, Souq (West Asia) was acquired by Amazon, Flipkart (India) was acquired by Walmart and 99 (Brazil) was acquired by Didi Chuxing.

D. DIGITAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP

1. Entrepreneurial ecosystems

Innovation and entrepreneurship rarely take place in isolation; rather, they depend on the quality of the surrounding ecosystems. The notion of entrepreneurial ecosystems has gained currency in practice and policy circles (Alvedalen and Boschma, 2017; Stam, 2015). As entrepreneurship is inherently a social and actor-driven process involving organizations and groups of individuals (Obstfeld, 2017; Ruef, 2010), it offers the potential for value capture and economic development at or near the location of the enterprise (Carree and Thurik, 2003). An understanding of entrepreneurial ecosystems can help explain why some cities and regions generate more productive enterprises than others (Stam and Spigel, 2018). It builds on cluster and innovation systems literature (Malecki, 2018; UNCTAD, 2018a), but emphasizes place-bound entrepreneurial resources, defined as "resources specific to the entrepreneurship process... rather than other types of industrial benefits found in clusters that accrue to firms of all sizes and ages" (Spigel, 2017: 52). More advanced ecosystems enable actors to exchange, pass on, and enrich resources more effectively in a continual, interactive and geographically confined process (Mack and Mayer, 2016; Spigel and Harrison, 2018).

Although most studies of digital entrepreneurship have been focused on global digital platforms, the vast majority of digital enterprises remain small and local. This is especially true in developing countries. An entrepreneur seeking to start a technology venture in an LDC faces fundamentally different conditions compared to one in San Francisco, London or Berlin, as shown in UNCTAD’s Rapid eTrade Readiness Assessments and various UNCTAD Science, Technology and Innovation Policy Reviews. In these countries, investment capital is scarcer, infrastructure is weaker, and access to skilled knowledge workers is limited. Moreover, they may command relatively high wages. Despite increasing availability of broadband Internet, affordability and reliability issues persist. Thus, the geographical context of digital enterprises’ physical embodiment (e.g. entrepreneurs and their social circles, staff, offices and computers) influences their ability to grow and contribute to local economic development.

Using the entrepreneurial ecosystem as a conceptual lens applied to digital entrepreneurship, this section reviews contextual constraints in developing countries. Entrepreneurial knowledge, venture capital that supports start-ups, and flexible networks of highly skilled professionals tend to be particularly important for digital enterprises, and they are generally immobile and regionally specific. The following analysis seeks to identify ecosystem bottlenecks as a basis for considering what could be effective policy responses (discussed in chapter VI).

2. Main ecosystem bottlenecks

   a. Small and fragmented local markets

A common bottleneck for digital enterprises in developing countries is the small size and scope of their markets. It is rare for them to be able to reach international markets. In the diverse sample used in one study on Africa (Friederici et al., forthcoming), 117 out of 135 enterprises (87 per cent) targeted their domestic markets. Enterprises typically focused on using digital technologies to cater to a nearby niche market. Generally, only software outsourcing providers were able to serve customers in high-income countries. African outsourcing is generally much smaller and less efficient than it is in South Asia, for example (Mann et al., 2014).

Indeed, few African digital enterprises reach customers beyond the boundaries of their home city. This is because they have to engage with customers directly, and also because only customers in cities have the minimum necessary infrastructural access or technological readiness to engage with a variety of digital products. As a result, only WhatsApp, Facebook
and applications provided by telecom operators, have achieved substantial reach across national markets (Chen et al. 2017; Stork et al., 2017), while local start-ups in Africa have seldom achieved such reach.

Ultimately, the markets that local digital enterprises have effectively been able to reach are much smaller than what statistics on smartphone and Internet adoption might suggest. Combined with end users’ low willingness – or ability – to pay and their limited value to advertisers, digital products catering to consumers often struggle to become financially sustainable. In Africa, only in selected large cities, such as Nairobi, Lagos and Cape Town, are there large enough markets to deliver significant demand-side economies of scale.

b. Inadequate entrepreneurial knowledge and skills

Digital entrepreneurship is fundamentally skills- and knowledge-intensive. While policy tends to focus on technical skills taught at universities, entrepreneurial knowledge is at least as important, but it is often relatively weak (Spigel and Harrison, 2018). It involves knowledge of how to run and scale a digital enterprise, and is mostly tacit knowledge that is inherently situational; it cannot easily be imported from outside, and it is hard to codify or generalize. Instead, locally specific entrepreneurial knowledge is acquired through first-hand experience or through one-on-one, regular mentorship. In other words, one or two generations of digital entrepreneurs would need to have existed in a given place before relevant entrepreneurial knowledge can be diffused effectively and widely.

Digital entrepreneurship is still a rather novel practice. Even counting pre-broadband digital firms (such as bulk SMS providers), the oldest local firms were typically established in the early 2000s. A greater diversity of business models only began to emerge after the arrival of broadband around 2010, which means that entrepreneurial knowledge in most strategies is only just being developed.

Especially for the most resource-starved and nascent entrepreneurial environments, ecosystem development is often hampered by vicious cycles: the absence of experienced entrepreneurs who could function as legitimate visionaries and pass on their knowledge limits the prospects for newcomer enterprises. Entrepreneurs who have exited their first or second start-up function are often the most important resources for newcomers (Spigel and Harrison, 2018).

In nascent entrepreneurial ecosystems, due to the absence or low numbers of such entrepreneurs, it may take a very long time before entrepreneurial knowledge begins to circulate.

c. Lack of a highly skilled and affordable workforce

Digital enterprises rely on creative, skilled staff, such as software developers, designers and data scientists, resulting in the emergence of a new class of professionals (see, for example, Avle, 2014; Avle and Lindtner, 2016). Yet a major problem for local digital enterprises is to be able to recruit and retain talent that is locally available. The dynamic working environment in a start-up often calls for different soft skills than local university graduates can offer, such as creative skills and critical and independent thinking (UNCTAD, 2017a). Local software developers may also lack knowledge of the more recent technical specializations, such as in server administration or algorithmic computing. Software engineers with exposure to clients in high-income countries, either through stays abroad or online freelancing, can become the most valuable team members in digital enterprises. However, such talent is also often expensive by local standards, even though their salaries tend to be lower than what these knowledge workers could earn in more advanced countries.

d. Limited access to finance

Access to finance is another critical determinant. In developing countries, and particularly in the less-developed ones, the financial sector is generally underdeveloped. Commercial banks are unlikely to provide the necessary funds to digital start-ups, given the high risks involved. Moreover, in most cases the start-ups lack the assets that may serve as collateral. This makes it important to look for other types of financing mechanisms, such as angel investors and venture capital. In addition, governments can help improve the situation by offering programmes and instruments for financing innovative activities in the early stages.122

In this context, the increasing formalization of angel investor networks and the emergence of venture capital funds with deep knowledge of African markets has made a marked difference in recent years. Examples include the African Business Angel Network (ABAN), which is combining entrepreneurial knowledge with carefully targeted funds through networking
and sometimes the pooling of capital. Vehicles such as TLCom’s TIDE fund and Chanzo Capital are coupling financial resources from institutional investors, such as the European Investment Bank, with wide and deep networks, and experience and knowledge about typical challenges and opportunities in African markets.

In Latin America, as in Africa, access to funds for digital entrepreneurship is more limited than in other regions, particularly in the developed world. However, venture capital flowing to Latin America doubled in 2018, possibly signalling better prospects for digital entrepreneurship in this region.

3. Innovation hubs: Opportunities and challenges

Innovation hubs can be understood as the organization-level equivalent of entrepreneurial ecosystems. In hubs, entrepreneurial networks and resources are anchored and assembled around a physically embodied focal organization (Capdevila, 2013; Schmidt and Brinks, 2017; Toivonen and Friederici, 2015). They are one example of a broader set of entrepreneurship support organizations that are more networked, bottom-up and community-oriented than traditional business incubators. These include coworking spaces, open creative labs, open innovation labs, maker spaces, and digital fabrication labs or FabLabs (Gryszkiewicz et al., 2017; Merkel, 2015; Seo-Zindy and Heeks, 2017).

Many development organizations have considered innovation hubs as a support channel for boosting entrepreneurship. However, recent empirical studies suggest that, particularly for Africa, results, so far, have not lived up to expectations (Friederici, 2017; Jiménez and Zheng, 2017; Marchant, 2018). This is especially true with regard to the role of hubs as seamless network infrastructures for entrepreneurial ecosystems that allow entrepreneurs to thrive by giving them access to mentors, investors, staff, government, international corporations and others.

In Africa, only some hubs have become “buzzing” places, brimming with entrepreneurial activity (e.g., BongoHive in Zambia, described in Box V.2). Aspirational principles such as diversity and openness have often been contested and conflicted in day-to-day operations. In particular, exclusion effects in hub communities may arise from symbolic boundaries: some participating groups self-select into and out of hubs depending on whether they feel welcome, and whether they identify with those who are already there. A challenge is to balance homogeneity (social cohesion) and heterogeneity (e.g. diversity of competences, resources, knowledge) in different dimensions.

A common pitfall is that hubs provide merely a loose framework within which local entrepreneurs have to work, and they inherently depend on entrepreneurial engagement. However, entrepreneurial participation is neither predictable nor consistent; it varies over time and relies on attributes such as seniority and the culture of the hub. Further, if some entrepreneurs are committed, other entrepreneurs will benefit more from participating, and vice versa. In the case of kLab, a government-supported hub in Rwanda, the nurturing of a small community was found to be conducive to peer mentorship but achieved only limited reach. On the other hand, when kLab lowered its entry criteria, the space became popular with novices, but also overcrowded and impersonal (Friederici, 2018a). Thus, there are context-specific path dependencies and feedback loops: if motivated and capable entrepreneurs are hard to attract, it is harder to generate value for other locals. This creates challenges, especially in cities where ecosystems are fragmented and/or where no critical mass of capable digital entrepreneurs has emerged.

It may therefore be pertinent to consider hubs as assemblers of local entrepreneurial communities within entrepreneurial ecosystems. By convening, interconnecting and motivating entrepreneurs, they can help to transform social structures in a given ecosystem. Hubs can also serve as focal points within wider social, technological, or knowledge networks, but this is not a seamless process; the specific social dynamics and tradeoffs within a local community space greatly affect a hub’s effectiveness (Littlewood and Kiyumbu, 2018; Marchant, 2018). The most effective hubs tend to have both a strong, active, self-determined community of entrepreneurs and a wide network of partners (e.g. corporations, governments and donors). Hubs are thus a managed and purpose-driven channel for the sharing of entrepreneurial resources, rather than their immediate creators (Spigel and Harrison, 2018).

Against this background, it is not surprising that the emphasis in support to African entrepreneurship has shifted to more direct interventions, supplying promising start-ups with capital and networks. For example:
Box V.2. BongoHive: From a community of enthusiasts to a leading innovation hub

BongoHive in Lusaka, Zambia, is one of Africa’s leading innovation and technology hubs. It supports aspiring entrepreneurs to build growth-oriented businesses by addressing challenges and opportunities. Since its launch in 2011, it has evolved from being a meeting place for software developers to a support organization that assists entrepreneurs to validate their ideas, start a business, accelerate growth and attract investment.

Initially, BongoHive was created by a community of enthusiasts who would meet to exchange knowledge on emerging technologies (such as the Android platform) and good practices, as there was a wide disconnect between the knowledge that graduates gained in college and the requirements of industry. This was a major hindrance for new entrants into the Zambian technology industry, exacerbated by a lack of coordination, skills exposure and productivity in industry.

The hub organized its first workshop in Zambia for potential mobile app developers. Next, it started to reach out beyond tech-focused platforms to local creative and business communities. It hosted regular gatherings, hackathons, a “Mobile Monday” chapter, Meet the Industry gatherings and fireside chats with seasoned entrepreneurs. These different events allowed it to acquire knowledge about various sectors and help entrepreneurs identify opportunities for the use of technology to address different business challenges. It also provided assistance to the Asikana Network, a movement led by women to support women with careers in tech.

In 2016, BongoHive introduced new programmes for starting and building businesses, with support from Comic Relief of the United Kingdom under their Queens Young Leadership programme. Several successful start-ups have since benefited from BongoHive’s activities. For example, Z’Pos’ solution helps small business owners make better decisions through their point-of-sale systems; and Musanga, which was initially a food delivery service start-up, has become a delivery platform that helps manufacturers and retailers connect with independent transport providers for deliveries. Over the past three years, start-ups at BongoHive have raised some $750,000.

Looking ahead, BongoHive plans to introduce a growth incubator programme called Thrive. It will help entrepreneurs access technical advisory services, infrastructure and shared business support services, such as accounting and human resources. In addition, it established BongoHive Ventures, seed-funding that responds to the capital needs of start-ups with growth potential. Other plans include an investor-readiness programme that offers advice to start-up founders about the key areas considered influencing investors’ investment decisions.

Skills gaps remain a problem. While universities and colleges play a critical role in imparting technical skills, graduates also need skills in solution design, critical thinking and teamwork. Commencing initially in five universities, BongoHive is helping tertiary-level students acquire the kinds of complementary skills that could help them start their own ventures or contribute to the growth of start-ups. Meanwhile, BongoHive X is another programme that aims to impart skills to tertiary-level students to provide innovative solutions to various challenges in society.

The hub has also worked with micro and small enterprises across Zambia. In partnership with the UKAID’s Private Enterprise Programme Zambia, it designed and delivered short master’s-level classes in digital marketing, market research, business accounting and public speaking to more than 300 people who owned or worked for micro or small enterprises.

Over the past three years, by leveraging digital technologies, businesses have emerged in a wide range of sectors, including fashion, agriculture, aquaculture, technology, personal development, professional services, delivery, and events management. In 2018, the World Bank accorded BongoHive the opportunity to support entrepreneurs involved in agro-processing through a project called the Zambia AgriBusiness BootCamp.

BongoHive is also a member of the Southern Africa Venture Partnership, a collective of hubs, including mHub of Malawi and TechVillage of Zimbabwe, which supports start-ups in the region. Along with fellow members of this Partnership, BongoHive recently joined Village Capitals’ Africa Communities Program to implement their investor readiness programme in Southern Africa.

Source: UNCTAD, based on information from BongoHive, January 2019.
• The German Corporation for International Cooperation’s Make-IT in Africa project has provided direct support through a comprehensive and multi-faceted programme for growth ventures.127

• The GSMA Innovation Fund has provided mentors and between $1 million and $2.3 million for African digital enterprises;128

• The World Bank’s XL Africa initiative convened 20 ventures and linked them to investors (Kapil et al., 2018); and

• Google’s accelerator in Nigeria provided startups with $3 million in funding and in-kind contributions.129

These initiatives focus on growth-oriented start-ups that already have some traction and proven teams, rather than on inexperienced junior entrepreneurs and software developers, unlike earlier hackathons and incentive measures such as innovation prizes.

It is practically impossible to evaluate the impact of such initiatives in terms of their “value for money”. Hubs, accelerators, innovation prizes, and all other support mechanisms are dependent on pre-existing resources available in a given entrepreneurial ecosystem. For instance, local mentors are essential contributors to most kinds of interventions, but if they are absent in a nascent ecosystem, any supporting intervention becomes less effective. Isolated interventions (e.g. hubs or accelerators) will seldom achieve good results, given the complex context-specific interdependencies in ecosystems. Importantly, the presence of some successful digital enterprises can lead to positive feedback loops over time, while supporting entities, such as hubs, or even policymakers, are unlikely to infuse key entrepreneurial resources themselves. Thus, the above-mentioned ecosystem bottlenecks (including poor market access and entrepreneurial knowledge) should be considered in a holistic manner, and with a long-term perspective. Simply setting up supply-side interventions, such as hubs and tech parks, will not strengthen an ecosystem if other bottlenecks remain unaddressed.130

4. Unevenness and vicious cycles in ecosystem development

Vibrant ecosystems of digital entrepreneurship have emerged in some African cities. Every major African city now hosts at least a nascent, small-scale ecosystem, and hubs now exist in nearly every African country (Bayen and Giuliani, 2018; Firestone and Kelly, 2016). Young graduates are inspired by the possibilities opened up to them by digital entrepreneurship, and small local markets for customized software, app development and online freelancing have emerged.

However, progress in Africa has been uneven. Significant digital entrepreneurship activity began earlier in Accra, Cape Town, Nairobi and Lagos than, for instance, in Kigali or Addis Ababa. More and more diverse enterprises exist in those first four cities than in second-tier cities, and the density of innovation hubs and other support initiatives is also higher there (Bayen and Giuliani, 2018; Firestone and Kelly, 2016).

Four countries (Egypt, Kenya, Nigeria and South Africa,) account for about 60 per cent of Africa’s total digital entrepreneurship activity; six second-tier countries (Ghana, Morocco, Senegal, Tunisia, Uganda and the United Republic of Tanzania) make up another 20 per cent, while the remaining 44 countries in Africa account for the remaining 20 per cent (Friederici et al., forthcoming).131 However, Africa still has fewer capital and other entrepreneurial resources than any other regions in the world (see, for instance, Startup Genome, 2017).

There appear to be strong vicious and virtuous cycles between different entrepreneurial resources that are “recycled” over time (Spigel and Harrison, 2018). Since such resources work in conjunction to support productive, growth-oriented entrepreneurship, the absence of foundational resources can block ecosystem development even if other resources are present. For example, constraints on the ability of start-ups to scale are influenced by the paucity of local talent, angel investors, a local customer base, venture-friendly legislation and support interventions.

Sequential patterns in ecosystem resource dynamics can also be observed. The creation of support organizations cannot compensate for shortages of entrepreneurial knowledge in the early stages of ecosystem development. In nascent ecosystems, interventions often focus on light-touch networking events and short-term training programmes. While these may infuse momentary inspiration and activity, they cannot replace the hard and slow work of localized experiential entrepreneurial learning. Small loans given directly to entrepreneurs may ultimately be a more effective and a necessary complementary means of support (McKenzie, 2015), even if pay-offs take longer to materialize.
A similar vicious cycle applies to investments. Investors are often hesitant or absent because investable start-ups are rare in ecosystems with fragmented and small local markets. This, in turn, limits the growth and exit possibilities for the few promising local start-ups that do exist. Networking organizations (such as innovation hubs) are not always able to entice experienced entrepreneurs to participate in their activities, either because the latter may still be preoccupied with building their own start-ups or because they are sceptical about hubs. Many types of entrepreneurial resources can only be fully effective in the later stages of ecosystem development, once basic resources such as entrepreneurial knowledge and risk capital have become available.

Latin America and Asia present more dynamic entrepreneurship and innovation ecosystems than those found in Africa. Although countries in these regions also present weaknesses in terms of finance, skills or connectivity, in most cases these limitations may be less constraining. In Asia, trends vary depending on the level of development. China and India are leading in the creation of start-ups, accounting for 58 per cent of the total for the region. The dynamic ecosystems of South-East Asia represent 13 per cent, with Indonesia, Singapore and Viet Nam accounting for 80 per cent of the start-ups in this subregion. The more advanced economies, including Japan, the Republic of Korea and Taiwan Province of China, account for 10 per cent of the start-ups in Asia. The less developed countries in the region, whose experiences and characteristics are closer to those of African countries make up the remaining 18 per cent (AFD, 2017).

In Latin America, start-ups have sprung up mainly in a few urban centres: Buenos Aires, Bogota, Mexico City, Lima, Santiago and Sao Paulo. Since 2010, their promotion has become a priority in national innovation and development strategies in the region. Examples include: Start up Chile, iNNpulsa Colombia, Start up Peru, Start up Brazil and Incubar Argentina. This has been accompanied by an increasing number of accelerators (AFD, 2017).

E. STRATEGIES FOR DIGITAL ENTERPRISES IN AFRICA

As discussed above, most digital enterprises in Africa are operating under challenging conditions. First, they face insurmountable international competition in the most scalable product categories. Second, they are forced to find solutions to local challenges relating to both digital and physical infrastructure. Third, they have limited access to place-bound entrepreneurial resources such as capital and talent. This section draws on recent empirical research involving interviews with African entrepreneurs to gain a better understanding of how the particular local contexts in a number of African cities are influencing their strategies (Friederici et al., forthcoming). What emerges is that, digital enterprises in Africa are currently adopting one of three strategies to become sustainable as discussed below.

1. Old-school sustainability: Customer relationship scaling as a viable alternative

The first strategy involves customer-relationship scaling adapted to local niche markets. Digital enterprises can benefit from some economies of scale in code and content creation (e.g. near-zero cost of the second copy, using digital building blocks), but they establish and maintain one-to-one customer relationships through direct and regular interactions. Due to high marginal costs for each new customer, this strategy is most common in business-to-business sectors, such as customized software development for local firms, enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems, supply chain management systems and business analytics services. Examples of successes include Torque, Data Systems and Evolve (Rwanda), Delivery Science (Nigeria), Uhasibu and Microclinic Technologies (Kenya), and 50lomi (Ethiopia). While these enterprises usually remain rather small, those that consistently deliver high quality services, and therefore benefit from customer referrals, can expand to tens or hundreds of employees, such as Craft Silicon (Kenya) and C-Net (Ethiopia).

This strategy has suited many African digital enterprises, for three reasons. First, it does not require major upfront investment before revenue is generated. This is important for entrepreneurs that lack sufficient savings or access to risk capital. Second, digital enterprises are able to learn from customers iteratively, continuously adapting products and conducting maintenance in response to direct requests for improvements. Third, international competitors may offer higher quality solutions in the same product category (e.g. SAP software for ERP), but their offerings may be unnecessarily complex, poorly aligned with local requirements (such as particular accounting norms), or too expensive.
2. Last-mile platforms: Moderate user-base scaling through digital-analog infrastructures

The second strategy also targets local markets, but is oriented towards larger groups of end users (consumers or small businesses). It may involve user-base scaling, but complements digital infrastructures with analog outposts to improve customer engagement. This strategy basically takes a lesson from M-Pesa’s successful use of an elaborate agent system. Enterprises use agents and regular workshops and training sessions to attract and interact with customers. Examples of companies that have adopted this strategy include AgroCenta, meQasa and Abossey Okai Online (Ghana), Paga (Nigeria), and SafeMotos and Ared (Rwanda).

This strategy seems to work in African markets because it directly addresses two demand-side constraints, namely: (i) low trust and capacity in the use of digital technology, and (ii) infrastructure weaknesses (e.g. no – or low – Internet bandwidth or outdated devices). These companies are all transaction platforms with important offline complements to the online services – a major difference compared with their global counterparts (such as Uber, AirBnB or Amazon). To remain physical-asset-light, such global platforms explicitly rely on other platform users for offline customer interactions, while the platforms themselves engage with customers only through software and apps. The global platforms count on customers’ preference for digitally mediated interactions (e.g. considering online shopping to be more convenient than going to a physical store). By contrast, African platforms deliberately engage in offline interactions with end users. This has been referred to as “last mile platforms”.

3. Using exclusive local assets to derive value for clients in developed countries

A third, less common strategy is to exploit the distance-bridging potential of digital technologies to reach customers in developed countries, while turning a physical presence in Africa into an asset. This may involve new adaptations of software development outsourcing, as in the cases of Andela (with offices in New York, Lagos and Nairobi) and Gebeya (with offices in London, Ethiopia and Nairobi). Both companies take advantage of the incessant demand for software developers in developed countries and the low cost of labour in Africa. However, they are also setting up local African operations that are more elaborate than call centres to ultimately nurture African developer talent as a unique asset (Box V.3).

In each of the three strategies, the digital enterprises blend digital technologies with analog assets with a view to turning a formerly locational deficit into a competitive advantage, a valuable asset or a source of innovation. However, each strategy requires further local modifications and adaptations to become viable.

**Box V.3. The strategies of Andela and Gebeya**

Andela uses a hands-on educational model, including large-scale physical campuses, to train young software developers to a point where they can independently complete projects for clients in the United States. Unlike many traditional outsourcing companies, it acknowledges that experiential learning and craft knowledge required for advanced software development cannot be mass produced or taught entirely online. Accordingly, it emphasizes organizational culture, invests in brand building, and gives bright young coders full stipends, hoping to thereby gain buy-in by both United States-based customers and African developers. Andela has been able to mobilize significant risk capital to build analog structures on an efficient scale.

Gebeya adopts a marketplace (i.e. transaction platform) model, where African software developers are matched to suitable jobs from clients. The company uses its location in proximity to Ethiopia’s vast digital labour market, local knowledge and its founder’s continent-wide networks to achieve efficient scale and assure quality. This strategy reaches beyond outsourcing, to productize local knowledge that is valuable to clients in high-income countries. For instance, an agricultural digital innovation provider placed a permanent representative in Geneva, Switzerland, functioning as a local market knowledge broker along global food supply chains. Similarly, an analytics provider in Accra markets databases offering business information to investment firms in more advanced economies.

Source: UNCTAD.
Capable entrepreneurs creatively adjust to market signals by iteratively improving their products (Alvarez et al., 2012). These signals can inform African digital entrepreneurs to localize their activity one way or another. Customer relationship scalers conduct demand-driven localization for business customers. Last-mile platforms conduct demand-driven localization for consumers or large groups of small business users. The local asset strategy caters to commoditized international demand while deriving value from a localized process of code and content creation. Such localization may set African digital enterprises onto slower growth paths than global platforms, but, given their geographical starting point, such a strategy may be the best way to create and capture value through digital technologies within Africa.

However, almost no African digital enterprises are creating digital infrastructure that is in wide use and becomes embedded. While software production for business customers and users is common, the enterprises seldom, if ever, create digital building blocks for innovators elsewhere in Africa or beyond. While the international expansion of some payment services (such as Paga and M-Pesa) and integrative platforms (such as Flutterwave) is encouraging, greater homogenization and integration of digital infrastructure are needed across African and other developing countries to set them on regionally suitable digital innovation paths.

F. DIGITALIZATION OF ENTERPRISES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

In most developing countries, whereas digital entrepreneurship focuses especially on opportunities in the digital sector itself, there could be considerable scope for reaping the benefits from digitalization in other parts of the economy. For example, in many countries, the number of ICT specialists is at least as high in industries outside the core ICT sector (chapter III). Moreover, when existing firms in traditional sectors digitalize to optimize their production and management processes, significant productivity gains have been observed. One study estimates that as much as 75 per cent of the economic impact of the Internet in 12 large developing and developed countries originates in firms in traditional sectors (Manyika et al., 2011). At the same time, there is evidence to suggest that the extent of benefits from digitalization depends on pre-existing economic and social structures, and on critical mass effects. As a result, higher income countries tend to benefit more than countries at lower levels of income (Albiman and Sulong, 2017; Galperin and Fernanda Viecens, 2017).

Digitalization and the rise of the platform economy are greatly transforming the way firms connect to others, be they buyers, suppliers, peers or supporting institutions at home and abroad. This is entirely reshaping the business ecosystem of MSMEs. MSMEs in developing economies, and especially in LDCs, will need affordable access to appropriate ICT infrastructures to be able to compete effectively in the digital economy. These include mobile telephony, as a minimum, but increasingly also broadband connectivity, which should be extended also to rural areas at affordable rates of access. In addition, MSMEs need assistance to make more effective use of ICTs.

Most micro and small firms generally lag far behind large ones in ICT use (figure V.2). This constitutes a significant barrier to their effective integration into GVCs that are becoming increasingly reliant on digital solutions (UNCTAD, 2017a). In both developing and developed countries for which data were available, it is observed that a lower proportion of small enterprises make use of the Internet than large companies. Moreover, fewer enterprises generally engage in complex tasks online. For example, enterprises are more likely to use the Internet to obtain information about goods and services than to deliver products online, which requires adapting their business model to the online world. In countries where ICTs are widely available, the proportion of enterprises that are performing more complex online tasks tends to be higher.

The nature and extent of platformization will also have different impacts on MSMEs in developing countries (UNCTAD, 2017a). Slow progress towards more sophisticated use of digital technologies may reflect lack of skills, motivation, resources and appropriate systems. For example, in the tourism industries of some developing economies, skills gaps limit the extent to which small hotels are able to technically link into global systems, even if they have good connectivity. In agriculture, the use of online platforms may be feasible only if firms can obtain complementary support in the form of capacity-building, training or other technical assistance that can enable them to obtain finance or meet quality standards.
In buyer-driven GVCs controlled by a few lead firms, such as in garments and agricultural commodities, various forms of more open online platforms allow sellers from lower income developing countries to reach buyers. Examples include the use of agricultural price platforms by exporters in Africa, and the use of e-commerce platforms by agricultural firms. However, where large buyers are dominant, they are likely to exercise control over access to markets and to their trusted brands, in which case the transformational impact of digital platforms will be limited.

Platforms are probably the most useful for MSMEs in markets characterized by a diversity of buyers rather than by the dominance of a single market or set of firms. They also offer scope for functional upgrading in value chains where producers build trust and potentially move to sell higher value-added exports. For instance, some developing-country producers have been able to use platforms to upgrade from commodities to beer-making, or from basic goods to food products that could be regionally exported (Hinson, 2010; Tiamiyu et al., 2012).

In general, participation in online platforms may be more useful for smaller firms that compete in specific, well-defined market segments, such as trading in a niche tourism market and in value-added food products (e.g. ethical goods) as well as in regional and emerging market value chains. While such segments and markets may seem relatively small, these kinds of online platforms can help producers reach more clients and achieve sufficient economies of scale and income generation (UNCTAD, 2017a).

In conclusion, it is important to strengthen the capabilities of MSMEs in developing countries to engage in and take advantage of the digital economy. The scope for value creation and capture in an economy is significantly enhanced if the domestic firms – not only those in the digital sector itself – have the resources, skills and awareness needed to transform digital opportunities into greater competitiveness. Moreover, the stronger the absorptive capacity of MSMEs throughout an economy, the greater are the chances of positive spillovers from the introduction and adoption of digital technologies. Overall, in the short term, it is likely that, given the production structure in developing countries that have a higher weight of agriculture and services, it is the enterprises in these sectors that will realize most of the gains from digitalization.

**Figure V.2. Proportion of small and large enterprises receiving orders over the Internet, selected countries, 2018 (Per cent)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Small enterprises (10-49 employees)</th>
<th>Large enterprises (+250 employees)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azerbaijan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montenegro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czechia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montenegro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montenegro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montenegro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montenegro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azerbaijan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montenegro</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: UNCTADstat.

Note: Data for Rep. of North Macedonia and Egypt refer to 2016; data for Singapore, Belarus, Indonesia, United Arab Emirates, Qatar and Azerbaijan refer to 2015; data for Republic of Korea, Kazakhstan and Thailand refer to 2014; and data for Mauritius refer to 2013.
G. CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has shown that, despite global inequalities in the digital economy, there are opportunities for enterprises in developing countries to benefit from digitalization. Such opportunities may emerge from using global digital platforms in productive ways, developing local or regional platforms, as well as promoting digital entrepreneurship and the digitalization of existing companies, especially MSMEs. However, developing countries face significant obstacles to reaping the gains from the digital economy, particularly the countries trailing the furthest behind in this evolving landscape.

Opportunities from the digital economy are constrained in many ways. Some of them are linked to deficiencies in local infrastructure and entrepreneurial ecosystems, while others are due to the way in which the digital economy is unfolding. Against this background, digital business models often have to be adapted from those applied in the more advanced economies, taking into account local circumstances and limitations. Entrepreneurs and policymakers can learn from some of the positive experiences outlined in this chapter. At the same time, the significant obstacles facing digital entrepreneurs and MSMEs that prevent them from taking advantage of the digital economy should be fully recognized when assessing development potential in most developing countries.

It is clear that inclusive development gains from the digital economy will not be realized automatically from simply expanding access to affordable broadband connectivity. In the current context, government interventions in a number of policy areas relating to digitalization will be needed to secure outcomes that can support efforts to achieve the SDGs. That is the focus of the next chapter.
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Previous chapters have demonstrated some of the major transformations caused by the digital economy, and especially the growing reliance on digital data. These transformations are facilitating the creation and expansion of new business models and ways of organizing production. At the same time, the high levels of concentration of resources, skills and capacities needed to leverage digital transformations are heightening the risk that further digitalization and data-driven development will lead to widening digital divides and income inequalities, instead of contributing towards more inclusive and sustainable development.

Technology is not deterministic; it can create both opportunities and challenges. It is up to governments, in close dialogue with other stakeholders, to “shape the digital economy” by defining the rules of the game. This in turn requires a reasonable sense of the kind of digital future that is desirable. Policymakers, the private sector and civil society need to get together to make choices that can harness the potential of the digital economy to spread its benefits more equitably and empower people to combat rising inequalities.

POLICIES AIMED AT VALUE CREATION AND CAPTURE
New policies at national and international levels needed to build an inclusive digital economy

Technology is not deterministic. It creates both: opportunities and challenges. The global nature of the digital economy will require more: dialogue, policy making, and consensus-building.

It is up to governments with other stakeholders to make choices that can help reverse... the trends towards widening inequalities and power imbalances. It is up to governments with other stakeholders to shape the digital economy by defining the rules of the game.

Policy areas that need particular attention

- Strengthening the readiness of developing countries to engage in and benefit from e-commerce and the digital economy
- Digital entrepreneurship and innovation policies, leveraging niche areas and domestic opportunities, including for women
- Data policies for capturing value
- Digitalization of MSMEs
- Competition policies for the digital era
- Taxation of digital platforms
- Development cooperation with more attention to the digital dimension

Need for new policies and regulations tailored to national objectives backed by more international support:

- Need for new policies and regulations that can create a fairer distribution of gains
- Need for policy space for experimentation to assess the benefits and disadvantages of different options
- National efforts in developing countries Inclusive digital transformation
- More international support

Digital divides Differences in readiness High concentration of market power
A. INTRODUCTION

To secure a digital future for the many, rather than the few, domestic and international policies should go beyond simply enlisting more developing-country users and consumers into the digital economy; they should also enable the building of domestic capabilities to create and capture value. Only then can the process of digitalization fully support the Agenda 2030 for Sustainable Development. The challenge is huge, involving the adaptation and adoption of policies, laws and regulations in many areas. While some issues can be addressed through national policies, others necessitate collaboration and policy dialogue at regional and international levels.

This chapter explores options for governments to enable their countries to create and capture more value, as well as a more equitable distribution of the gains from the digital economy. The context is complex. On the one hand, the introduction of new technologies and their applications creates radically new opportunities for individuals to find information, resources and new jobs, as well as to offer their skills and services in global markets. For firms in the digital sector, enhanced use of ICTs and various digital applications may create more demand for both ICT goods and services. In digitally enabled sectors, firms may take advantage of e-commerce and other digital platforms to reach new clients, improve their productivity and develop new business models. In terms of economy-wide impacts, the successful leveraging of the digital economy may generate more economic growth, employment and taxable revenues (table II.2).

On the other hand, the potential benefits are far from automatic, and there are major challenges, costs and risks involved. To start with, countries are at different stages of preparedness to engage in and seize opportunities from digitalization and platformization. This calls for efforts to build the capacities needed to help more people and businesses in developing countries to become developers, producers and exporters in the digital economy. Secondly, there is a need to revisit national and international policies that can affect the creation and distribution of wealth. These include policies relating to data, competition, taxation, the labour market and intellectual property (IP), trade, as well as to development cooperation.

A particular complication is the rapid evolution of the digital economy, and the lack of reliable evidence as to which policies may or may not work in certain settings. Even the most advanced economies have only just started to assess how best to deal with digital disruption (OECD, 2019d). Many developing countries are at a further disadvantage due to the lack of reliable evidence and statistics in areas of direct relevance to the formulation and monitoring of policies for harnessing the benefits of digital transformations (chapter III).

This chapter is organized as follows. Section B considers the role of national policies in building an ecosystem that is conducive to digital entrepreneurship and value creation in the digital economy. It discusses ways to help countries that are trailing in digital readiness to improve their performance in key areas, drawing on recent UNCTAD work. Special attention is given to areas offering opportunities for domestic digital entrepreneurship and innovation linked to platformization, promoting the empowerment of women entrepreneurs and fostering the uptake of digital technologies by MSMEs.

Section C discusses different policy options for exploiting digital data for value creation and capture. Specific areas include data ownership, data protection and privacy, regulating cross-border data flows and skills development. Section D focuses on the possible need for adapting competition law and policy to developments in the digital economy. It discusses competition law enforcement, regulation and the need for international collaboration in these areas. Section E reviews recent policy trends related to digitalization and taxation, with a special emphasis on the role of digital platforms. Section F deals with the treatment of intellectual property in the digital economy. Section G examines the need for labour market and social protection policies. Section H considers the role of the international community and ways in which official development assistance could contribute towards securing a more inclusive outcome of the digital economy. Section I concludes.

B. NATIONAL POLICIES FOR CREATING AND CAPTURING VALUE IN THE DIGITAL ECONOMY

1. Connecting the dots in policy-making

Most developing countries face many constraints in trying to benefit from the digital economy. Governments and other stakeholders need a basic understanding of the dynamics of the digital economy before they can formulate and implement relevant policies. They can benefit from access to empirical evidence of their
own performance in policy areas that have a bearing on their ability to participate productively in the digital economy. In view of the cross-sectoral nature of digitalization, countries should adopt a coordinated response to the formulation and implementation of policies to secure benefits from digitalization.

Given that the rise of data-driven digital development is a recent phenomenon, there are few tried and tested approaches to consider. Even among the developed economies, digitalization presents many new challenges. As stated in a report presented at the OECD Going Digital Summit in March 2019 (OECD 2019d: 158):

"Digital transformation is complex and evolving rapidly. Policy decisions must increasingly be made under uncertainty about future digital and other developments... While progress has been made in answering some of the most pressing and difficult questions that governments face today, more work is needed to understand some complex issues and to design resilient policy frameworks in response."

For countries at lower levels of digital readiness, it is important to raise awareness and understanding of the key issues at stake. As policy priorities will differ among countries, due to their varying levels of development, there is no one-size-fits-all approach. Their policy approach needs to be holistic and multidisciplinary, and involve relevant stakeholders. This requires an effort by governments to create suitable mechanisms that enable the collection of relevant information for producing the intelligence needed to formulate and implement appropriate policies and strategies. Good practices in this context include the identification of high-level advocates in a lead ministry (as has been done, for example, in Kiribati, Togo and Vanuatu) who can create a dedicated cross-ministerial team to develop coherent policy responses. Another way is to follow the example of Uganda and form a national task force or committee on e-commerce with a lead agency, and assign responsibilities (UNCTAD, 2019b). Governments can also benefit from effective participation in policy dialogues at the regional and global levels (box VI.1).

2. Lessons from UNCTAD’s Rapid eTrade Readiness Assessments of LDCs

Enhancing the e-commerce readiness of a country is important so that more firms and people are able to create value through the digital economy. Since 2016, UNCTAD has conducted Rapid eTrade Readiness Assessments in LDCs covering seven key policy areas to help them improve their e-commerce capabilities. By April 2019, 17 such assessments had been completed. Each study provides an analysis of the current e-commerce situation in the assessed country, identifying opportunities and barriers that serve as a valuable input to these countries’ involvement in discussions related to e-commerce and the digital economy. This section presents some of the key policy recommendations that have been derived from these assessments to support national policy-
They can be considered low-hanging fruit to enhance LDCs’ readiness to engage in and benefit from digitalization. More detailed information can be found in each of the assessments.

**a. Strategy formulation**

With a view to developing a unifying “whole-of-government” approach to harnessing the digital economy, it is advisable to improve inter-ministerial coordination with the appointment of a lead ministry. Countries generally also need to collect better statistics and information. Moreover, efforts to raise awareness among key stakeholders about the implications of e-commerce and other digital developments are important, as is the establishment of mechanisms for effective public-private dialogue. This would include soliciting views of enterprises of different sizes in different sectors. For example, countries like Bangladesh, Madagascar and the Solomon Islands, all engaged in effective public-private dialogues to collect relevant information from MSMEs during various stages of the assessment. In Myanmar, the Ministry of Commerce organized several consultations with relevant ministries and agencies to discuss and endorse recommendations of UNCTAD’s Rapid eTrade Readiness Assessment. It also convened a donor round table to solicit support from development partners.

**b. ICT infrastructure and services development**

Affordable connectivity remains a major challenge in many LDCs, especially in their rural and remote areas. In order to accelerate access to adequate ICT services, efforts should be made to increase access to fast, affordable and reliable Internet services, as well as to last-mile connectivity. In this context, support should be given to public-private partnerships (PPPs) to strengthen national backbone infrastructure and improve access to international bandwidth. At the same time, governments should be aware of the various risks associated with PPP arrangements. Clear targets for quality of telecom services should be set and enforced, and network performance obligations specified.

**c. Trade logistics measures**

In all the LDCs reviewed, it was found that inefficient trade procedures and logistics infrastructure limit their ability to take advantage of the digital economy. There is generally a huge need for improving physical infrastructures, and for modernizing the transport and logistics sector. There is also scope for streamlining customs procedures, particularly for cross-border shipments of small parcels. To facilitate domestic deliveries, physical addresses and postal code systems often have to be developed, including by leveraging innovative geospatial applications. Governments should also consider encouraging the use of new logistical solutions through partnerships with private courier companies, logistics providers and national postal services.

**d. Payment solutions**

In view of the high reliance on cash-based transactions in most LDCs (UNCTAD, 2015d), governments should consider promoting mobile payments and other cashless solutions, as well as digital financial literacy among MSMEs. They could also encourage the development of e-banking innovations, online inter-bank money transfers and online payments. The interoperability of different mobile money and e-payment platforms could be improved with a view to reducing friction in online transactions, increasing their ease-of-use for consumers, and reducing costs for merchants and platform operators. This often requires appropriate regulations to support more competition in the marketplace and foster innovation.

**e. Legal and regulatory frameworks**

Many LDCs lack appropriate legal and regulatory instruments to foster online transactions. A useful starting point is to perform a regulatory gap analysis, which would provide the basis for a holistic approach to formulating laws and regulations needed for e-commerce and the digital economy, and then adopt baseline e-commerce legislation or updating relevant laws and regulations in line with international best practices. Areas of particular relevance include legislation relating to e-transactions, consumer protection, data protection, intellectual property and cybercrime. The adoption of laws and regulations needs to be complemented by effective enforcement, as well as appropriate capacity-building among lawmakers and some members of the judiciary.

**f. Skills development**

There is a significant need to build relevant skills and other capabilities to enable active participation in the digital economy. Courses in tertiary education and vocational training dedicated to e-commerce are recommended to help close the gap between
the knowledge and skills of current graduates and the needs of an increasingly digitally enabled private sector. Business support organizations may need to refocus their services so as to tailor them to the requirements of the digital economy. Special attention should be given to women and girls to redress the current dominance of men in the ICT sector workforce and in ICT occupations (see also section VI.B.4).

g. Access to financing

Established lending practices tend to favour large firms in mature industries rather than MSMEs seeking to explore opportunities in the digital economy. Key recommendations include encouraging commercial banks to develop tailored lending practices and products better adapted to the needs of digital entrepreneurs. Special efforts may also be needed to train MSMEs in developing bankable business plans that meet the requirements of commercial banks. In order to help more women take advantage of business opportunities in the digital economy, governments should persuade business associations and women-led associations that work closely with small businesses to undertake capacity-building initiatives. In addition, entrepreneurs and MSMEs could be encouraged to look beyond traditional financial institutions and explore alternative funding models, such as innovation grants, loan guarantees, incubators and venture capital.138

3. Fostering digital entrepreneurship and innovation

In low-income developing economies, the extent and speed of the direct effects of improved access to the Internet and various digital technologies on local economic development have been limited so far (chapter V). Boosting entrepreneurship in the digital and digitally enabled sectors is important to facilitate more value creation in the digital economy. Due to low levels of e-trade readiness, entrepreneurs in the digital economy of many developing countries face various barriers to scaling their activities. Firstly, global digital competitors are already well-established in the most scalable digital product categories. Secondly, servicing local markets digitally may require setting up blended digital-analog processes to build up a user base or create a unique value proposition. In their absence, digital platforms in developing countries are often unable to become physicalasset-light, in the way as their counterparts in developed countries. They therefore need to apply different business models.

Digital entrepreneurship is a relatively new economic practice for which empirical evidence is generally scant. For government support of digital entrepreneurship to be effective, close dialogue is needed with relevant stakeholders. Meaningful dialogue and interactive learning happen mostly on a one-on-one basis or in small group discussions rather than in public venues. Large-scale “talk shop” conferences and meetings may serve to inspire discussion, but it is often more effective to assign a few outreach representatives to engage directly and continuously with local entrepreneurs. Policymakers should work with established hubs in making decisions on what sort of support they should provide to entrepreneurs. In the i4Policy initiative in Africa, for example, hub managers convene to establish a venue for policy dialogue. They should also seek to integrate efforts to promote digital entrepreneurship into broader policies to promote innovation.140

Policymakers should target their actions and measures to the specific dynamics of local digital entrepreneurship. The traditional channels for supporting microenterprises (e.g. non-growth-oriented) and traditional SMEs (e.g. through loan programmes and trade shows) are unlikely to be very effective.141 For instance, digital entrepreneurs may not have the required collateral, or may be too young to qualify, for traditional grants or loans. Furthermore, the needs of digital entrepreneurs vary across regions and countries, and also depend on the kind of venture and its stage of development. What is useful for a university graduate starting a digital business (e.g., meetups or hackathons) is of limited value to a more advanced start-up looking for legal advice, subject-matter expertise or international contacts.

Building an ecosystem conducive to digital entrepreneurship takes time. Many critical intangible resources (e.g. entrepreneurial knowledge, strong local networks and organizations, and cultural changes) can only materialize over time (Athreye, 2005; Storper et al., 2015). It may be preferable to adopt indirect, long-term-oriented and non-traditional approaches, which suggests the need for iterative policy experimentation and evaluation (UNCTAD, 2018g). The earlier this process begins, the better.

It is especially important to facilitate a long-term build-up of immobile, or “sticky”, entrepreneurial
resources. Physical resources (e.g. broadband Internet, government-subsidized office space in hubs and incubators) and financial resources (e.g. grants, loans) are necessary but insufficient conditions for digital entrepreneurship to thrive. Investment in hubs, incubators and technology parks can be a waste of resources if they remain unused due to other bottlenecks, such as limited market access or weak entrepreneurial knowledge. The sheer number or size of such interventions thus remains a poor indicator of the quality of an entrepreneurial ecosystem. Moreover, the more control and influence that entrepreneurs themselves have over dedicated spaces and innovation facilities, the better. The case of BongoHive in Lusaka (box V.2) is a good illustration of how, when well implemented, innovation and technology hubs can make a positive difference.

More broadly, social and intangible factors (e.g. knowledge, networks and culture) are important but hard to influence. Physical and financial resources have to be designed and combined so that they reflect the realities of entrepreneurial processes. For instance, diligence and eligibility requirements for government grants should not result in the exclusion of start-ups in the informal sector. Tech parks sometimes remain empty and ineffective because they are located in places that are unattractive to entrepreneurs or difficult for them to access, or they are unable to assume an entrepreneurial culture (Lerner, 2009). When faced with a choice, governments should consider focusing less on light-touch initiatives with promotional value (e.g. hackathons or bootcamps) or on high-profile infrastructure projects (e.g. tech parks), and more on efforts to foster tacit entrepreneurial knowledge creation through subsidized mentoring programmes, vocational training, apprenticeships and internships.

Market scale matters. For instance, some Chinese platform-based companies, adopting similar strategies to those of their peers in the United States, succeeded because they were enabled by early and long-term-oriented investments in local innovative capacities, and by a vast domestic market shielded from foreign competition. However, the Chinese experience is difficult to replicate by smaller developing economies with limited bargaining power. Market protection measures stand a better chance of generating desirable outcomes if there is a homogenous market of many users with considerable technological capacity that can be integrated into a regional or supra-regional market, and if they are coupled with early long-term-oriented, resource-intensive and focused investment plans. However, few groups of countries would be able to sustain such concerted action over a long period of time. They would find it difficult to tolerate the concentration of value capture (and thus economic growth) in only a few geographical clusters. In a single country (such as China), on the other hand, it may be easier to make policy choices that initially benefit a few selected innovation and production hubs (e.g. Shenzhen).

While only a few countries have managed to foster a thriving platform ecosystem of the kind observed in the United States and China, some developing countries have formulated specific policies aimed at enabling local platforms to grow. Ethiopia, for example, prohibits Uber, Didi and other foreign ride-sharing platforms from setting up operations. In their absence, various alternative services (such as Ride, ZayRide and ETTA) have emerged, tailored to local conditions (e.g. slow Internet speeds, and a lack of smartphones and mobile payment systems). In Kenya, Uber is facing stiff competition from locally based ride-sharing companies like Little. In other countries, strategic decisions by global digital platforms not to enter a certain market have created space for local ones to grow (such as Jumia Group and Souq in Africa). Thus, depending on the policy environment and market conditions, local digital platforms can be viable options also in developing countries.

Another approach is to allow local digital enterprises to scale internationally in new digital product categories while continuing to make a virtue of their geographical positioning. Innovative business models and processes that have worked well in a particular country could be explored in other markets with similar conditions, and governments could look for ways to facilitate such international reach. Market harmonization in the traditional sense of trade agreements and facilitating cross-border e-commerce (e.g. Africa’s Continental Free Trade Area or the EU’s Digital Single Market initiative) are useful examples in this context.

It might also be desirable to provide direct policy support to digital product markets where regional development potential and expertise coincide, such as last-mile platforms for digital payments, microfinance and digital health. Opportunities may be found, especially in niche markets (i.e. digital product categories), that are relatively unattractive for global competitors but large enough for start-ups to attain a critical mass regionally. Policy support could also
be provided for creating exchange programmes for entrepreneurs which encourage and explain to them how to internationalize.

Finally, governments may seek to support the creation of regional innovation platforms and ecosystems. In fragmented technological landscapes, such as those found in many developing countries, digital innovation cannot realize its combinatorial and inclusive potential. The challenge is to identify innovation paths with long-term potential, and work towards providing a shared, open and enabling digital infrastructure. Part of this involves better integrating existing proprietary systems, for instance by forcing mobile operators to open up and/or improve their application program interfaces within and across countries.

For identifying niche digital product categories and for digital infrastructure development, policymakers could provide incentives to different clusters within a region to develop complementary but deep technical knowledge bases. The greatest potential could be expected for digital products (a) that are hard to be replicated elsewhere, (b) that would be needed locally and elsewhere, and (c) that could be transported or duplicated in a certain location at relatively low cost. For many low-income countries, there may be more market opportunities for local or regional digital goods and services in local or regional markets than in global markets (DIODE, 2018).

4. Empowering women entrepreneurs in the digital economy

Improving women’s access to the opportunities offered by the digital economy is important for bridging the gender digital divide, and for broadening the opportunities for women entrepreneurs to find jobs and earn (additional) income. This would benefit women and their families, which would enhance the well-being of society as a whole. However, in addition to the now familiar technological and economic hurdles, various individual, legislative and cultural barriers (such as inherent gender biases) exist, which prevent women in some developing countries from benefiting from the opportunities offered by e-commerce and the digital economy.

Empowerment through digital technologies involves fostering the upward mobility of women beyond the informal sector, the rural areas and micro loans/initiatives, as well as beyond subsistence levels. Various forms of financial and technical support currently provided to bridge the personal development gap are not sufficient; mentoring, networking and greater exposure to relevant role models can help overcome inherent gender biases and cultural norms that limit women’s ability to confidently start or sustain projects, including in e-commerce and various data-driven technology areas.

A number of initiatives around the world are currently supporting women entrepreneurs in the technology field. For example:

- **Wireless Women for Entrepreneurship and Empowerment**, led by the Digital Empowerment Foundation in India creates women-driven ICT-based micro social enterprises. Wireless Internet supports women entrepreneurs in socially backward locations or districts, and contributes to creating an Internet environment for gender inclusion and women’s empowerment.¹⁴⁵

- In Haiti, **Radikal** aims to tackle poverty by providing women with the tools – including use of the Internet, social media and mobile technology – to help their micro-enterprises produce high-quality, organic products with local raw materials.¹⁴⁶

- In Ghana, the **Soronko Academy**, through the Tech Needs Girls Project, has trained over 4,500 girls in eight regions in Ghana, and also in Burkina Faso, on how to code and create technology. It has decided to set up a coding and design school as a safe space where innovation can meet creativity, and where technical, problem-solving and critical thinking skills can be acquired.¹⁴⁷

Concrete measures to encourage and empower women entrepreneurs to participate or become active players in the digital economy include creating better funding opportunities, and providing role models and mentoring. Another approach is to leverage new networks of women leaders in e-commerce in different developing regions. This is a way to give women leaders more visibility as role models, and provide them with opportunities to influence the policy debate at national and international levels. More dialogue between policymakers, the private sector and civil society on how to empower women in the digital economy should be encouraged at all levels, especially in developing countries. To this end, UNCTAD has launched a new eTrade for Women initiative.¹⁴⁸
5. Supporting the digitalization of enterprises

Securing value from the digital economy requires not just strengthening the digital sector itself, but also efforts to enable enterprises across all sectors to take more advantage of digital technologies. The uptake of ICTs among enterprises, especially micro and small enterprises, in many developing countries remains limited (chapter V). With higher levels of digitalization of industries (including in agriculture or tourism), there is considerable scope for digital entrepreneurs to help develop innovative digital solutions for those industries. Firms that invest in and apply ICTs are generally in a better position to become more productive, competitive and profitable (UNCTAD, 2011).

Governments and actors involved in development activities may find it useful to learn from private sector experiences in order to intervene in ways that help enterprises and civil society seize opportunities created by developments in technology. Many small business owners in developing countries, and especially in LDCs, lack the necessary capabilities, skills and awareness to take full advantage of the digital economy. Thus, even if they have access to mobile phones or the Internet, they may not know how to leverage these tools for advancing their business operations. One way to address this issue is to integrate ICT skills development into general training curricula in business management. Depending on the beneficiaries targeted, such training may range from advice on how to use mobile phones as a business tool to more advanced training in how to use various technologies and applications to improve operational management, customer relationship management and resource planning.

There are different ways for MSMEs to gain an online presence to market their goods and services to potential buyers in their own country or in foreign markets. The introduction of digital platforms has helped overcome some traditional obstacles, such as the need for in-house resources, information technology equipment and expertise, by establishing and maintaining a web presence (UNCTAD, 2015d).

In the right circumstances, digital platforms can expand the opportunities for small enterprises in developing countries to reach new customers. However, access to global platforms and apps markets still varies greatly (UNCTAD, 2018b). Policymakers could choose to engage with the platform owners to ensure that their platforms can be fully utilized locally, and that existing regulations do not hamper access. In Egypt, for example, contacts with Google, led to the opening up of the Google Play app market for Egyptian developers, which created opportunities for them to sell their apps (UNCTAD, 2017e). Policymakers could also support training for MSMEs on how to leverage such platforms. In addition, trade promotion organizations need to tailor their services offered to small businesses in ways that are conducive to exporting in the digital economy (UNCTAD, 2017a).

C. DATA POLICIES FOR CAPTURING VALUE

Countries with limited capacity to transform digital data into digital intelligence are constrained in their potential to capture economic value from data. To prevent dependence on certain countries in the increasingly data-driven economy, national development strategies need to include the objective of digital upgrading (value addition) in data value chains, to enhance domestic capacities to move from treating data as a raw material to processing digital data and using AI. This may involve the development of national data policies and strategies with a view to both seizing the opportunities that the expansion of data can create, and dealing with various risks and challenges associated with such development. This section considers options for countries to create and capture more value from data. Key questions for governments include how to assign ownership and control over data; how to build consumer trust and protect data privacy; how to regulate cross-border data flows (CBDFs); and how to build the appropriate capabilities for harnessing digital data for development.

1. Data ownership policies

Given the strategic importance of digital data, it is necessary to understand who can control access, use and deletion of data, which are the main rights associated with the concept of data “ownership” (OECD, 2019a). Much of the data being leveraged reflect the actions and choices of online users who may be able to use various online services for “free” in exchange for sharing their data with the digital platforms they are visiting. Other digital data are the result of human-to-machine or machine-to-machine interactions. Currently, foreign companies often enter a country, build infrastructure to extract data
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various users, and then assume control over the data. If data were recognized as a public resource, however, data ownership would lie, first and foremost, within the jurisdiction of the country where they are produced.

In recent years, various proposals to ensure a more equitable sharing of the economic gains from digital data have been put forward. However, there is considerable divergence of views in this regard, and some time may be required to experiment with different policy options to better understand their respective pros and cons. Some proposals below focus on how to remunerate the individuals who are sharing their data with platforms through personal data markets or via data trusts. Others call for the use of collective data ownership.

### a. Personal data markets

Personal data markets have been proposed as a way to help rebalance power from global digital platforms to the platform users (Lanier, 2014; Arrieta-Ibarra et al., 2018). Under this approach, the latter are given ownership rights over their own data and the opportunity to sell (or not sell) them. The idea was tested briefly in the dot-com era, when some companies (e.g. AllAdvantage) created a platform that enabled users to sell their personal data. This platform was funded by Softbank along with some venture capital, and at its peak it was valued at $700 million (Gimein, 2000), but it went out of business in 2001.

There are some major limitations with personal data markets. Firstly, individual data are worth very little on their own (Beauvisage, 2017). The real value of data comes from the data being pooled together. Secondly, the administrative costs of personal data markets can be very high. Thirdly, it is unclear how to determine ownership over personal data. For instance, in a conversation online, which participant owns the data and should have the right to sell them? Fourthly, personal data markets effectively mean turning privacy from a basic human right into a commodity to be sold. This could work against efforts to secure greater equality, with richer users being able to afford privacy, while others have a greater incentive to sell their privacy.

### b. Data trusts

Data trusts have been proposed as a way to recognize the inherently collective nature of the value of data. Rather than individualizing ownership, data trusts seek to build trust between a variety of stakeholders (individuals, businesses, governments) so that they can freely and openly share data with each other (Hardinges, 2018). This may take the form of a repeatable framework that aims to build trust between those who hold data and those who need the data (Hall and Pesenti, 2017); or it may be a more permanent organizational structure with a governance mechanism in place (Select Committee on Artificial Intelligence, 2018). While this idea has some merit, in practice, under current conditions, it may result in giving away the data to large digital platforms. The mechanisms for remuneration, either collective or individual, within these schemes remain unclear. Like much of the open-source software community, data trusts risk becoming a free resource for the most powerful firms, rather than an alternative to them.

### c. Collective data ownership

Some other authors have argued that data should be treated as a public resource (Lawrence and Laybourn-Langton, 2018; Mazzucato, 2018b; Singh, 2018; Tarnoff, 2018). This would mean asserting that data collected within a given jurisdiction should first and foremost belong to that jurisdiction, even if the authorities do not have the capacity to extract, collect, store or analyse them. It is argued that if the oil of a country is deemed to be that country’s resource – and not the property of anyone who may have the means to extract it – similar considerations should hold for data. This would apply to data both about the physical world (e.g. agriculture or weather patterns within a country’s jurisdiction) and about humans.

Collective data ownership over a country’s (or a region’s) data resources could, for example, take the shape of a collective data fund (Mazzucato, 2018b; Morozov, 2017). The fund would pool together the data from within a country, for example on machinery (e.g. traffic and energy), the natural world (e.g. agriculture and weather) and individuals (e.g. health and finance). The latter type of data are particularly sensitive: personal data would have to be made anonymous and be subject to strong privacy and data protection rights. People would also need to be given the right to control whether or not to opt for inclusion in the fund (akin to an organ donor programme). They would also need to have the option – but not an obligation – to control which data are collected and how they are used (for example, prohibiting the use of their data for micro-targeting).
The Decentralized Citizen Owned Data Ecosystem (DECODE) project, funded by the European Commission, aims to construct legal, technological and socioeconomic tools that will allow citizens to take back control over their data and generate more common benefits from them. In Barcelona, for example, DECODE offers a set of open-source tools and examples of how this might be achieved in practice (Meessen and Sonnino, 2018). The ability to revoke consent for any or all uses of data could also be built into the system. Overall, it would operate on the dual principles of collective ownership and individual control.

It has been argued that a public data fund could help developing countries create the infrastructure needed for data extraction comparable to the use of production-sharing agreements in the oil and gas industry (Tarnoff, 2018). The idea would be for a government to commission a company to build the necessary infrastructure for extracting the data, which would then be stored in a public data fund. The company would be able to use the data to generate revenue to recover the cost of building the infrastructure, while any remaining profits would be split between the government and the company. The government would retain ownership of the data, which would become part of the national data commons. The city of Barcelona is testing a similar system using public procurement contracts to mandate companies (such as Vodafone) to provide the government with the data they collect which it could use for the benefit of the people (Graham, 2018c). In India, efforts are under way to build a cloud-based data platform for local farmers, which would enable data to be collected and shared (though fees for access are not a feature of this model) (see box VI.2).

Proponents of collective data funds allude to a number of potential benefits. Firstly, access to the data of the collective would be democratically controlled. Governments and individuals would be able to set rules and establish control over the data that they produce. Companies could be given access to the data under regulated conditions that would take into account privacy and security concerns in particular. They could be charged for access to the data, with lower (or no) fees for small, local firms and higher fees for large platforms. This could be an alternative to introducing taxes (Carnahan, 2015).

Charging for access would lead to a second potential benefit: the ownership and value of the public data would be returned to the community rather than captured by only private companies. Revenues raised could be used to fund other government programmes and to develop the broad capacities necessary for economic growth and sustainable development.

What are the potential risks involved? The collection of data under a government-run scheme may raise concerns of potential surveillance and repression of individuals’ rights. Moreover, given that a country would receive the value from its collective data, there might be a built-in incentive to expand surveillance to garner more data, and therefore more value. This underlines the importance of having strong privacy and data protection regulations in place, as well as democratic control over the data (Pasquale, 2018). Ultimately, individuals would need to have the final say over which data are extracted and placed into the collective data fund, and which data are deemed to be off limits.

**Box VI.2. India’s FarmerZone**

India offers an experiment in publicly-owned data platforms. Proposals for FarmerZone, a cloud-based, open-source collective data platform aggregating agricultural data, seek to improve the lives of small and marginal farmers. By bringing together data on weather forecasting, disease, and pest surveillance and control, soil nutrition, irrigation needs, seed selection, credit linkages and market access, the data could be used to help farmers better plan their crops, improve their output, and ensure that the data are used for the collective benefit. It is envisaged that FarmerZone will cater to all needs of the farmer – from dealing with climate change, weather predictions and soil, water and seed requirements, to providing market intelligence.

Source: UNCTAD, based on The Times of India, 30 August 2017, India to set up cloud-based digital platform to provide agriculture solutions to farmers at their doorsteps; and IAS Parliament, 2019.
d. Digital data commons

A collective data fund might form the basis for a “new digital data commons”, with data shared under a licensing arrangement that would enable free, non-profit use of them, but requiring for-profit companies to pay for access. This open sharing of data with non-profits could facilitate research and improve public services. For instance, data could be made available to find inefficiencies and areas for improvement in agriculture or health care. They could also be used to inform policymaking, as well as to support local platform alternatives. Eventually, the collective data fund could be expanded beyond national limits, and pooled together into an international digital commons, where, instead of digital resources being guarded within private platforms, they would be available for all to use.

Beyond data, the digital data commons could also build up a library of code available to interested users. And governments could support the production of open-source alternatives. In Brazil, for example, groups that receive government funding to build software must use an open-source licence. Meanwhile, India has moved towards greater government adoption of open-source software, and has tried to use procurement to incentivize its production. The use of open-source software improves security by enabling users to check the code for irregularities (UNCTAD, 2012a). It also spares users from having to pay often expensive licensing fees, and helps to rebalance wealth away from the countries and companies that currently hold the majority of intellectual property rights (IPRs). The ultimate goal of the digital data commons would be to make available the tools necessary for users to be able to build their own path for leveraging data for development – from the local level to the international level. They would be a critical resource for ensuring greater digital autonomy.

2. Data protection and privacy

Policies to build consumer and Internet user trust through data protection and privacy are not new, but they have gained importance in policy discussions due to the increase in the sheer quantity of data that can be collected online about a person. Policymakers have had to amend or pass new legislation or formulate new regulations, and develop guidelines in this area. The trend is to move from measures that react to a breach of privacy to proactive measures to protect privacy (World Bank, 2018b). Countries that lack such regulations risk being cut off from international trade opportunities as many trade transactions require CBDFs that comply with minimum legal requirements.

Many social and cultural norms include a respect for privacy. While underlying privacy principles are common to several countries, interpretations and applications in specific jurisdictions differ significantly (UNCTAD, 2016). Some countries protect privacy as a fundamental human right, while others base the protection of individual privacy in other constitutional doctrines or in tort. Still others have yet to adopt data privacy protections. In Africa, for example, less than half of all countries have adopted the appropriate legislation. Moreover, in many countries, the enforcement of privacy obligations is often inadequate, as authorities seek to catch up with the latest technological advances. Such differences increasingly affect individuals, businesses and international trade, and the approaches to policymaking. The extent to which people are concerned about their privacy online also varies greatly (chapter II).

Understanding different approaches to establishing more compatible legal frameworks at national, regional and multilateral levels is important for facilitating more inclusive international trade and online commerce. In this context, a first step in data regulation is to ensure the rights of individuals. Laws and regulations need to be in place to forestall the risk of personal data being stolen or breached, and for setting limits on what personal data can be collected, whether consent from the user/consumer is needed, how the data may be used, transferred or removed, and to ensure that data-driven business models are applied in a way that generates gains for society. Digital latecomers have the advantage of learning from the mistakes of the frontrunners, and while the latter are only belatedly beginning to introduce the protection of such rights, developing countries have the possibility to build a digital economy with a better (albeit still imperfect) privacy and data protection system built from the ground up.

The European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which took effect in May 2018, is currently the most comprehensive approach to data protection. It has introduced a series of new rights for users and responsibilities for firms. This includes data portability, meaning that users can request their data from one platform in machine-readable format to be transferred to a different platform. It also includes a “right to be forgotten” (i.e. users can request that their data be erased from searches, under specific conditions) and also for their data to be deleted. Under the GDPR, firms have to clearly specify how their data...
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about individuals are being used, and they must ask for prior consent to collect and use the data. All this is backed by enforcement mechanisms, including significant fines for non-compliance.

Importantly for non-EU countries, the GDPR applies to data on EU citizens, regardless of where their data are stored or processed. This means that the jurisdiction of the law effectively has a global reach, and that many companies around the world – regardless of whether they are physically located in the EU or not – will need to upgrade their privacy and data protection schemes.

There is a growing realization that countries’ laws relating to data protection should start to converge (Dixon, 2018). There appears to be a push to make the GDPR somewhat like a global baseline of what may in the future become the basic standard. Brazil, India, Japan and the Republic of Korea have already introduced GDPR-like rules, and the EU is actively trying to encourage more countries to adopt them. Several global digital platforms have also begun to standardize their practices across the world. Microsoft, for instance, has said it will adhere to GDPR rules as a global standard, and Apple and Facebook have both called for EU-style privacy protections. With support for a new basic set of privacy and data protection standards gaining momentum, developing economies may adopt a similar approach. While regulations related to data privacy have not traditionally been associated with trade, they can have consequences for trade when, for instance, they affect CBDFs needed for the coordination of global value chains (GVCs) or for MSMEs to trade.

In addition, it is important to ensure that Internet users know the contents of data protection rules. In a recent survey of 25 economies, less than half the respondents felt at least somewhat aware of their domestic data protection rules. That proportion was particularly low in Japan (16 per cent), Canada (26 per cent), Australia (31 per cent) and the United States (33 per cent). By contrast, in Egypt, Germany and India, Internet users were the most aware, with more than 57 per cent of respondents saying that they were at least somewhat aware of the data protection and privacy rules of their country (CIGI-Ipsos, et al. 2019).

3. Data security

Increased digitalization of economic activities and the growth of data-driven business models and IoT have given rise to various security concerns. For example, as Internet-enabled devices collect sensitive information and are increasingly embedded in our surroundings, they may be an attractive target for people with malicious intent. They may seek to gather information illegally or for unlawful use, or even to manipulate the devices (e.g., the brakes or steering of a car) (UNCTAD, 2017a). Various reports also point to growing data breaches. In the United States, the country that is the most affected by such incidents, the number of reported data breaches was ten times higher in 2017 than in 2005. Limited regulatory and enforcement capacity risks exposing consumers and businesses in developing countries to fraud, cybercrime and privacy abuse, as smart devices proliferate with little planning or oversight. Developing countries, in particular, need to build the capacity to counter such threats, as they are particularly vulnerable in this area at present.

Various security arrangements – physical, technical and organizational – should be used to protect data against deliberate acts of misuse. Implementing appropriate data security should consider the quality of data, the needs of individual data subjects and the entity processing the personal data (UNCTAD, 2015d). Protecting digital data and the security of the Internet should be a shared responsibility, and therefore these and related issues need to be addressed by all stakeholders. The Internet Society’s IoT Trust Framework identifies core requirements that manufacturers, service providers, distributors/purchasers and policymakers should assess and embrace for assuring effective security and privacy of IoT.

4. Regulating cross-border data flows

a. A balancing act

The ease with which digital data can cross national borders raises a central policy issue related to digital platforms. As the digital economy evolves, data flows become increasingly interwoven with all aspects of the world economy, including the functioning of the Internet, GVCs and international trade. Issues relating to CBDFs have been discussed since the 1970s, but with the exponential growth of digital data, they have become more contentious in international policy and trade discussions (UNCTAD, 2017a).

The policy dialogue on CBDFs is complex due to their multifaceted nature and implications (chapters II and IV). On the one hand, they can boost various economic and social activities, improve coordination of production and improve the efficiency of supply chains. They also facilitate innovation and trade.
On the other hand, they raise various public policy concerns involving national security, data privacy, law enforcement, and movement and ownership of data. Governments need to take account of these concerns when designing laws and regulations relating to CBDFs.

While digital platforms and many other companies are encouraging policymakers to allow data to flow as freely as possible, a number of developing and transition economies have contemplated, or already adopted, measures that create disincentives or barriers to CBDFs. Such measures include data localization requirements, tariffs on cross-border data transfers, bans on trade in data, privacy laws and data protection laws (Ferracane, 2017; Ciuriak, 2018). Restrictions most commonly take the form of legal requirements to store data and locate data centres within a country's borders, as well as regulations that restrict the ability to move and process personal data across borders (Swedish National Board of Trade, 2014). Stated reasons include national security interests, protecting personal privacy and data, ensuring access to information related to law enforcement, preventing flows that are deemed to challenge national public order, and the need to protect and promote economic activity within a national territory (Castro and McQuinn, 2015). Policies may also be part of a wider strategy to ensure “cyber-sovereign” control over the digital economy and society. In such cases, barriers to CBDFs have, at times, been coupled with requirements to localize and process data within a given jurisdiction (Chander and Lê, 2015; Drake et al., 2016).

b. Data flows and trade agreements

As CBDFs are increasingly important for international trade, there have been attempts to internationalize policy regimes for such flows, including in chapters dedicated to this issue in free trade agreements (FTAs), such as the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) and the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA), as well as in the World Trade Organization (WTO) (box VI.3). Trade provisions tend to impose constraints on national regulatory interventions.

One analysis of data localization measures imposed by different WTO Members observes that several may be in violation of WTO rules (Sen, 2018). Given that commitments by Members were made prior to the Internet era, the same paper proposed that new negotiations on this issue, during which Members would have the opportunity to clarify their commitments, would be preferable to dealing with a dispute. Finally, a data-differentiated approach to future norm-making was proposed, whereby WTO Members would make market access commitments for some types of data, allowing free flow of company data while maintaining greater regulatory space for other types of data.

Provisions relating to data flows have been proposed in the context of other trade negotiations that have not yet been concluded. For example,

- Leaked texts from the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) exposed divergences between the United States and the EU on data protection.
- In the negotiations on the Trade in Services Agreement (TiSA) chapter on Electronic Commerce, several countries proposed exceptions to the proposals for the free movement of information. The draft TiSA text does, however, include an annex on localization measures (Burri, 2017).
- In the negotiations for a Regional Comprehensive Economic Agreement (RCEP), there has been no agreement on the inclusion of rules enabling information flows and prohibiting data localization. Any eventual outcome of an agreement would have to reflect a compromise reached between proponents of free data flows (Australia, New Zealand and the Republic of Korea) and countries that adopt more cautious positions (China, India and the ASEAN group of countries).

Bilateral agreements between the EU and Japan, and the Republic of Korea and the United States, have sought to ensure free CBDFs. China's FTAs that touch upon e-commerce (i.e. the China-Australia and the China-Republic of Korea agreements) have adopted a more cautious approach. They include provisions relating to the protection of personal information but none on data/information flows.

The diversity of views points to the need for more analysis and careful consideration of the different approaches suggested. In particular, flexibilities required to enable the achievement of legitimate public policy objectives should be further analysed and discussed (Ciuriak, 2018). Privileged access to data provides a competitive advantage, which gives rise to issues of income distribution, market concentration and the absence of a level playing field for countries.
to participate in and benefit from the data-driven economy. Given the multifaceted nature of data, it is also important to consider what would be the most suitable forum for pursuing these discussions in an inclusive manner.

5. Building skills for data-driven development

With the expansion of IoT and various data-driven business models, more companies and governments will require people with the skills needed to derive development benefits from mining big data. In order to be able to create and capture value from digital data, there is a need for specialists such as data scientists, data engineers, data architects and data visualization specialists who can convert such data into information and knowledge. The ability to determine what to do with the increasing amounts of data, identifying what is valuable and what creates new business opportunities will be key. These roles, in turn, require broader skill sets, combining analytical, software and information systems skills with business acumen and communications skills. The curricula of regular education systems and professional training facilities should be adapted accordingly. This requires close dialogue with private sector stakeholders, universities and key software users, as exemplified by the activities offered by BongoHive in Zambia (box V.2). Data analysts and scientists also need to be business savvy to help enterprises capture business opportunities from their analyses. Multiple skills that combine sound technical skills with entrepreneurial skills and vertical and business process management expertise are particularly important in this context.

Box VI.3. Data flows and the WTO

Whereas there is no consensus on the applicability of existing WTO norms to data flows, some experts (Burri, 2016; Crosby, 2016) suggest that the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) is applicable, as its annex on telecommunications requires governments to allow telecommunication networks and services to transfer data or access databases stored abroad in order to supply services covered by countries’ scheduled liberalization commitments. Given the increasing blurring of distinctions between goods and services in the digitalized economy, this requirement can potentially already cover several activities. Likewise, the Understanding on Commitments on Financial Services, on which certain Members have relied for their commitments, clearly states that Members shall not apply measures which prevent transfers of information or the processing of financial information (including transfers by electronic means), where such transfers or processing of information are necessary for conducting the ordinary business of a financial services supplier. Finally, data flows are considered by some as services being provided under modes 1 or 2, and different service sectors seem to be particularly relevant for data flows (e.g. “database services” and “data processing services” under the category of business services).

In January 2019, a group of 76 WTO Members confirmed their “intention to commence WTO negotiations on trade-related aspects of electronic commerce” and to “seek to achieve a high standard outcome that builds on existing WTO agreements and frameworks with the participation of as many WTO Members as possible”. The intention to commence negotiations is the result of the exploratory work that a group of WTO Members engaged in over the course of 2018, following the Eleventh WTO Ministerial Conference (MC11). They will be pursued as plurilateral negotiations, as there is currently no consensus among the entire membership to embark on negotiations in new areas (including e-commerce).

Those plurilateral negotiations will have to confront the divergent views that exist among the members. With respect to data, positions presented in early meetings of this group reflect mainly the views of the proponents of free-flowing data. However, some countries have also reiterated positions that, in certain situations, regulators need to impose limitations (or conditions) on such flows; that the right of countries to regulate with a view to ensuring the protection of the privacy of individuals and the security and confidentiality of information needs to be upheld; and that adequate exceptions appropriate for the digital environment must be developed in addition to the general and security exceptions already found in existing WTO agreements.

Source: UNCTAD.

See Joint Statement on Electronic Commerce at: https://docs.wto.org/dol2fe/Pages/FE_Search/FE_S_S009-00.aspx?language=E&CatalogueIdList=251085,251084,251083,251082,251081,251022,251023,251024,251025,251037&CurrentCatalogueIdIndex=4&FullTextHash=371857150&HasEnglishRecord=True&HasFrenchRecord=False&HasSpanishRecord=False.
Analysts of all kinds of data need to learn about new data sources, new ways of collecting data, how regulations concerning data affect what can be collected and analysed, and which kinds of technologies to adopt for secure data storage and use. The Data Analytics Raising Employment (DARE) Project of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) has recommended certain data science and analytics competencies, and proposed initiatives to close the digital skills gap (Quismorio, 2019).

D. COMPETITION POLICY

1. Updating competition policy for the digital economy

Given network effects and the tendency towards market concentration in the digital economy (chapter IV), competition policy can play a major role in the creation and capturing of value. The rapid rise of global digital platforms presents new challenges for competition law and policy, and has led scholars, policymakers and competition authorities to consider the need for adapting existing frameworks to ensure markets remain competitive and contestable in the digital era.

At present, the dominant approach in antitrust policies uses the consumer welfare standard, which is based on measuring benefits or harm to consumers in the form of lower or higher prices, respectively. However, this approach is not suited to assessing the impact on competition of some business models used by global digital platforms that provide services for free (Stucke and Grunes, 2016; Khan, 2017). For example, it may not consider practices such as predatory pricing to be anti-competitive even though this can be a key element of the business strategy of dominant online platforms to grow and monopolize their markets. Such practices would not face antitrust scrutiny, as they may, in the short to medium term, result in lower prices for consumers, until competitors are driven out of the market. Another difficulty with the consumer welfare standard is that it may not be easy to conduct price analysis of online platforms providing marketplace infrastructure due to rapid price fluctuations and personalized pricing facilitated by algorithms.

Furthermore, since many online services are offered for “free” in return for gaining access to consumers’ and users’ personal data, price is not the most appropriate criterion in competition analysis involving online platforms. As mergers, or certain practices by dominant platforms, may cause harm to consumers in forms other than higher prices, the concept of consumer welfare may need to be broadened to include, for example, consumer privacy, personal data protection, consumer choice, market structure, switching costs and lock-in effects. Some scholars have proposed that competition investigations should focus on anti-competitive effects of platforms’ control over personal data (Newman, 2014). Other authors advocate reforms to privacy and competition policy in view of the tight relationship between market share and control over data (Pasquale, 2013; Khan, 2017). Finally, there is a growing need for competition policy to be set and enforced within regional or global frameworks. Individual countries, including developed ones, lack the legal and economic power to tackle global digital companies. However, given concerns over the impact of international competition rules on domestic industrial policies (Hufbauer and Kim, 2008), any multinational agreement in this area should avoid restricting the domestic policy space for governments to foster their local digital sectors.

The remainder of this section considers selected challenges that have emerged in recent years, and possible ways of addressing them. Special attention is given to the role of competition law enforcement, regulations and other policy measures that aim to safeguard competition in the digital economy.

2. Competition law enforcement
   a. Defining the relevant market

An important step is to clarify what constitutes the relevant market of a digital platform. Digital platforms are characterized as being multi-sided and having network effects, high switching costs, economies of scale and control over data, which are all pertinent to defining the relevant market. Regarding global platforms, like Facebook and Google, each side of the platform should be defined as a separate market as long as consumers, advertisers, content providers and any other agents involved do not engage in transactions with each other. For multi-sided market definition, competition authorities need to look at not only monetary transactions, but also data flows in the market (OECD, 2016b). Competition authorities rarely consider how data can be a source of monopoly power (with some exceptions such as the European Commission and the Republic of Korea) (Graef,
In the revised German competition law (of 2017), a new provision was introduced to recognize the free products or services provided by digital platforms as a market. In its decision relating to Facebook dated 6 February 2019, the German Federal Cartel Office (FCO) defined the relevant product market as a “private social network market”. Its analysis in defining that market included looking at the various online services called “social media” and their competitive relationships, and the direct network effects and flexibility of digital platforms in adapting their products.

b. Abuse of market power assessment

Market power assessment in the context of platforms requires analysing different criteria in the market definition. Access to and control over data are crucial for platforms, and confer possible market power—a feature reinforced by network effects.

The criteria for assessing the impact of a dominant market position need to go beyond prices. Since prices express only a partial measure of the monopoly position of a digital platform, other, complementary metrics should also be considered, such as consumer harm from impingements on privacy. For instance, do platforms use their dominant positions in order to induce people to give up private data when they otherwise would not (Stiglitz, 2017)? How may a major digital platform affect the broader ecosystem surrounding it (Coyle, 2018)? Is a merged platform likely to increase systemic risk or reduce innovation (Lawrence and Laybourn-Langton, 2018; Stucke and Grunes, 2016)? What are the impacts from large platforms buying innovative firms and start-ups?

While prices can play a role in analysing market power, broadening the criteria is essential for forestalling potential legal problems. For example, Germany’s revised competition law has a new provision which defines the criteria to consider in assessing the market position of an undertaking in the case of multi-sided markets and networks: direct and indirect network effects, the parallel use of services from different providers and the switching costs for users, the undertaking’s economies of scale arising in connection with network effects, the undertaking’s access to data relevant for competition, and innovation-driven competitive pressure. Recent cases point to the importance of considering the interface between consumer protection and data protection rules in competition law and its enforcement.

Competition authorities may also need to update their tools to prevent abusive practices by monopolies, such as predatory pricing. New rules may be needed, and existing ones updated and enforced. In India, the Government has proposed policies to prevent foreign e-commerce firms from undercutting competitors’ prices. In particular, most metrics of predatory pricing tend to underestimate its extent and depth, because they do not include fixed costs in the provision of a good or service. This benefits most platforms, which rely on high fixed costs and low marginal costs to scale rapidly (Howell, 2018). Likewise, regulators have tended to see low prices as a sign of loss leaders rather than as predatory pricing, because they often fail to understand how undercutting prices in one area of a platform business could be significantly more anti-competitive than in a non-platform business (Khan, 2017).

c. Merger review

Updating the tools used for reviewing mergers could be another important step in addressing potential competition concerns. For example, as noted in chapter IV, it is not uncommon for global platform companies to acquire local platform companies that become successful in a particular market. However, currently in most jurisdictions, only mergers that reach or exceed a turnover or asset threshold are subject to review. Digital companies and start-ups might not be captured by the notification criteria, as they often do not reach the relevant turnover thresholds despite having a high value. Such concerns led the German FCO to add a new threshold for the notification requirement for merger control in its competition law.

In addition to the worldwide turnover thresholds and this first domestic turnover threshold, transactions are now subject to merger control if the purchase price and assumed liabilities amount to more than €400 million.

Merger reviews should also pay more attention to the value and control of data. In the case of mergers, data can be relevant insofar as the combination of two companies’ data sets may give the merged entity more market power and create higher entry barriers. Even in mergers with data sets that
cannot be combined, the merged entity may run afoul of competition law if the two companies were competitors. Competition authorities need to look at the impact of mergers on data on a case-by-case basis, as different data sets have different characteristics, and therefore their implications for market power vary (Graef, 2018).

In some countries, reviews of acquisitions by foreign firms are routinely subject to national security requirements. It may be worth considering subjecting them to scrutiny for their development impacts as well. While competition law can be essential for protecting infant industries (Stiglitz, 2017), it is currently not sufficiently adequate for understanding the impacts of mergers or acquisitions involving digital platforms on competition and innovation. Some authorities have also proposed the implementation of a “public interest test” for data-driven mergers and acquisitions. As pointed out by the Chief Executive of the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) of the United Kingdom:

On the one hand, it would create uncertainty around the acquisition of companies which might discourage foreign direct investment. On the other, it would give the CMA greater flexibility to make a judgement in the public interest. Whereas at present case law and the law on consumer welfare might prevent the CMA from intervening in an acquisition even if it were concerned about the accumulation of too much data by a platform.

3. Regulation as a solution

Some services provided by digital platforms could be considered akin to utilities, such as when they provide infrastructure of a public good nature that communities, consumers and users begin to rely on (Rahman, 2018a and b). In these cases, it may be necessary to consider whether it would be appropriate to regulate certain digital platforms to ensure open and fair access for all businesses so as to create a level playing field. This may be a more effective solution than addressing possible competition problems ex post under competition law. In order to be allowed to operate in a country, digital platforms could be required to adhere to these regulations and pay a licence fee that could be used to fund the regulator (Lawrence and Laybourn-Langton, 2018).

A first set of rules could focus on ensuring fair access and treatment (Rahman, 2018a), based on the principle of common carriage. Thus, a digital platform utility could be required to remain open and provide fair access to any other business or user. For example, if Facebook was deemed to be providing a universal social networking platform, there could be democratically accountable rules about when and whether users could be barred from the service. Exclusion from a basic utility should not be decided upon by a single private firm.

Another concern with dominant digital platforms has to do with neutrality. One way to ensure dominant platforms’ neutrality might be to apply the “essential facilities doctrine”. The incumbent would be required to provide a fair rate of access to other telecommunications operators. This would be similar to the regulation of telecommunications, where the incumbent firm usually owns or operates the infrastructure, even if it has its own telephone and/or mobile phone service. This could help prevent abuse of market dominance by platforms operating similar infrastructures, such as Apple’s App Store or Amazon’s marketplace, while enabling the platforms to maintain their scale of operations (Khan, 2017).

A similar focus on access could include the principle of non-discrimination, which would require that a platform provide equal treatment to everyone using the platform. For instance, if Amazon were deemed a universal e-commerce platform, it would not be allowed to privilege its own products (Amazon Basics) on its platform (Khan, 2018). Similarly, platforms would not be able to use algorithms to treat customers differently by charging different prices for the same service.

A different set of rules might seek to build meaningful forms of accountability into the utilities’ operations. For instance, if the platforms’ algorithms are responsible for sensitive decisions (e.g. about finances, employment, health or legal issues), they could be required to be made available to regulators in order to ensure there is no bias (Lawrence and Laybourn-Langton, 2018). In certain cases, regulators could have the right to prohibit algorithms from making important decisions.

Other rules could aim to ensure good citizenship by the companies. In return for acceptance of their monopoly position, they would be encouraged (or required) to contribute back to the countries in which they operate. This might mean investment mandates or having platforms license their IP on fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory (FRAND) terms (Kolbert,
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2017; Taplin, 2017b). The aim would be to ensure that natural monopolies serve the public interest.

A number of similar proposals have been floated at national and regional levels by governments or competition authorities, mainly in developed countries. For example,

- The European Parliament has called upon the European Commission “to consider proposals aimed at unbundling search engines from other commercial services”.
- In France, the National Digital Council has proposed prohibiting the discrimination of suppliers that is not justified by the quality of service and/or for legitimate economic reasons, and the French Parliament has passed a law imposing an obligation of “platform fairness”.
- The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission has proposed various regulatory measures, stating that “…the strong market position of digital platforms like Google and Facebook justifies a greater level of regulatory oversight.”
- A 2019 report by the United Kingdom’s House of Lords compares online platforms to utilities in the sense that users feel they cannot do without them, or since they have limited choice, they accept their terms and conditions. It recommends special obligations to ensure that platforms act fairly towards users and other companies, and in the interest of society, and that these be monitored by a dedicated regulator.
- In Mexico, the Federal Economic Competition Commission (COFECE) has published an advocacy paper to draw attention to the importance of the digital economy and its impact on competition policy (COFECE, 2018).

A much-debated idea is to break up dominant digital platforms to reduce the concentration of power in the hands of a single platform. This subject has moved beyond those concerned with the issue of competition; it is also being debated in, for example, election campaigns in some countries, with candidates proposing that large technology companies be broken up in order to promote competition and safeguard small businesses. However, some authors have cautioned that breaking up or preventing digital platform monopolies may lead to worse outcomes and do little to improve competition (Mayer-Schönberger and Ramge, 2018).

4. The need for greater international collaboration

In the developing countries that have competition authorities, these authorities tend to be relatively new and small, with limited resources to tackle competition cases in an increasingly concentrated global economy. If regulations could clearly set the rules of the game for platforms, there might be less need for ex post enforcement of competition law by authorities. For instance, e-commerce is growing, and if developing countries were to introduce appropriate e-commerce policies and regulations to ensure that MSMEs had open access to platforms under fair terms and conditions, those companies could benefit more from the digital economy. The Government of India, for example, introduced new e-commerce rules in 2018 to promote competition and prevent restrictive practices by online e-commerce platforms such as Amazon and Flipkart. One of the new rules, which came into effect on 1 February 2019, prohibits e-commerce platforms from selling products from companies in which they have an equity interest (Ministry of Commerce and Industry, India, 2018).

Another response by developing countries would be to join forces at the regional level within their regional trade and economic frameworks. Such arrangements could facilitate intraregional trade and ensure larger markets for local companies. E-commerce, competition and consumer protection polices and rules at the regional level might be more effective than at the national level in dealing with abusive practices of global digital platforms, as well as with mergers of digital companies. They could also ensure that dominant platforms remain open to local and regional companies under fair terms and conditions.

Dominant platforms and online marketplaces are global and act globally. Therefore, efforts at the regional level would be more commensurate with the scale of impact of online platforms on economies. Regional frameworks could facilitate the exchange between more experienced competition agencies and younger ones within a region. At the same time, international organizations, such as UNCTAD’s Intergovernmental Group of Experts on Competition Law and Policy, and other institutions, could provide additional support.
E. TAXATION OF DIGITAL PLATFORMS

1. Issues at stake

A major challenge to development posed by digital platforms is their capacity to use tax optimization practices to avoid paying their fair share of taxes. While tax avoidance is not exclusive to digital platforms, some of their inherent characteristics may facilitate their use of such practices. Digital platforms rely heavily on intangible assets, which are difficult to value and measure. Since these intangibles are easy to move around the world, they provide opportunities for aggressive tax planning. Another problem is the lack of clarity on where value is produced. As discussed in previous chapters, a significant proportion of the value generated in the digital economy stems from users through the data they produce. All this allows global platforms to easily move profits from high-tax-rate jurisdictions to low ones, thereby reducing their effective tax rate. For example, in 2017 taxes paid abroad by Facebook represented only 2.9 per cent of the profits it generated outside the United States (table IV.2).

There appears to be an emerging consensus that the existing international corporate tax system is lagging behind the digital economy. There is also agreement that, as digitalization is increasingly spreading to all sectors, it would not be possible to ring-fence the digital economy (OECD, 2019e). However, there is less consensus on how to reform the current tax regime. Indeed, there is not yet a common understanding of the concept of “value creation” for taxation purposes in the digital economy. As a result, there is a disconnect between where value is created and where taxes are paid, with the result that public revenue is lower than it should be.

The main challenges relate to so-called nexus and profit-allocation rules. Under the existing system, taxation is based on physical presence or “permanent establishment” of companies in a country. This is also known as the nexus, or the connection between a business and the jurisdiction it would come under for taxation purposes. However, with increasing digitalization, many economic activities are taking place online without the need of a physical presence. Moreover, user participation on the Internet plays an important role in value creation. As this has significant implications for the concept of presence for taxation purposes, it is important to find ways to tax appropriately in jurisdictions where the value is created. A new approach is needed, which could look at digital presence in a given country based both on supply and demand (user) factors.

A related challenge is to determine how profits should be allocated between the different countries in which the activities are taking place. Under the current system, this is based on the arm’s length principle, which allows transactions between different parts of an MNE to be valued as if they had been carried out between unrelated parties. In practice, it results in allowing digital platforms to artificially shift profits between different jurisdictions.

While there is wide agreement on the need for global tax reform to make the system fairer, difficulties in reaching consensus arise not least over how best to tax global digital platforms. This is a concern for countries at any level of development, and it may be even more relevant for developing countries, particularly LDCs, due to their greater needs for domestic resource mobilization for development, as well as the lower capacity of their tax administrations to collect taxes. They also have less bargaining power against powerful digital platforms. Moreover, most developing countries do not physically host digital platforms, though they often contribute significantly to user-generated value as markets for digital platforms.

2. Current policy developments

The OECD is currently leading global efforts to reach an international consensus. In 2015, in the context of the OECD/G20 BEPS Project, it proposed 15 actions to respond to the problems of base erosion and profit shifting (BEPS), of which action 1 was: Addressing the tax challenges of the digital economy (OECD, 2015). These were designed to close some of the loopholes that enable transfer pricing, in particular; but many of those loopholes still exist, and relatively little attention was given to a number of other problems involving the digital economy. While it has been recognized that the BEPS project represents significant progress, concerns have been raised that it has not really addressed the roots of the problem, as companies continue to be able to shift profits to low-tax jurisdictions using transfer pricing (ICRICT, 2019; BEPS Monitoring Group, 2017). Further efforts to address this issue have been in the works since then, but with little consensus to date.
In January 2019, it was announced that the 129 countries and jurisdictions participating in the OECD/G20 Inclusive Framework on BEPS would increase multilateral efforts towards reaching a consensus-based, long-term solution by 2020 (OECD, 2019f). However, low- and middle-income developing countries may have limited influence on how these rules are developed (section VI.E.3).

The OECD (2018a) Interim Report identified three main aspects of digitalized business that have significant implications for taxation: (i) the possibility to scale across borders without mass, (ii) their heavy reliance on intangible assets (such as software, algorithms or data), and (iii) user contribution to economic value through the provision of data. As part of the process towards 2020, the OECD opened a public consultation on Addressing the Tax Challenges of the Digitalisation of the Economy, which includes three proposals for revising the profit allocation and nexus rules in response to digitalization. They concern user participation, marketing intangibles and significant economic presence (OECD, 2019g).  

Meanwhile, numerous countries are discussing or implementing interim measures to tax the digital economy. At the regional level, the EU proposed a package on fair taxation of the digital economy in March 2018, which included, as a short-term measure, a digital services tax of 3 per cent levied on the turnover of large technology companies, and a long-term measure establishing a “virtual permanent establishment” (European Parliament, 2018a). However, one year later, in March 2019, member States had still not reached an agreement on the digital services tax. They then decided to continue to work towards an agreement on a global solution by 2020 under the aegis of the OECD to address the tax challenges of the digitalization of the economy. The lack of common agreement has prompted a number of EU member States (including Austria, France, Italy, Spain and the United Kingdom) to take unilateral measures.

Several developing countries have taken similar steps. In Latin America, Peru and Uruguay have moved towards imposing digital taxes. Peru was a pioneer already in 2003, with a legal change to the definition of income considered to be of Peruvian origin expanded to include payments abroad for digital services. Uruguay introduced a law in 2017 for determining the share of the income of digital platforms that should be of Uruguayan origin. In Mexico, a proposal has been made for a tax on income from digital services, similar to the EU proposal (ECLAC, 2019). In Asia, Malaysia was the second South-East Asian country, after Singapore, to plan an extension of its tax rules to cover digital supplies by foreign suppliers. Other countries in Asia and Latin America that are considering possible ways to introduce new taxes on digital platforms include Chile, India, Israel and the Republic of Korea. Unilateral measures are not the optimal solution, however, since they can lead to increased complexity and uncertainty.

In most parts of the world, policy efforts related to taxation in the digital economy have mostly focused on corporate taxation and on major digital platforms. In Africa, however, the main focus has been on taxation of Internet and mobile money users. Countries that are imposing taxes on Internet applications or services include Kenya, Uganda, the United Republic of Tanzania and Zambia. While this kind of taxation may be attractive to governments, it can be counterproductive if it results in a decline in economic activity by reducing the number of active Internet users.

Most proposals and efforts put forth so far for the reform of the international tax system in the digitalization context are premised on outdated ideas of businesses. The current system perceives an MNE as a series of separate legal entities rather than as a unitary entity (Avi-Yonah and Tinhaga, 2019). In the latter approach, firms would be taxed based on where their economic activities take place, rather than where their legal structure indicates their activities are taking place. In practice, companies would submit accounts of their global activities and profits, as well as records of their activities in countries where they do business. Their global profits would be allocated to individual countries according to a formula that takes into account a number of variables, and individual countries could then tax the profits allocated to them. In this way, the scope for manipulating transfer pricing and using subsidiaries for moving profits around would be eliminated, since moving profits around within a unitary firm leads to the same aggregate profit. Typically, in proposals for a common consolidated tax base (as put forward, for example in the United States and in the EU), the formula for allocation includes a weighted set comprising the factors of production (i.e. physical assets and workers) and sales revenue (as an indicator of market involvement). However, with digital firms, intangible assets play a key role in generating value, and currently are not included within most apportionment formulas. At the same
time, they pose challenges for any system of unitary taxation. If intangibles are not included in the formula, countries with a larger manufacturing share will take an artificially high share of the profits (Markham, 2005). If intangibles are included, the risk is that it will provide further incentives to move the intangibles to low-tax jurisdictions, which will then appear to take on an oversized role in generating the value of the global firm. There are no easy solutions to the problem of locating intangibles, though any solution is likely to focus on where intangibles are developed (including the data produced by users of platforms). However, under the current system, the generation of value and profits are already distorted by tax planning techniques. Thus, a unitary tax system could do much to improve rebalancing the tax base of global digital platforms, and would form the basis for a twenty-first century international tax system.

The unitary approach to taxation is supported by the Independent Commission for the Reform of International Corporate Taxation (ICRICT).186 According to this Commission (ICRICT, 2019: 12),

The digitalisation of the economy clearly demonstrates why formulary apportionment is the efficient and equitable method to allocate taxing rights between countries. When the marginal cost of production for digital companies is zero, the revenue accruing to them is equal to a rent and it is therefore important to tax this rent effectively and fairly. Because the returns are basically rents, its taxation does not affect output.

3. Enhancing developing-country involvement in global tax debates

A key issue of relevance for developing countries is the extent to which debates on the reform of the international tax architecture are inclusive and legitimate. The discussions at the OECD have been open to non-OECD members as well, through the Inclusive Framework, which by March 2019 included 129 countries.187 The Inclusive Framework was established in June 2016, following a call by G20 leaders, but they had already endorsed the BEPS action plan in September 2013 (OECD, 2017b). As noted by the ICRICT (2019), the OECD-BEPS process was designed by developed countries, largely for developed countries, and most developing countries may not have the capacity to assess and reap its benefits.

To ensure a wider and more inclusive participation of developing countries in international discussions on taxation of the digital economy, it would be important to strengthen the United Nations Committee of Experts on International Cooperation in Tax Matters. Indeed, given its focus on issues of relevance to developing countries, the Committee is pursuing its own work on taxation in the digital economy. In October 2017, it formed a Subcommittee on Tax Challenges Related to the Digitalization of the Economy.188 Its workplan highlights the objectives to find solutions that would avoid both double taxation and non-taxation, give preference, where practicable, to taxation of profits rather than turnover, as well as making it simple and easy to administer (United Nations, 2019a). It emphasizes that, from the perspective of developing countries, as they are mainly markets for most digital platforms and their users contribute significantly to the generation of value and profits, their authorities should have the right to tax such platforms. Thus, in the digital economy, both supply and demand factors should be considered when determining the nexus for taxation purposes.

Moreover, the follow-up and review of the Financing for Development outcomes and the means of implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development has acknowledged that “any consideration of tax measures in response to the digitalization of the economy should include a thorough analysis of the implications for developing countries, with a special focus on their unique needs and capacities” (United Nations, 2019b : 3).189

A final aspect to consider is that, while global digital platforms, and MNEs in general, are the main companies that engage in tax optimization practices, these essentially result from tax competition practices among countries. Proposals for establishing minimum tax rates could be another way to reduce the incentives for such companies to shift profits among countries.190

F. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS POLICIES IN THE DIGITAL ECONOMY

Intellectual property rights (IPRs) play an important role in the creation and protection of the technologies that make up the digital economy. Copyrights, patents, trade secrets and designs accord varying degrees of protection to computer software, digital platforms, digital devices and applications. In addition, IPRs protect the assets being traded, such as electronic
music, literature and data produced by platforms and AI applications. While digital technologies have developed rapidly, the IP legal framework is not up to date. For developing countries, this can represent both opportunities and challenges. Most countries lack specific policies on IP in the digital context.

The fundamental purpose of IP regimes is to strike an appropriate balance between the interests of creators and inventors, on the one hand, and users and consumers on the other. This has become more difficult in the digital environment, where electronic copies of original works may be reproduced in an unlimited number, potentially threatening traditional businesses in publishing, printing and bookselling. In addition, digital copies may be shared across borders, while IPRs are limited to national jurisdictions.

On the other hand, how can the rights of consumers and competitors be transferred from the analog to the digital format? Someone who purchases a patented or copyrighted physical product is free to resell it to third parties. May someone who legitimately acquires a digital copy of a song or a movie equally sell it to others, considering the possibility of unlimited electronic copying and public distribution (Okediji, 2018)?

Also, to what extent is the reverse engineering of protected computer programs, which is essential for developing-country software developers, comparable to the mere reading of a copyrighted book in an analog format? Some developed countries have addressed these issues of the digital environment by limiting the space that copyright provides in the analog format (Samuelson and Scotchmer, 2001).

Balancing the interests of rights holders and users is not only important in the context of digital technologies, but equally in respect of the data that may be generated from these technologies via online platforms. While the data collected by a search engine are not eligible for patent protection, data as such (for example information regarding consumers’ priorities for certain products or services) may be protected as a trade secret, and some forms of data collection (especially if there is a degree of creativity in their selection or arrangement) may qualify for copyright protection under or in certain sui generis data protection regimes. Policymakers face a difficult task of striking a fair balance between incentives to collect and process data (e.g. to encourage AI applications), and the need to allow the sharing of data to encourage big data analysis and the improvement of products and services.

Digital platforms can create difficulties for IP enforcement and consumer protection. For instance, are platforms liable if content produced by their users infringes IPRs? The proposed EU Directive on Copyright in the Digital Single Market has faced opposition for its alleged obligation for platforms to install "upload filters" to separate infringing content from non-infringing content. The discussion pits arguments in favour of effective IP enforcement against concerns about automated decisions that replace human case-by-case judgment, which could potentially ban unprotected content by mistake.

In some cases, where legislation has been slow to evolve, the private sector has sought to fill the gap through voluntary commitments. For example, open-source software is based on copyright, but rights holders can authorize third parties to change and disseminate the program under certain conditions. This reflects the belief that in a sharing economy, the consumer may also be a creator, contributing to continuous improvements to the underlying technology.

A collaborative approach is also required where the development of new products depends on the interoperability of digital technologies held by various rights holders. Interoperability is ensured through technical standards that are developed by standard-setting organizations, such as the ITU or private organizations. For example, cellular communication standards (the latest being 5G) involve a multitude of IPRs. Standard developers rely on patent and copyright owners’ good faith disclosure of any IPR claim and the provision of licences on FRAND terms. If IP owners conceal their claims or refuse FRAND, the deployment of the standard will be in jeopardy unless IP law or competition regulations can address the problem. For instance, the United States Federal Trade Commission has sued Qualcomm, which holds standard essential patents on 4G technology, for having refused access to 4G for its customers like Apple unless they agreed to patent-licensing terms more favourable to Qualcomm than FRAND terms.

Another IP-related issue can be illustrated by the worldwide clash over several years between Apple and Samsung over IP-protected smartphone and tablet technologies and design. It demonstrates how, due to the territorial nature of IP law, courts in different jurisdictions may reach different conclusions on the infringement of software and device patents by competing technologies.
International IP law leaves developing countries the flexibility to design domestic laws and regulations for digital value creation, but it does not offer much guidance. Some countries have therefore emphasized the need for multilateral exchange and sharing of experiences at the WTO. What is clear is that IP systems need to adapt to changes wrought by digitalization, and that more studies are needed to consider the implications for developing countries.

G. LABOUR MARKET AND SOCIAL PROTECTION POLICIES

Digitalization can have significant impacts on employment and working conditions, and thus on the quantity and quality of jobs (chapter IV). The rapid pace of digital transformation requires policymakers, as well as individuals, to react quickly to adapt to technology-induced changes in the labour market. As the nature of work changes, and new jobs emerge while others disappear, individuals need to learn new skills over the course of their working lives. Therefore, a critical element in the policy kit for creating and capturing value in the digital economy is the establishing of appropriate lifelong learning programmes for the labour force to make it be better prepared, and more resilient and adaptable to these changes (UNCTAD, 2017a).

Policymakers also need to consider ways to help those individuals that may lose their jobs due to increasing digitalization to cope with and adapt during the transition process. Special social protection measures and safety nets are important in this context. One widely debated and controversial policy option is to provide a “universal basic income” (UNCTAD, 2018a). Moreover, issues related to the portability of labour benefits and rights deserve greater attention, as work has become more mobile in terms of time and space, particularly in the virtual world.

The increase in digital platform work may facilitate work flexibility and increase job opportunities, particularly in developing countries. However, there is also the risk of a “race to the bottom”, in terms of labour conditions and standards, which needs to be addressed. A major issue in this regard is the classification of jobs (i.e. whether the worker is considered an employee of the platform or an independent worker) (De Stefano and Wouters, 2019). This has significant implications for labour rights, but remains unresolved to date, and is open to interpretation. Currently it is the platform owners that unilaterally stipulate the working conditions on their platforms through their terms of service agreements. Often, this means that compensation for crowwork is lower than minimum wages, workers must manage unpredictable income streams, and they often work without the standard labour protections of an employment relationship. Yet such working conditions do not have to be an inherent feature of digital work. There is considerable scope to revise terms of service to provide for better working conditions.

Indeed, several initiatives are encouraging platforms and clients to improve working conditions. For example:

- In 2018, the New York City Council authorized the city’s taxi regulator, the Taxi and Limousine Commission (TLC), to establish a method for determining a minimum payment rate for drivers working for a ride-hailing app, aimed at paying them $17.22 an hour, or $15 an hour after expenses such as gas.196
- Fair Crowd Work collects information about various “platform-based work” from the perspective of workers and unions. It offers ratings of working conditions on different online labor platforms based on surveys of workers.197
- Turkopticon is a third-party website and browser plug-in for the Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) platform that allows workers to rate clients who post tasks. And the Dynamo Guidelines for Academic Requesters on AMT have been developed to ensure that workers are treated with respect.198
- The Crowdsourcing Code of Conduct is a voluntary pledge initiated by German crowdsourcing platforms. The signatory platforms, in cooperation with the trade union, IG Metall, have also established an “Ombuds Office” through which workers can report disputes with platform operators.199

There is greater potential to regulate local “gig work” allocated through apps, as it is performed in a local jurisdiction, than globally dispersed crowwork. In the case of the latter, platforms are located in one jurisdiction, clients in another, and workers are spread throughout the world. Thus, even if platforms agreed to comply with regulations in local jurisdictions, they
would struggle to implement laws emanating from scores of countries. This suggests the need for international labour standards that would regulate minimum conditions for platform work throughout the world.

The organization of workers in the digital economy is an important aspect to consider. As workers on digital platforms become increasingly atomized, and geographically dispersed, it becomes more difficult for them to organize and participate in social dialogue and collective bargaining. Moreover, the concentration of global digital platforms limits workers’ bargaining power. A comparative study of several countries on industrial relations and social dialogue found that “There generally seems to be a lack of formal worker organisation among platform workers everywhere in the world and the few workers that do organise mainly work for [the] transport platform sector as in Europe” (Akgüç et al., 2018: 2). In this context policymakers need to ensure that the value, in terms of productivity gains that may emerge from digitalization, is distributed in a fair manner between labour and capital.

Labour market and social protection policies may be easier to implement in developed economies where labour market institutions are more evolved than in developing countries. Developing countries generally also lack sufficient resources for social protection purposes. According to the ILO (2015), social protection is available on an adequate basis to only about one quarter of the world’s population. Thus, these policies remain of considerable relevance for all countries to address the negative impacts of digitalization on employment and working conditions.

With a view to developing ideas on how to manage and leverage the transformation in the world of work, the ILO has established the Global Commission on the Future of Work. Its report titled Work for a Brighter Future (ILO, 2019) calls for reinvigorating the social contract, giving working people a just share of economic progress, and respecting their rights and protections. This requires action by governments, and employers’ and workers’ organizations. It provides recommendations for a human-centred agenda for the future of work in three areas where more investment is needed: (i) in people’s capabilities, (ii) in the institutions of work, and (iii) in decent and sustainable work.

H. THE NEED FOR INTERNATIONAL SUPPORT

Ensuring that digital transformation contributes to more inclusive outcomes and to helping achieve the SDGs requires that national efforts in developing countries are better supported by the international community. Effective international dialogue is essential to enable cross-country learning as well as to explore common policy solutions at both regional and global levels. In addition, official development assistance (ODA) to bolster the development of productive capacity in the digitalization context is critical, particularly for LDCs. This should include efforts to improve technological capabilities, including digital capacities, in countries, and their knowledge about the workings of the data-driven digital economy. These aspects should be incorporated into development partners’ aid policies and technical assistance programmes.

Aid policies and decision-makers worldwide are increasingly recognizing that digitalization creates both opportunities and risks, and that there is a need for further exploring how ODA could contribute to digitalization for development (also known as digital for development or D4D). Recent estimates of international aid flows suggest that only a small fraction of ODA is explicitly addressing the development implications of digital transformations (UNCTAD, 2019d). This may reflect the fact that digitalization for development is a relatively new domain for ODA, and that many donors have only recently started to give it due attention through dedicated strategies and resource allocations.

According to the 2017 OECD/WTO Aid for Trade Review, which included an analysis of ODA over the period 2002–2015, the share of aid for ICT in total aid for trade is small and declining, falling from 3 per cent during the baseline period (2002–2005) to only 1.2 per cent in 2015 (OECD and WTO, 2017). In absolute amounts, such ODA peaked in 2013, when it reached $800 million (at 2015 prices). Most of this support was provided in the form of technical assistance programmes. Effective international dialogue is essential to enable cross-country learning as well as to explore common policy solutions at both regional and global levels. In addition, official development assistance (ODA) to bolster the development of productive capacity in the digitalization context is critical, particularly for LDCs. This should include efforts to improve technological capabilities, including digital capacities, in countries, and their knowledge about the workings of the data-driven digital economy. These aspects should be incorporated into development partners’ aid policies and technical assistance programmes.
In order to gain a better idea of the size and nature of donor support to developing countries that aims to strengthen their readiness to engage in and benefit from the digital economy, a survey was undertaken of major public and private sector donor organizations. It found that donor strategies and policies in support of digital economies in developing countries vary. Several donor organizations have developed strategies that emphasize the potential benefits of D4D in terms of promoting inclusive and sustainable economic growth. However, only a few provide a clear vision for, or approach to, the mitigation of potential downside risks, such as harmful concentration and monopoly power, rising inequality, or State and corporate use of digital technologies to control, rather than empower, citizens.

Donors have dedicated a large part of their assistance to digital solutions in support of the SDGs. Some donor contributions are indirect (e.g. supporting digital identity verification systems as a prerequisite for access to government services and, in the longer run, poverty reduction). The level of donor support to the different SDGs varies. Emphasis has been mainly on health (SDG 3), education (SDG 4), decent work and economic growth (SDG 8), and industry and infrastructure (SDG 9), while the other SDG areas have attracted relatively little attention. It was unclear from the survey, whether these differences were due to variations in donor priorities, developing-country priorities, inherent differences between the SDGs, or to other factors (UNCTAD, 2019d).

A variety of instruments have been used to foster D4D, such as promoting digital innovation and start-ups through incubators, grants and competitive awards, as well as the exchange of information via online platforms, webinars and toolkits. In addition, indicator systems have been developed to measure the status and evolution of digital economies. Cooperation through donor alliances, including with actors in the private sector, and multi-stakeholder approaches are common. Many donors contribute to and participate in D4D-related forums such as UNCTAD’s eCommerce Week, the World Summit on the Information Society Forum and the Internet Governance Forum. However, to date, there is no forum dedicated to facilitating donor exchange and peer learning in matters of relevance to digitalization.

More research is needed to document the benefits or costs accruing to countries through digitalization. While statistics showing its benefits are sometimes provided in strategy papers and project descriptions, there is need for more evidence to verify such information objectively. Opportunities and risks from digital economies in developing countries represent two sides of the same coin. Selected donor initiatives aimed at mitigating risks are related to impacts on those working on digital platforms, in cybersecurity, skills development and e-waste management. The donor survey mentioned above resulted in 10 specific recommendations to help ensure that the digital dimension would become more adequately reflected in development cooperation strategies (box VI.4).

I. CONCLUSIONS: A DIGITAL ECONOMY FOR THE MANY, NOT JUST THE FEW

Digital technologies have the potential to greatly affect the achievement of the SDGs, by both enabling and hampering progress. The net impact will depend on policy decisions taken at national and international levels. As indicated by this Report, current trajectories are not sustainable. Two countries – the United States and China – have, to date, been the most successful at taking advantage of the digital economy, and they are also leading investments in R&D and innovation related to blockchain technologies, AI and cloud computing (chapter I). The rapid rise of global digital platform firms from the United States and China illustrates the huge potential for value creation and capture from collecting data and translating those data into digital intelligence. Indeed, in the data-driven economy, the companies controlling the data value chains stand the best chance of becoming the lead firms also in sectoral value chains.

While individuals and small businesses, together with the increase in IoT-related devices, contribute significantly to the rapid growth and profitability of data-centric businesses, they have little influence over compensation arrangements for their data. Meanwhile, characteristics inherent in the business models of digital platforms, coupled with strategic measures taken by those firms, tend to accentuate the already high degree of market concentration over time, raising the barriers to entry for new competitors.
If left unaddressed, the yawning gap between under-connected and hyper-digitalized countries will widen, thereby exacerbating existing inequalities. Digital divides, differences in readiness and the high concentration of market power in the digital economy all point to the need for new policies and regulations aimed at ensuring a fair distribution of the gains from digital disruptions. This will not be easy. This Report has pointed to various policy options for governments to consider for fostering digital entrepreneurship, skills development, competition, taxation and employment. But there are few simple solutions, and even fewer that are tested and proven. Moreover, there is a general shortage of reliable evidence and statistics to support evidence-based policy-making and effective monitoring of progress.

On the one hand, given the highly diverse situation among countries, individual governments will need considerable freedom to regulate the digital economy for legitimate public policy and development objectives. The handling and regulation of digital data are particularly complex challenges, as they involve human rights, trade, economic value creation and capture, law enforcement and national security. Thus, finding suitable policies that can factor in all the various dimensions of digital data and data flows is difficult, but increasingly necessary. Ensuring an effective distribution of potential gains from digitalization as well as coping with various digital disruptions will also require more social protection measures and greater efforts to reskill workers (UNCTAD, 2017a).

Box VI.4. Actions to enhance the digital dimension in development cooperation

Recommendations to donors

- Establish an alliance of donor agencies – for example, through the OECD’s Development Assistance Committee (DAC) or other international forums – to document, exchange and promote good standards and practices in donor support to digital economies in developing countries, with special emphasis on digital inclusion and leaving no one behind.
- Improve the alignment of donor support in this area.
- Promote broad-based awareness of the opportunities and risks of digital economy development among partners in developing economies, to strengthen local ownership and stakeholder empowerment, as well as within donors’ home constituencies.
- Develop and apply viable concepts and tools for evidence-based, results-oriented, and unbiased monitoring and evaluation of outcomes and impacts of related donor interventions.

Recommendations to policy- and decision-makers in developing countries

- Promote an open public debate and regional and international peer exchange to improve own strategies and programmes and align international assistance addressing opportunities and risks of digital development in achieving the SDGs and national policy objectives.
- Reinforce own systems of impact monitoring, evaluation and reporting of digital economy impacts on the achievement of the SDGs.
- Adopt and implement national strategies and programmes for digital development, drawing on the results of independent and evidence-based reviews, such as UNCTAD’s eTrade Readiness assessments.
- Integrate donor support to digital economies into local systems of resource mobilization and allocation, including national planning and public financial management systems.

Recommendations to relevant UN agencies

- Facilitate donor dialogue through existing channels, such as the eCommerce Weeks, the eTrade for all initiative and the OECD DAC, and foster efforts to adopt and apply good practices, create synergies and enhance aid efficiency in donor support to harness development gains from the digital economy.
- Facilitate the design and implementation of strategies and programmes within the United Nations system that will provide efficient and effective support in relevant areas.

Source: UNCTAD, 2019d.
On the other hand, many policy challenges can only be effectively addressed at regional or international levels. For example, the highly fragmented nature of laws and regulations affecting the protection and security of data, and the cross-border flows of such data, is a far from optimal situation, as it causes uncertainty about which rules apply in different situations. Other areas in which regional or global policies may be needed include competition, taxation and trade. Finding suitable solutions in these areas will require effective international collaboration and policy dialogue, with the full involvement of developing countries. Any consensus will have to include sufficient flexibilities to satisfy all countries.

Given the complexity, and sometimes novelty, of the issues involved, and the rapidity of technological change, it will be necessary to continuously assess the benefits and disadvantages of different policy options in the coming years. Some countries are already making use of regulatory sandboxes with a view to testing new technologies, innovations and policy approaches. Such policy experimentation may be a useful first step before progressing towards global solutions in some areas.

In the meantime, the development community needs to explore new ways of supporting the countries that are trailing in their readiness to participate in and take advantage of the digital economy. All development cooperation agencies should consider how to fully integrate the digital dimension into their strategies with a view to ensuring that digital disruptions help rather than hinder the achievement of different SDGs and related targets. As has been noted in this Report, current levels of support are inadequate. Assistance should seek to reduce the digital divides, strengthen the enabling environment for value creation in the digital economy, build capacity in the private and public sectors, and enhance trust by supporting the adoption and enforcement of relevant laws and regulations.
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136 See, for example, UNCTAD, 2018f.
137 See UNCTAD, 2016.
138 See also UNCTAD (2018e) for a detailed discussion on policies for transformational entrepreneurship in LDCs.
139 See: https://i4policy.org/.
140 UNCTAD is supporting the development of holistic approaches for transformative policy-making relating to science, technology and innovation (STI) that advance an inclusive and sustainable development agenda tailored to each country’s specific concerns, priorities, development trajectories and policy needs (UNCTAD, 2019c).
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149 See also The Wall Street Journal, 20 April 2018, Want our personal data? Pay for it; and The Economist, 11 January 2018, Should Internet firms pay for the data users currently give away?
150 For example, Facebook’s average quarterly revenue per user, for instance, is only about $6 – and that is before costs are factored in (Facebook, 2018).
151 It has been suggested that, eventually, revenue from a collective data fund could be used to finance a sovereign wealth fund or even a basic income to contribute to poverty alleviation (Ravallion, 2019).
156 See ZDNet, 24 May 2018, Microsoft: We’re giving you all Euro-style GDPR rights over how we use your data; and Financial Times, 24 October 2018, Apple and Facebook call for EU-style privacy laws in US.
159 The RCEP negotiations involve 16 countries: the 10 members of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), plus Australia, China, Japan, India, New Zealand and the Republic of Korea.
160 A report by the World Economic Forum (2018) on the future jobs market, identified the top two emerging jobs as being data analysts and scientists, and AI and machine-learning specialists. Other jobs among the top 10 included software and applications developers, big data specialists, digital transformation specialists and new technology specialists. See also European Schoolnet, The e-Skills Manifesto 2016, at: http://www.eun.org/resources/detail?publicationID=902.
161 Much of this section draws from UNCTAD, 2019a.
162 See German competition law, at: https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_gwb/englisch_gwb.html#p0024, section 18(2a): The assumption of a market shall not be invalidated by the fact that a good or service is provided free of charge.
163 See German competition law, section 18(3a).
164 See The New York Times, 31 August 2018, India pushes back against tech ‘colonization’ by Internet giants.
Loss leader is a pricing strategy whereby a product is sold at a price below its market cost to stimulate other sales of more profitable goods or services.

Section 35 (1(a)) of the German competition law.


Loi n° 2016-1321 du 7 octobre 2016 pour une République numérique (1), Article 49; available at: https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichTexteArticle.do;jsessionid=e6D0091B86AC5EB08737D2E1A0AF5539D.tplgfzr37s_3?cidTexte=JORFTEXT000033202746&cidArticle=LEGIARTI000033205188&dateTexte=20161009.


United Kingdom, House of Lords, Select Committee on Communications, 9 March 2019, Regulating in a digital world. See also Wu, 2018.

See Bloomberg, 8 March 2019, Warren calls for breakup of tech companies like Amazon, Facebook.

See also, UNCTAD, Trade and Development Report 2019 (forthcoming).

Digitalization can have implications for different types of taxes, such as corporation tax, value added and sales taxes from e-commerce, trade tariffs and taxation of users of platforms for economic activity. In the context of this Report, given the importance of data in value creation in the digital economy and the role of digital platforms in value capture, the focus of this section is mainly on corporate taxation of digital platforms.

For example, one proposal would have digital platforms taxed on their targeted ad revenues (The New York Times, 6 May 2019, A tax that could fix big tech).


For the timeline of discussions on digital taxation at the EU, and corresponding documents, see: https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/policies/digital-taxation/.

See Hadzhieva (2019) for detailed information on different unilateral tax measures being adopted around the world.

See Taxamo (blog), Malaysia passes bill to tax foreign-supplied digital services, at: https://blog.taxamo.com/insights/malaysia-digital-tax-annoucement.


See, for instance, The Guardian, 22 February 2019, Millions of Ugandans quit internet services as social media tax takes effect; Limpiñia, 2019; Mozilla, 2018 and Sarpong, 2018.


The Commission is chaired by José Antonio Ocampo (see: https://www.icrict.com/).


For the mandate of the Subcommittee, see United Nations, 2018; See also UN-DESA, 2018; and UN-DESA, Report of the sixteenth session Committee of Experts on International Cooperation in Tax Matters, 2018, at: https://www.un.org/es/fdf/fdf-follow-up/tax-committee.html.

The specific concerns of developing countries with regard to taxation in the digital economy are also highlighted in ATAF, 2018a and b; and G-24, 2019.
See, for instance, OECD, 2019e; and IMF, 2019c.

Rights holders have responded by increasingly licensing digital content, rather than transferring property, thereby keeping the right to control further distribution of the content.

See Intellectual Property Magazine, November 2018, Striking the right balance, p. 30; Broken internet, p. 31; The meme machine p. 32.

For a recent overview, see The Washington Post, 2 May 2019, DOJ weighs in on FTC’s case against Qualcomm.


See, for instance, Quartz, 8 August 2018, Uber said raising driver pay couldn’t be done. That’s about to change.

See: http://faircrowd.work/.

See: http://www.wearedynamo.org/.


See also Johnston and Land-Kazlauskas, 2018.


The study’s sample focused on projects specifically identified by MDBs as ICT projects and/or projects deemed by the authors to include an “ICT component that superseded components pertaining to other sectors”. Inclusion of investments for digital solutions in projects outside the ICT sector in the narrow sense might result in higher estimates of total donor allocations to the digital economy in developing countries.

Statement by Mariya Gabriel, EU Commissioner for Digital Economy and Society at the UNCTAD E-Commerce Week 2018, 17 April.

The survey was undertaken by Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) on behalf of UNCTAD (UNCTAD, 2019d).

The first regulatory sandbox was launched in 2015 in the United Kingdom, and generated interest among regulators and innovators around the world. In early 2018, there were more than 20 jurisdictions actively implementing or exploring the concept, including some developing countries (see UNSGSA, 2018).
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